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All  GRANDMOTHER FOR 2 ABORTIONS
Shocked friends
Puzzled By Case
Why would a woman who has five living children,
26 grand children and some 30 great grandchildren turn
Into an abortionist?
Neighbors, friends, children and in-laws of Mrs. Leona
Lewis McWay are asking themselves this same question
about the 76-year-old woman.
Mrs. Ida Pulliam of 846 Bun-
tin, right next door to Mrs. Mc-
Way, was shocked and sickened
by the incidents that led to the
arrest and conviction of Mrs. Mc-
Way.
"We used to just go fishing,
nothing but fishing," Mrs. Pulli-
lt said. "She
had a bad heart
a n d sometimes
we had to help
Alper into the house
Wien she would




age as Mrs. Mc-
Way, said, "We
sat around a n d
She talked about her heart trou-
ble and high blood pressure and See GRANDMOTHER, Page 2
Mrs. McWay
A LUCKY BABY —Little
Johnny Lee, two-month-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lee of 907 Arkansas at., oar•
rowly escaped death as the
city's second plastic bag vie'
tim last week when the flim-
sy material placed on his mat-
tress clung to his mouth and
filled his nostrils. A neighbor,
' so m m on e d by a child's
screams, called police and the
youngster was revived with a
resuscitator. Little Johnny
was taken to the hospital,
treated and released. Mrs.
Lee, holding the baby, has
taken all plastic bags out of
her home. She has six other
children. (Staff photo by Har-
din).
J.A. Hayes Not Running;
Rips Daily Newspapers
' Regret and resentment was ex-
pressed by well-known educator
(retired), J. Ashton Hayes, this
week, over what he describes as
"an indirect attempt on the part
of the two daily newspapers in
Memphis to inject the race issue
into the current campaign for city
offices."
Mr. Hayes based his complair/
on the manner in which the p
a.,
pers have handled his reportedl
candidacy for membership on the
elemphis Board of Education. He
Ai. J. ASHTON HAYES 
Ai
said the two dailies have publish-
ed stories including him a long
with local Negroes who have
announcgd their candidacy for the
educatioNWiard.
"I'm not a candidate for any of-
fice at this time. I do not think
it expedient," he told the T r
State Defender.
Mr. Hayes said he made no for-
mal announcement of his inten-
tions. He noted that there ha ve
been rumors for some time that
he would announce. But he feels
the newspapers "jumped t h e
gun" in playing up his name end
those of the other Negro candi-
dates in what seemed to him to
be "scare stories" announcing that
three Negroes were seeking places
on the Board of Education.
STORIES SLANTED
He said he has been misrepre-
I talked about my arthritis and
rheumatism."
Leslie Hooker, sr., Mrs. Mc-
Way's son, 686 Baltimore, lived
right around the corner from his
mother. "I don't know much
about the facts of the case," he
said, "but as far as the abortions
go I remember something happen-
ing to mother in 1958. She was
trapped by one of the Negro po-
licemen who pretended that his
wife needed to have an abortion."
Why did she do it,
Mr. Hooker said he didn't know.
Was it that she needed money?
It's true that she was fighting to
get her pension reinstated, Mr.
Hooker said, but all her children
lived in her same neighborhood
and were close to her needs. Mr.
Martin Denies Volunteer Ticket




Memo To Negro Voters
AN EDITORIAL
Whether they know it or not, Negro
voters in Mcmphis are having a love affair
with history. They've done a pretty elo-
quent job of courting, with some 55,000
eligible to vote. But if there is to be a wed-
ding of Memphis Negroes and the city's
political future, every one of these 55,000
will have to say "I do" when the music
starts on August 20.
If ever time has been pregnant with
possibilities for the Negro Memphian in
politics, that time is now. Since 1905, the
colored citizen here has been on the out-
side of the window glass looking in—just
like the pinched faced urchin peering hun-
grily through the front showcase of a bake
shop. But time and circumstances have
changed since 1905 and August 20, 1959,
could mean for Memphis a new day—and
a new deal.
However, one thing is abundantly clear.
In order for the political might of Negroes
in Memphis to successfully assert itself,
an overwhelming spirit of unity must
spring from the oppressed hearts of the
Negro people. A contagious togetherness
must seize Negroes who are registered to
vote and propel them to the polls August
20. This is a crucial election coming up,
one which will determine the future of the
Negro in Memphis and in the South for
many years to come. The nation is curious
to know if Memphis Negroes have matur-
ed politically. The word is out across the
country that, for the first time in modern
history, Negroes have a good chance of be-
ing elected to local offices. The proof of
this statement is as plain as the figures
that follow:
NEGRO VOTE BLOC
Some 186,000 Memphians have regis-
tered to vote. Of this total, more than
55,000 are Negroes. As certain worried
factions in the city have pointed out time
and time again, with several white candi-
dates competing for the same post with a
lone Negro, it is obvious that a large bloc
of Negro votes would slide the Negro can-
didate into office since the white candi-
dates are going to have to be satisfied
with a several-way split.
However, there are two extremely im-
portant factors which need emphasis at
this time. First, Negro candidates are go-
ing to need every single vote they can
muster in order to come out victoriously.
Some estimates place the number of Ne-
groes who will really vote as high as 45,-
000. Others predict as few as 30,000 will
turn out on August 20. Mathematics will
prove quickly that 307000 votes will not be
sufficient to put a candidate into office. It
could be that 46,000 votes will not guaran-
tee victory. The Negroes, if they vote in a
bloc, are going to have to have the added
cushion of ballots cast by white Memphi-
ans. And there is good reason to believe
that these will be more than ft few.
All of this points directly to the ob-
See AN EDITORIAL, Pape 2
Plastic Bag In Crib;
Baby Almost Smothers
A two - month old Negro boy, locating in the bags, but she put
whose mother put a small plastic "a small piece" on the 
baby's
bag on his bed to protect the mat- bed thinking he would not be
tress, almost suffocated last week harmed by it.
when the flimsy substance lodged Following the near-death of her
In his throat and nostrils. son, Mrs. Lee said she 
took all
Rescued by his nine - year - old plastic bags from her home and
aunt, Shirley Ann Dixon, and re- disposed of them.
vived by police, was little Johnny One child has already 
lost his
Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert life this Summer 
as a result of
Lee of 907 Arkansas at. a plastic bag 
placed in his crib.
The child's mother, Mrs. Mary He wa
s Ludie Tynes, Jr., son of
Lee, had gone down town and left Mr. and Mrs.
 Ludie Tynes, Sr.,
her sister, Shirley Ann, in charge of 16
76 Rayner at.
of her seven children. 
A number of deaths have been
reported across the nation as a
When the young girl noticed the
baby suffocating, she screamed
result of children coming in con-
for help and Mrs. Greather Mc-
Duffey, who jives at 905 Arkan-
sas st., came to her assistance.
Mrs. McDuffey called police and
they rushed to the house with a
resuscitator.
Hospital officials credited Patrol-
man D. J. Wood with saving the
young boy's life.
Mrs Lee said she had read




NEW YORK — Billie Holiday,
famous blues singer who "hated
to see that evenin' sun go down,"
lapsed into eternal darkness in
New York's Metroc.cditan hospital
July 17.
"Lady Day," as she was called,
sented by such stories, not only had 
seen her star shine brightly in
because he has made no formal 
the music field before her decline
announcement, but also because after 
1950, spurred on by nar-
the stories seemed slanted by con- 
cotics and alcohol. In her good
days she was classed as the best
blues singer around.
She sang with Benny Goodman,
Louis Armstrong and other not-
ables in the band agenda. Some
of her best works were "Them
There Eyes," "Strange Fruit," and
"I Cover The Waterfront." She
made her last recording this
Spring, a long-playing disk. She
struction and presentation to leave
an impression on the public that
Nevi-, candidates for theboard
would be dangerous or inimical to
the public interest.
He said it was not what was
said in the stories, but the man-
ner of their construction and pres-
entation that could give the public
the wrong impression.
"Recognizing the power of t h e




Eight straight nights of services
will commemorate the 95th anni-
versary of the founding of t he
St. James AME church, 600 N.
Fourth st., from Sunday July X
through Sunday, Aug. 2.
Six guest ministers are sched-
uled to speak at the church which
was founded at the beginning of
the Civil War in 1864.
They are Rev. Gonya P. Hen-
trell, Trinity CME, Monday night:
Rev. J. T. Dentharn, New Allen
AME, Tuesday night; Rev. L. W.
Raspberry, New Warner AME,
Wednesday night; Rev. Loyce Pat-
rick, Avery chapel AME, Thurs-
day night; Rev. C. E. Johnson,
Pentecostal Baptist, Friday night;
and Rev. P. E. Brooks, Feather-
stone Temple CME church, Sun-
day afternoon, Aug. 2.
Free dinners will be served at
the church on Sunday, Aug. 2,
and the public is invited to be
present.
Mrs. Erselle Williams is chair-
man of the anniversary celehra-
was married to Louis McKay, her tiee, James snow, her co-chair-
manager. mall. Rev. E. M. Alcorn pastor
11111M111111111111MNIIMUIIIIMMUNIIMONI1111181111111 of the Church,.
teem*
tact with the plastic containers,
and parents have been asked to
dispose of them as soon as they





NEW YORK — Dr. Ralph
Bunche, still smarting over the
snub by the past president of the
West Side Tennis club of New
York, said he had decided against
applying for membership in the
famous club now that all has been
made three-fourth well by the club
Board of Governors.
The Board said it had accepted
the resignation of former presi-
dent of the club. Wilfred Burg-
lund. Mr. Burglund had told Dr.
Bunche that the club did not offer
membership to Negroes. But the
Board said differently and that
Negroes can join.
Dr. Bunche said that the board
had made "a very comforting and
clear statement" and that if the
situation had been presented to
him correctly in the first place,
there would not have been any




LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A
38-year-old man attempting to kid-
nap his estranged wife at knife
point died of an apparent heart at-
tack while struggling with her,
the coroner's office has reported.
Donald S. Rickard went to his
wife's nearby Norwalk home Mon-
day, pulled a five-inch hunting
knife and forced her to get in
his car, said Mrs Rickard, 42.
When he stopped at a filling
station, she jumped out and he
started to chase her, but suddenly
By M. L. REID
A bombshell fell In the midst
of the Volunteer headquarters on
Monday with the announcement
that Dr. B. B. Martin, owner of
Martin Stadium, would not per-
mit the candidates to use the ball
park for a rally at which Dr.
Martin Luther King was schedul-
ed to speak on Friday night, July
31, and Miss Mahalia Jackson
was to sing with a 1,000-voice
choir giving her support.
Asked about it, Dr. Martin said,
"I told them they could not have
that rally at the stadium.
"Why? Because it's MINE! It's
MINE!" he yelled.
When asked if he were afraid
of reprisals, Dr. Martin, replied,
"No. I plan to vote."
His refusal to let the Negro can-
didates use the stadium has add-
ed to the problems and woes of
their managers who have 20,000
tickets circulating and no place
to go. At press time, Mason Tem-
ple was being considered as the
next best site. .
BOARD POSTS
Some of the Negro leaders, who




There will be no double shift
schools in Memphis in Septem-
ber.
E. C. Stimbert, superintendent
of schools, told the Tri-State De-
fender this week that there were
absolutely no grounds for rumors
which are circulating that certain
Negro schools will provide only
three hours instruction per day
when school opens.
"There may be a few schools
which have to institute a double
shift program for two or three
weeks until new school plants are
completed." Mr. Stimbert said
"But should this be necessary, it
will last only for a few weeks until
the students can move into new
and expanded quarters."
Word had reached the Tri-State
Defender that some Negro schools
would open this Fall with a per-
manent arrangement whereby
one set of pupils would attend
from 8:30 a. m.
., until 12 noon and




p. m, and stay







saw 12 Negro schools get new
chiefs, Mr. Stimbert explained
that this was a means of provid-
ing promotions to deserving prin-
cipals and teachers, "for the must
part."
"If you will study the pattern
of the appointments, "he said,
"you will see that generally a
principal was shifted from a smal-
ler school to a larger school or a
teacher was promoted to a princi-
palship."
He explained that In ;n doing,
those promoted gained higher
salaries. Mr. Stimbert made it
clear that none of the changes
were mandatory.
Asked about a reported teacher
a ifo rt a g e in Memphis, the su-
perintendent said three was "no
shortage here, and especially no
in the Negro schools."
He said that an insignifican
number of Memphis teachers are
now instructing children without
collapsed and died. .,...rvirim..,the benefit ol a college degree,
A RUFFLED DRIVE —
Climbing back on bus after
altercation with Negro pas-
senger is John E. Moore, a
Memphis Transit company
driver, who told police t h e
man struck him as he at.
tempted to grab h im while
another man called police. An
eye witness to the incident
said Mr. Moore swung at un-
identified passenger and was
knockett down when he miss-
ed. He suffered a cut above
the right ear. The passenger




NEW YORK — The suspension of Robert F. Williams
as president of the Monroe, N. C., branch of the NAACP
was unanimously sustained by the delegates attending the
50th anniversary convention of the Association which
ended here July 19.
Following a call to meet "vio-
lence with violence" and to stop
"lynchings with lynchings," Mr.
Williams was suspended from his
post by Executive Secretary Roy
Wilkins on May 6 pending action
by the Board of Directors. Mr.
Wilkins' action was upheld by the
Board on recommendation of the
Hoard's committee on branches
after a hearing at which Mr. Wil-
liams testified and was represent-
ed by counsel. The suspension
was extended for a six-month
period.
The Board's unanimous decision
was appealed by Mr. Williams to
the convention.
WEAK-KNEED
Oliver W. Hil!, chairman of the
Legal redress committee of the
NAACP Virginia State Conference
of branches, attacked "w e a k-
kneed" Negroes and whites dur-
ing the association's 50th anniver-
sary convention.
"It is important," Mr. Hill said,
"that we recognize the hoary age
of the problem — because there
are a few weak.kneed Negroes
and too many weak-kneed white
people who tell us we are trying
to move too fast.
"How can a pace that trans-
cends by more than a generation
the life expectancy of any living
DS. S. A. OWEN. left, pas-
tor of Metropolitan Baptist
church, an.1 Atty. II. T. Lock-
ard, trustee of the church, are
seen in the lobby of the Plaza
hotel in New York City fol.
%wing Or. owen's presents.
than of MOO to the NAACP on
behalf of Metropolitan chuck,
human being be regarded as awe-
ing too fast? So the next time
you hear the 'too fast' argument
presented — please ask its pro-
ponent to give you his or her idea
of a reasonable length of time
and if that estimate falls short of
a century — kindly remind the
person that we have already ex-
ceeded the period of time to which
they prescribe,
"The first suit by a Negro to
secure desegregated public school
education was instituted more
than a hundred and ten years
ago," Mr. Hill said.
Senator Hugh Scott (R., Pa.)
was also slated to appear on the
July 14th program but due to un-
expected legislative proceedings,
was unable to attend.
However, his address was read
by his administrative assistant,
George Mooradian, who express-
ed the senator's opinion that
"Congress is best known for the
sitting broad jump," on civil
rights.
"The sitting broad jump was
demonstrated tfirst In January
when we who‘want to advance
civil rights tried to make realis-
tic amendments to Rule 22, the
so-called filibuster rule."
Already paying on a life mem-
bership In the NAACP, file
donation — made at the
NAACP's Seth anniversary
convention — was presented
to the Rev. Edward J. Odom,




Sat., July 25, 1959
Rally
(Continued from Page 1)
lied agreed to support all Negro
candidates, are reported to be
suite disturbed about the positions
for which Rev. Henry C. Bunton
and Rev. Roy Love are aiming
pp the school board.
Rev. Bunton was to file for Po-
sition No. 3, occupied by Mrs.
;aewrence Coe, while Rev. Love
Is going for No. 2, held by Mrs.
Arthur N. Seessel. Both women
are seeking reelection.
:..This, say observers, makes it
difficult for Negro leaders w h o
have made some "backdoor
pledges" to help support the worn•
ea in the present campaign. These
leaders want the ministers to
wage political war on incumbents
Julian Bondurant and John T.
Stfa. . .
E VE RS UNCERTAIN
tee m ingl y dazed as deadline
time tor filing neared was 0. Z.
Eters, would-be candidate f o r
copimissioner of finances and in-
stitutions, who apparently began
ritnning before reading the quali-
ficTtions. On Monday, Mr. Evers,
who is one of the most publiciz-
e& candidates, was lumbering
frolh one lawyer's office to anoth-
er hoping to hear some word of
encouragement.
Mr. Evers resigned from his job
at his post office, but just to
be on the safe side, it is report-
ed he went down several hours
before his resignation was to
have taken effect and cancelled
It.
What Mr. Stanback, candidate
for tax assessor, will do now that
this partner may have fallen by
the wayside, is not known. His
speeches, not all times audible,
have been met generally with
polite applause after Mr. Evers
has gotten a thunderous ovation.]
Raps Too Much Security
WASHINGTON — Capt. John
Henry Morse, Jr., government
atomic adviser, calling for the pub-
lication of more information on
atomic fallout hazards said, "we
are killing ourselves by security."
Private Forests
Albany — Private interests own
about 11 million forest acres in
New York state.
PLAY HOST — Members of
Girl Scout Troop 266, above,
are hostesses to 25 girls re-
turning to their homes from
the Senior Girl Scout Roundup
near Colorado springs, Colo.
rado. The returning girls re.
presented troops from Louis!.
ana, Tennessee, Dee atu
Montgomery, Tuscaloosa, and
Birmingham, Abs. The troop
is sponsored by the Metropoli-
tan Baptist church, and Royal
Flagg is chairman of the troop
committee. Standing far right
Is the Scout Troop Leader,
Mrs. Andrewnetta Hawkins
Jones.
Eyewitness Says Bus Driver Tried
To Hit Negro After Row Over Seat
An eyewitness on the bus whose
driver was struck by a Negro has
told the Tri-State Defender a dif-
ferent story from that which was
told to police and Memphis Tran-
sit company by the beaten motor-
man last week.
According to Rev. Lindsey Mit-
chell of 460 Lipford at., pastor of
the Shiloh CME church at Somer-
ville, who alighted from the bus
at Vance ave., and S. Lauderdale
at., the driver, John E. Moore, 41.
of 4667 Flamingo rd., got off the
bus with the intention of striking
the Negro passenger after order-
ing him to sit in the rear or get
off the bus.
"The passenger got off the bus
in front of me," Rev. Mitchell
said. "and the driver ran out and
tried to strike him with his fist,
and was knocked down when he
missed."
THREE AID DRIVER
Three white passengers ran to
the driver's aid, Rev. Mitchell
said, and were holding him until
several Negroes came to see what
was happening. Then they turned
the man loose, and he vanished.
Rev. Mitchell said he asked the
driver what had provoked the in-
cident, and he replied, "The man
cursed me."
The minister said the unidenti-
fied passenger did not cause any
disturbance on the bus, and that
if he were later captured he
would serve as a witness on his
behalf.
"He did not have any business
getting off that bus to hit that
man," Rev. Mitchell said.
The minister, who was headed
for the library, said someone said
An Editorial
(Continued from Page 1)
vious: every single Negro who has regist-
ered needs to get to the polls on August
20th and vote!
The second consideration germane to
this point is simply this: contrary to the
beAefs. csf. .enany.....iheet. is nothing at. AIL .
which indicates that Negroes are going to
vote for a Negro candidate simply be-
cause he is a Negro.
FIGHT FOR EQUALITY
We know full well that there are
things more important to a Negro t...in
being a Negro and fighting the disadvan-
tages which accrue to the second class citi-
zenship which has been assigned him.
Every self - respecting Negro, without
throwing race pride out of the window,
will back to the hilt any legitimate move-
ment to bring equality of status. How-
ever, these same Negroes are mindful of
the real meaning of the ballot and, hope-
fully will recognize that there are two ma-
jor considerations to be weighed before
casting that important vote. We suggest
that these two factors should be measured
before any Negro voter chooses the candi-
date to back:
1. The candidate must be the best quali-
fied in terms of training, experience and
integrity to hold the office he seeks.
2. The candidate must have demonstrat-
eel his unswearving loyalty to the real dem-
(Vatic way of life. In short, he must be
dedicated to the cause of equality for
every citizen. Not "separate but equal."
Not some mamby-pamby "equality" load-
ed with double talk. But real, honest-to-
goodness democracy 'which can be spelled
but One way—integration.
These are two qualifications which, in
combination, may seem to be difficult of
achievement. One thing, though, is for
Sure...!Every one of the Negro candidates
can be r.'wended upon to work for the ad.
vancement of integration in Memphis. Not
a single white candidate has even made a
weak public utterance suggesting that he
believes that Memphis Negroes deserve to
live and eat and work and attend the fair-
grounds or zoo like the "other" residents
of this city. Thus, they automatically lose
out under our criterion Number II.
There are some eminently qualified Ne-
groes in the current race who, by any
standards, meet our criterion Number I.
They must be swept into office.
How you vote is your privilege and
your own business. We do not condone at-
tempts to find out how a person plans. to
vote. There could be spurious motives be-
hind straw polls and we urge Negroes to
steer clear of them. How you vote is your
own business and, believe it or not, after
you have cast your vote, nobody will know
whose name you checked.
The important thing now is to study
the candidates closely. IVe have offered
two criteria for evaluation of those seek-
ing office. If they are not sufficient, we
urge you to draw your own.
But, by all means, when August 20th
comes—vote! And vote for the condidate
you feel will do the most for YOU.
PAULA PINKSTON, 7, (laugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Pinkston. 1537 Rirtisong, sits
in Queen's throne after winning
title in eity-wlele alaygroeed
competition. Her King, Den ick
Wirer, 10, son of Mrs. La.
inel Groves of 369 Linden,
couldn't be located by the pito
tographer after cantata at
Orange Mound swimming pool
l'aula represented Dunn and
Derrick wore colors of Church
Park playground. Other win-
nee., left to right. Edward
Louis, Ill, 6, of Lincoln Park;
Pamela Vermin. 5. of Lincoln
Park, and Gwendolyn Wright,
7, of Douglass.
the passenger cut the driver with
a knife, but that Mr. Woods was
cut when he hit the curb.
ORDERED TO REAR
Mr. Woods told police and tran-
sit company officials that the
passenger had gotten on the bus
when it was on Main at., and had
sat only three seats from the
front.
So many white passengers got
on the bus, he said, that it be.
came necessary for him to order
GS Troop 266 Does




urp 266 15, 19w59a th's Ser hostess
Girl
Sc 
for 25 girls returning to their
homes from the Senior Girl Scout
Roundup near Colorado Springs,
Colo. The girls represented troops
from New Orleans, La.; Knoxville,
Tenn.; Decatur, Montgomery,
Tuscaloosa, and Birmingham, Ala.
While guests in town they were
taken on a tour of Chticalissa In-
dian Village and various other
points of interest in Memphis. The
evening was completed by a lawn
dinner at the home of the troop
leader, Mrs. William E. Jones,
259 Alston.
Attending this occasion were
Myranell J. Green, Elaine Abron,
Angela Davis, Andria Scott, Bren-
da Spears, Barbara Murray
Juanita Foy all members of the
Birmingham patrol: Carolyn Knox
the man to move to the rear
twice.
He said the man caused such a
disturbance that he tried to hold
him while someone called the
police, but the man struck him
and escaped.
Mr. Woods got back on the bus
with f,is ear bleeding, and drove
away before police came.
"That bus driver realized he







More than 20,000 tickets to the
open.air mass meeting aLmartin
Stadium, Friday night, el y 31,
were distributed througY t h e
churches of Memphis over the
weekend. The tickets sell for one
dollar each.
The mass meeting will be held
in behalf of the candidates run.
rung on the Volunteer Ticket —
Atty. Russell Sugarmon, Jr., for
Public Works Commissioner; the
Rev. Atty. Ben Hooks for Juve-
nile Court Judge. and the Rever-
ends Henry Bunton and Roy Love
for the School Board.
Coming to the Bluff City to take
active part in the mass meeting
will be Gospel Singer Mahalia
Jackson and Montgomery Bus
Boycott Leader Martin Luther
King, Jr.
DR. KING TO SPEAK
Rev. Mr. King Will address the
meeting, as will the candidates,
and Miss Jackson will stir the
crowd with her glorious singing.
Miss Jackson will have a back-
ground of more than 1,000 voices,
composed of Memphis chuureh
choirs.
Choirs and ushers will march
under the banners of their re-
spective churches from Mason's
Temple to the stadium.
The open-air rally will have a
two-fold purpose. Registered vot-
ers will be urged to go to the
polls on election day and vote
f o r Negro candidates. Ticket
sales will provide funds for the
current campaign now being wag-
ed by Volunteer headquarters.
Dr. W. H. Brewster Is chair-
man of the rally committee.
ELABORATE PLANS for en-
tertaining members of the
teams in the Annual East -
West Bast-ball Classic at Co.
Nasky Park In Chicago, Aug,
9, were recently presented to
Dr. J. B. Martin (seated,
left), president cf the Negro
American Baseball League by
Inemhees of the Citizens Cont.
*Wee, organized by the cog.
Neapolitan Chamber of I ont.
merce. Dr. Martin is a mem-
ber of the chamber's hoard of
directors. Seated next to Dr.
The names of white and Negro
candidates endorsed by the Mem-
phis and Shelby County Leader-
ship Council will be revealed in
a meeting to be held at Mt. Olive
CSIE Cathedral on Monday night,
July 27 beginning at 8 p.m.
Candidates will be endorsed or
rejected on the basis of state-
ments made before a screening
committee in the conference room
of Universal Life Insurance com-
pany on last Thursday, July 16.
Members of the Screening Com-
mittee are Atty. J. F. Estes,
chairman; Rev. H. C. Nabrit, A.
Mace° Walker, James T. Walker,
Mrs. Willa A. McWilliams Walk-
er, Mrs. Bernice A. E. Calloway,
Jobe Walker and Mrs. Marjorie
Ulen.
The organization was founded
on Feb. 3, 1959, to fill the need
for leaders whom the masses in
Memphis look to for guidance.
Leaders were summoned by Rev.
Henry C. Bunton and Rev. Alex
Gladney.
Other leaders at the meeting
were Lt. George W. Lee, Rev.
Gonya P. Hentrell, Rev. Charles
Williams, Dr. S. A. Owen, Bishop
J. 0. Patterson, Rev. Loyce Pat-
rick, A. Maceo Walker and Atty.
J. F. Estes.
Several days later, officers
from sororities, fraternities, reli-
gious and civic organizations met
In the assembly room of Univer-
sal Life Insurance company and
elected as permanent officers,
Rev, Gladney, president; R e v.
0onya P. Hentrell, first vice pres-
ident and Atty. J. F. Estes, sec-
retary.
At the meeting on next Monday
night, the candidates who have
been endorsed by the Leadership
Council are scheduled to be pres-
ent.
Pep talks will be made by 12
persons representing as many
businesses and organizations.
Elder Citizens
Warhington — Maine, Vermont
and New Hampshire are said to
have the heaviest concentration
of people over age 65.
Martin Is Core Carroll, Mayor
of Bronzeville. Others seated
are Daniel J. Faulkner,
chamber president. and Atty.
Arthur McLendon, president
Lower North Business Assn.
Standing (I to r) are A. L.
Foster, executive director, Cos-
iNepolitan Chamber, By Mo.
sbensky. president Greater
47th Street Rosiness assn.;
Charles Hardy. president 500
500 club. Cosmopolitan cham-
ber, Leo Goltz, oresident Lake
AZhia Sharper, a n d DeLillian
Smith of Tuscaloosa; Josetta Brit-
ten, Shirley Bryant, Cloteia Starks
of Montgomery. Members of the
hostess troop present were Alice
Morgan, president, Dorothy Peete,
Mildred Lawson, Yvonne Jordan,
Attic P. Douson, Beverly Guy and
Joan Hargraves. Parents of troop
members present were Mrs.
Ernest Abron, Mrs. A. B. Har-
graves, and Mrs. Marguerite
Morgan. Other guests included
Mrs. hi. 1. Hawkins, member of
Troop 26.; committee, Mrs. Joan
Williams, field director of Girl
Scouting, Mr. and Mrs. George
Williams and Mr. William E.
Jones.
Troop 266 is sponsored by the
Metropolitan Baptist church, and
Mr. Royal Flagg is chairman of
the troop committee.
BOARDING JET which will
take her to London for four-
week appearance at Church-
ill's, one of England's famous
night spots, is Memphlan,
Miss Frances Burnett, former
member of Teen • Town Sing-
ers. Well - known to audiences
in the Bluff City, she starred
in "The Frances Burnett
show" in Jackson while a stu-
dent at Lane college. She car-
ries umbrella aboard air liner
which should corn* in handy




Lawrence S. Wade, former pro-
motion manager for Johnson Pun-I
lishing Co., of Chicago, Ill., has
rejoined the firm of Arnold & As-
sociates, as sire president in
charge of mer-1




ible for the organ-
ization and super






ket survey f o r
Taystee Bread in Louisville, Ky.,
and Cincinnati, Ohio, where Mr.





A filling station owner and part-
time owner of a wrecker service
station apologized last Friday for
the conduct of workers at the sta.
tion who insulted a Negro Woman
who patronized the station.
J. B. Davenport. white part
owner of Dealer's Wrecker Serv-
ice which sells Red Star gasollue,
said the conduct of both patron
and attendants was "all uncalled
for."
Insulted was Mrs. Lillie Pearl
Plunkett of 2394 Perry rd., who
told the Tri-State Defender that
she was cursed and verbally abus-
ed after she refused to pay for
one dollar's worth of gas when
she ordered only 50 cents worth.
Mr. Davenport admitted that
someone 4 the station called the
woman a "nigger," but said the
woman provoked the insult.
1.
Meadows Business assn.: Car.
ter Jones. president West
Side Business assn.: 1,10341
French, president 63rd Street
U n it, Cosmopolitan Cham-
ber; Stogies, Matthews, exer-
ntive secretary Woodlawn Busi-
ness assn.; John p. Knighton.
president Chicago Neer°
Chamber of Commerce: Nick
Roberts, president Waiters.
Bartenders and Waitresses Un-
ion. AFL-CIO and Frank Hen
ry. Elks.
John R. Arnold, jr., president
of the firm, stated that the addi-
tion of Mr. Wade to the firm will
enale the fast growing organize•
lion to service more accounts and
improve the overall efficiency of
the company.
Arnold & Associates are now
servicing such accounts as: Bluff
City Buick Co., Tri-State Bank,
Omega Flour, R. C. Cola and
Southland Racing Corp., and is
one of the first Negro Public Re-
lations firms to represent a na-
tional bakery account on a system
wide bails.
Newspapers1
(Cattinueel from Page 1)
pr ea s, notwithstanding," Me.
Hayes seid, "1 feel 1 ehould have
the opportUnity to -clarify my po-
sition in the whole matter. 1
would like for the public to lino
once and for all something of my
point of view about a Negro's cam-
didacy for a board of education
position or any other office. I
would like to state, also, my per-
sonal idea of what should be the
position of any one aspiring for of-
ficer regardless of color.
"As I have said before, if I ran
I would run, not to represent We.
groes, but as an American citizen
to represent all people, We need
to put as far away as possible the
idea of running as a race repre-
sentative."
UNFAIR TREATMENT
"Gentiles, Jews, Catholics a n d
Orientals run for public office in
the United States. And no great
hue and cry is raised as to their
race or national origin. That is
why I feel I have been misused,
and all the Negro candidates are
being unfairly treated, when un-
due emphasis is placed on their
race and color in the press.
"The Negro is of all colors, froi
a cockroach brown to a lily white
. . . the result of miscegenation,
which is a phase of integration...
and all of which was against his
(the Negro's) will. To be pro-
scribed, penalized, and viewed
askance now for seeking equal
status as American citizens, such
as running for public office which
we help support, seems grossly un-
fair.
"Negro youth is being cruelly
disillusioned already by the con-
tent and presentation of their rare
in many of the textbooks used In
our schools, The Negro is depict-
ed as solely a hewer of wood
and drawer of water. Why not in-
clude a suitable course in Negro
history in the public schools, so
that the Negro youth and others,
may learn of the Negro's contri-
butions to this nation's progress?
NO NEGRO TRAITORS
"Let the Negro youth know th.
there has never been a Neg
traitor in the history of America.
Let him know that during times
of America's greatest perils t h
Negro has played his part honor-
ably in battle, in toil, in loyalty,
and good will for the welfare of
America. •
"The press does the Negro a se-
rious disservice when it treats his
legitimate aspirations for recogni-
tion as a citizen and dignity as a
human being, as a subject for
special treatment and biased slant-
ing. Such treatment is directly in
line with the textbook tradition
found in the schools, of treating
the Negro as a social outcast, and
at best a cultural curiosity.
"That is why I feel Ihav -e
been mistreated, along with those
Negroes who have announced for
office, in the local press. It is
true that the press may have its
own professional standards as to
what constitutes news. Perhaps the
undue emphasis on race is an ou
growth of such considerations.
"But under the acute climate o
today, when sectional and world
tensions, have set up an atmos-
phere which Is at once menane-
ing and unhealthy, it stands to
reason that the American press.
justly noted for its insight a s it
dedication to the welfare of thin
nation, should be the first to take
the lead in making the needed ap-
proaches and adjustments to
avoid making the conditions worse
by slavish adherence to profes-
sional traditions or social prejud-
ices."
BROTHER J. W. PORTER, radio
station WHEY disk jockey, Mill-
ington, Tenn., was recently honor-
ed at the Greater Mt. Pleasant
Baptist church, 47 West DeSota,
here in Memphis. It was the first
appreciadon)day of its kind to be
held in the church. Co-chairmen
of the program were Mrs. Lillian
Raeford, Mrs. Luis Farris and
Louis Cobb. Dr. L. H. Aldridge
Is the pastor. The program fea-
tured a radio broadcast from the
church..--. • 
Misfire
i LONDON — (UPI) — The man-ager of a movie theater showing:the film "Al Capone" set up an!
exhibition of gangster weapons to 
i envide some atmosphere. Today
I nun machine guns were missing
and presumed stolen.
Grandmother
(Continued from Page 1)
Hooker said the pension had been
removed from her seven or eight
months ago. Donald Thomas, mor-
tician and notary. had been re-
tained to check and see just why
her aid was dropped.
Of the three times Mrs. McWadlik
has been arraigned on abortieW
charges, one was concerning a
white woman, Mr. Hooker spid.
She pleaded guilty on an attempt
to commit abortion and maintain-
ed her innocence on another case.
She is presently serving throe,
flve and five year consecutive
terms. A charge of murder in the
second degree was dismissed
against her because of lack of
evidence. One of the women al-
legedly obtaining Mrs. MeWay for
an abortion has several kids.
The case is now closed on Mrs.
Leona Lewis McWsy but the fear
' that she might die in prison—due
to her advanced age—lingers in
the hearts of her friends and tam.
fly. The why .question surrounding
Mrs. McWay's actions can be an-
swered only by Mrs. meWay her-
'self. Attempt' by the Tri-State De-
fender to   contact ofa rs her have bete
unsuccessful 
DARK EYES
Memphis' Fevoriter for 9 straight years
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_  NEWS  TRENTON
SCHOOL DAYS
Schools all over Gibson County
have opened and students and
teachers fully realize that fact. In
some schools the attendance is
over average and in some i is
edly normal. These are facts
that exist and will be adjusted be-,
over average and in some it is
fore the year to old.
, In Dyer, school is being held'
Us two churches due to the factl
that it is being renovated and,
has been moved to a new Inca-1
lion.
Rosenwald, Trenton has sent in
no report but we understand there
have been some faculty changes.
The only one we will list is Mrs.
Pear Elliott as head of H 0 m e
Economics. Others will be given
later.
Rutherford has peak attendance
and all is well over there.
CHURCH NEWS
In the Church news this week
we have Bottum's Temple at the
close of a very successful Vaca-
tion Bible School. Theme was The
Friend. Average attendance 42.
Refreshments were served daily
and a picnic climaxed the school
on Saturday. At the closing exer-
cise on Sunday certificates were
issued to those who attended reg-
ularly.
Mrs. Farrah Ivie is director of
Christian education and workers
MUNICH, Germany — One of the children will spend most of their engineer, film agent, lady lawyer
and a banker.
Individuals a n d organizations
wishing to make contributions to
the project are asked to send them
jobs, clothes and medical care for to: HAFEK, Acc't. 5140, Amexeo
the youngsters who range in ages 111 unich, Germany.
from just a few months to 14 yearsItlinea. 
Holland, Velma Wynne and Eula 
several European countries, Mr. of age.. Carrie Ball, Elizabethincluded Mrs. Mozelle Harris,
Wilkins visited Rev. Bridgeman in 
Hoosman retired from the ring to Mr. Hoosman wants Negroes inMrs. Marjorie Ellis and Miss
Milan Sunday. The Niartinaires 
play the role in a German film of America to come to the aid of theDannie Kay Belmont
Men's Day was observed at the of Martin rendered a program MI 
an ex-til father -arlto returned to organization. "Today," he ex-
ing eti program making it a won- Hullum's Temple Sunday night. 
Germany to get his daughter born plains, "the Negro united or in-
Charlie Corley of New 
York!during the Army of Occupation diyidually, has great strength andderfuT affair.
Services were held all day and City is visiting his grandfather, 
great material wealth. What better
Rev. William Fowlkes found little 
years. 4.1
Sam Corley and aunts and uncles,  '-e '4" entitled 
"Toxi," was
his united goodwill and an eager-
way could he show this, along with
to do with the men in full action Ag . d mrs n.s.v , . 7 received 
throughout., ,West Ger- .
•
on their Men's Day.
Stewardess boards of the CNIE
church met with Mrs. Willie Phil-
lips and No. 2 met with Mrs.
Beatrice Pale. Both were success-
ful meetings. This church invites
all to participate with them in
their Homecoming which takes
place the First Sunday in August.
If you have ever lived in Dyer,
ever been there or expect to go
there, please find your way there
on that Sunday. Dinner will be
served in the basement as a gm
tore of Fellowship. Won't you
join us?
Revival will begin at the church
on Sunday, August 13 with the
Rev. F. M. Dickey, formerly of
this county, but now a prominent
pastor in St. Louis, as the evangel-
ist. Youth Day was observed at
the First Baptist church with a
program Sunday night.
Guest speakers were Miss
Mitchell of Alamo and Mrs. A.
Jamison. There were no services
at Fairview Sunday on account
of the hospitalization of their pas-
tor, Rev. D. E. Bridgman. We
()trust he is better.Revival is being conducted at
Martin Tabernacle this week with
the Rev. A. Hodge of Union City
and Murray, Ky., as the Evangel.
1st.
The Church of Christ is holding
a Tent Revival at the Fairgrounds
in Trenton, for two weeks.
SOCIAL NOTES
Mrs. Laverne Radford was the
delightful hostess to the Neighbor.
hood club last week and on the
menu were American hamburg.
ers with all the trimmings.
Hot and toasted with all the gar-
den greeness, iced drinks and iced
desserts climaxed it all. After be.
log served the club indulged in
various games. The winners were
Mrs. Josephine Barnett and your
scribe.
Guest prize went to airs. Mary
Lou Cox Pollard, who was quite an
entertaining guest of the club.
Mrs. Marjorie Ellis was hostess
to a birthday party honoring her
niece, Sheilia Booker. The tablep
was beautifully decorated with a
elace cloth and a centerpiece ofthe birthday cake topped with nine
candles, which the honoree was
successful in blowing out all at
once.
Thus the wish is to come true.
And what more could she wish for
than to have had guests share with
her her best day, Party favors
were given to each one and the
honoree received several small
and useful gifts.
Among those who enjoyed the
fun and refreshments were John
Etta Jamison of Dyer, Barbara
Charlotte Wright, Shiron Harris,
Larry Escue, Cheryl Lynn, Tom-
my, Hollis Joe Westley, Terry
and Wilma Marie Booker, Susie
Mae and Joe Henry Roach,
James Herbert and James Wil-
liams Conner and Larry Harris.
Mmes. C. A. Rawls, J. Zannie
Rawls and Ruby Reed Jacocks of
OBroansvi 11 e enjoyed barbecuedchicken and homemade ice cream
on the lawn of Mrs. A. Jamison
Wednesday of this week.
1,egathon Johnson served a din-
ner in honor of hie sister, Mrs. baby of Mrs. Bobby Jean Word =
Ada Exum of Chicago, Ill. The and later, the grandfather, Eu- a
guest list included Mmes. Esther gene Elder. Mrs. Elder is a long=
Burnett, Lucinda Dance, Mollie
Simmons. Sudie Smith, Mary Ross
Johnson, Blondie Chapman, Ruth ='
Nell Penn, Lindora Stuart. Lena
Lee. Eva J. Adams, Maggie Bu-
chanan and John A, Buchanan and
RUTHERFORD
friends in Dyer this week. She.
came down to attend the funeral
of the late Rev. P. E. Womack
in Jackson this week. Among the
many others from this area that
attended either the funeral or the
wake were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ellington, W. C. York and T. L.
Buchanan, Mmes. Bobbie Harris,
Addie Gentry, Farrah lvie, Lucy
Overall, Carrie Harris, Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn McGee, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Jamison and daughter,
John Etta, Mrs. LaPearl Burns,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball. Mrs.
Wallace McClain and others whose
names did not reach my desk.
Rev. Womack had pastored Dyer
twice and many people were in-
terested in the welfare of his
family.
E. 1.. Nolan motored to India-
napolis last week end, and re-
turned Sunday with his son, George
Clifton and Annette and Cary
Nolan, all who had spent several
days there.
Mrs. Geraldine Williams and son
Robert. spent the week end in
Milan with Mr. and Mrs. T. .f
Robinson, Sunday afternoon. Mr.
and Mrs. Ell ivie accompanied
Mr. Williams to Milan to bring
Mrs. Williams home.
Those accompanying Mrs. Jamb.
son o Trenton Sunday were Mmes.
Erma Wynn and Virginia O'Dan-
iel, Mrs. Jamison and John Etta
and Ernie- Jean Nolan.
Corleys with 16 persons haying' era, the "Hilfe Fur 
Farbige Und
dinner together' Elternlose Kinder" which m e a n a
Mich., is visiting the B. F. Book- Children." It is better 
known as
Help for Colored and ParentlessMrs. Lillian Booker of Detroit, -
l er family. "Heyfek" in Germany, and became
visiting his son and daughter-in- fare organization on April 19, tor who presented "Porgy a n d
a legal and state registered wel-L. C. Gardner of St. Louis is
law, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Gardner, 19513. Bess" to the German people, an
as dinner guests Sunday their pas-, and Mr. Hoosman is calling upon, s
Mr. and Mrs. Alverna Mays had celebrated its first anniversary,
Just recently the organization  
erter Call
jr.
tor, the Rev. N. IT. Hardin and Negro organizations in the United'
his guest, Brother Murriel, Mr. States to come to the aid of the
and Mrs. Andrew Booker, Mrs. "brown babies."
Syble and children, Mr. and Mrs. Said Mr. Hoosman, "There are
Clyde Randle, Mr. and Mrs. Will between 10,000 and 12,000 brown
Sewell, Mr. Jim Sowell, Miss Shir-
ley Maya and Miss Omia Nell Har- 
babies, and so it is easy to see g . /
ris. 
that numerically speaking t h e ig our
Callers during the afternoon 
colored child is greatly outnurn-
were Mrs. Eva Hague and daugh- 
bered. However, the fact remains,
ter from Paducah Ky., Miss 
the work! has made it a frustrat- GENEVA — (UPI) — Secretary
Mg problem for the colored child of State Christian A. Herter pro-Harriett Alford, Albert Exum of
Chicago, Mrs. Jimmie Ingram of 
to grow into roan and womanhood lposed Monday that the Geneva
Trenton and Sam Randle and Cot- 
without the feeling obeing pil.f 
'deadlock over Berlin be broken
trell Randle, along with Mr. and' feri"' 
not wanted, and in so _
by converting the present B i gMrs. Richard Mays and son. 
cases, an outcast."
Four conference into a permanentNEED EDUCATIONS
commission on Germany wit
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball had
as house guests last week Mr. He said the problem is not as East and West German advisers.and Mrs. Buckley of Nash% tile. great in Germany as in m a n y
Mrs. H. Delois Jordan has re- ' parts of the world, but since the , hallierteer tstamide
turned from Chicago after an SliFilltit a o n 
body
 its ae wouldt iv i-
t i extended visit.
Miss Geneva Stanback of Chica-
go is visiting her brother, Wil-
liam Stanback, who is seriously
ill
kfr .and Mrs. Henry Collins, Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Gentry and Mrs.
Edna Johnson, all of Chicago
were recent visitors in Trenton
and house guests of Mr. and Mrs
Walter Williams and Mr. and
Mrs. Joy G. Gentry. They were
also feted with a breakfast Sun-
day at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Ewing. •
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Morgan
of Trimble, now of Battle Creek,
Mich., were recent visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee. Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Elam of Paducah
motored to Humboldt and Trenton
to visit their parents, Mrs. Robin.
son and Mrs. Daisy Lary. Mrs. Lot-
tie Nelson of Joliet, III., is house
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin John-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Johnson,
lifts. Willie Mull and Mr. Wilbur
Washington motored to St. Louis
to visit relatives and friends for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Elam,
sr., were in Memphis to see their
daughter, Miss Frances Elam,
SADNESS STRIKES
who was ill. She is recuperating ro B y ou
at her parent's home in Trenton.
Two sudden deaths claim our
attention this week, That of the NI
pspecially interested In everything
for the good of my college.
Albert Elrod, a businessman of
Rutherford, presented to the col.
lege, through Mrs. Ruth E. Brant-
ley, a collection of books for
the library. Mrs. Brantley is a
graduate of the college and for.
lived in Rutherford.
Mrs. Meadie Penn, who spent
the Winter in Chicago with her
children, has returned home,
bringing with her some grandchil-
dren to spend the summer. MiS3
Armarie Word is visiting relatives
in Chicago and Gary. Ind.
for Permanent
es — unlike the all-German com-
mittee proposed by the Russians
which would have to complete
German re-unification within 111
months.
The U. S. secretary of state told
the Big Four conference that set-
ting up a permanent commission
would be a "sensible and busi-
nesslike way" of breaking t h e
East-West deadlock here.
The new Army rifle that will re-
place the Garand can fire 12 and
a half rounds per second.
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Some Phone — JA 3-1626
Herbert Streeli • SIONC• 1871 • Walter Streuli
BROWN RABIES' FRIEND —
Standing in the midst of only
a few of the estimated MOO
"Brown Babies" left behind
by Negro American service-
men is Al Hoosman, w ho
founded Reek, he said "for
the purpose of being a father
and getting the needs of all
GI fathered children." Mr.
Hoosman, former prizefightet,
Is asking American Negroes
to help his organisation by
sending clothes, food and non.
ey. Funds will be used to build
homes for the youngsters
Former Prizefighter Seeks Funds
To Support German Brown Babies
greatest friends of the "brown lives in Germany, they will have
babies" — German children fa- to be educated to live there.
thered and left behind by Negro The organization is attempting
Gls in the years since World War to provide schools, new homes,
11—is Al Hoosman, a former prize-
fighter from Los Angeles.
Following a number of bouts in
f the 'film rests"a and Lalla many as one o m gMmes. Farrah Ivi
Locke. of that year. But while 
working as
Clyde Louis Corley spent a an actor, 
Mr. Hoosman came in
week in Paducah visiting Mr. 
contact with a number of white
American parentage too!"
and Mrs. Perkins and Mrs. Eva 
and Negro children. He realized
Hague. who accompanied him
home for the week end. They
all motored to Jackson to visit
Mrs. Ruth Brantley.
ness to help the worldin genera
than by supporting not only the
12,000 brown babies, but the 90,-
000 other German children of
that they would lace big problems DEDICATED STAFF
in the years to come. especially He says, "Send clothes, f o o d,
the Negro-fathered children, and money and any kind of assistance
he set out to try and help them not for any particular child, hut
Mrs. Gladys Finch and Miss 
by getting permission to stage for all of them. Our plans and
Harriet Alford spent a few days 
boxing shows with the proceeds' money will build badly needed
in Chicago visiting Mr. and Mrs 
going to support the many orphan. Ironies, but they will be for all
Eddie B. Gardner and family. 
yes in Germany. For five years his and any GI-fathered child to have
and cherish as his very own and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Alford and, 
plan was ignored.
for his complete lifetime."
and granddaughter, Paula. FIRST ANNIVERSARY
Hollis Freeman of St. Louis, But alter nine years in 
Germany,, The nine persons working in H.
Mo., visited his mother, Mrs. Far-, Mr. Hoosman had a better 
know • F. E. K. include a Jew who suf.
rah hie, and the trip turned out' ledge of the 
language and he or- fered for many years in a concen-
to be f ' ganized with the assistance of oth• 
tration camp; a white illegitimate
GI•fathered child; and an Austri-
an who was a prisoner of war but
ionow a dedicated lawyer working
for better understanding among
mankind.
It also includes a concert direr-
=
daughter of Cleveland, Ohio. 
=--a
'The Little League Baseball club
sponsored a social for teenagers 
=
at Legion hall to raise funds for =
on injured player, R. L. Bradford,
who is hospitalized. Jesse Bobbitt
is the adult manager of the club.
TRIM AND THAT
Mrs. Nan Lou Wilkins of St.
Louie Is visiting relatives and
noted figure around Gibson coma-
ty in religious and civic life.
Mrs. E. F. Booker is a shut-in.
Rev. and Mrs. Bennie Patter-
son, Rev. and Mrs. V. C. Smith
and Miss Jimmie Stanback were
among those who attended the Wo-
mack funeral
If there ase others please send
them in early next week.
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith Stafford
and Kenneth Timmons of St. Lou-
is, Mo., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Maggie Alexander.
special item came to the desk
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Living Is Killing Me
By L. F. PALMER, Jlt.
There used to be a Pine when
you could build a better mouse-
trap and the world would beat a
path to your door. These days,
when you build a better mouse-
trap, the world will beat you out
of your idea.
All you've got to do is come up
with something new and the mo-
ment it's on the market, a couple
, dozen imitations will spring up to
smack their lips at your dollar
profits.
Take that sensational magazine,
"confidential." f o r example. lt
hit the stands and went to work Oil
folk's peculiar desires to read
about the dirty linen in famous
people's closets.
Before you could say "telt,
tch," the following mags were
screaming at you from the news-1
stands: Grapevine, Lowdown, In-
side Story, Outside Story, Upside
Down Story, Scoop, Boop-Boop•A.
Doop and Inside The Inside.
So now the scandal hunter has,
got In be rich in order to buy all i
these magazines or become com•1
plettly frustrated for fear he
missed out on who beat his wife
when the wife's boyfriend wasn't
looking.
When Davy Crockett became the
Junior Ruler of the Nation, some•
body came tip with Davy Crockett
coonskin caps. Then somebody else
thought up jackets and another
genotts broght oil the shoe s.
Then came the avalanche: wal-
lets, pencils, rugs, guns, hand-
kerchiefs, tooth brushes, breaa,
ice cream, hanks, tents and so on
and so forth.
hull DAISY
I am a 'Brawn Baby'
NOBODY WANTS
NOW—





Sot., July 25, 1959
I've got a friend who thought cueQuery Hubby In
was going to make a million on a
fantastic Davy Crockett soda pop 
nWife Slay'g—guaranteed to pop but uot until It is snugly settled in the small 
.....
fry's stomach. But he lost his,
shirt on the venture because moth- WEST COVINA, Calif. — (UPI)
era became alarmed when their —A wealthy West Covina doctor





over the place. face questioning in connection with
the slaying of his estranged wife.
company came out with a serlY Dr. Bernard Raymond Finch,
Look at the spray spree. One
deodorant I think it was. Then 41, denied any knowledge of the
everybody else got into the act. fmal shooting of his socially-prom-
They not only came up with other inent wife, Barbara, 33, Saturday
underarm spray cosmetics b u t night. The woman's body was
they fixed up everything else as found at the rear of the couple's
that all you've got to do is $eosioo estate near here, a bullet
squeere wound in 
her back.
Finch claimed he was in Las
Now you can spray on deodor-
ant, shaving cream, medicine for
burns, meat flavoring paint, fin-
gernail polish, hair whatchacallit,
shoe polish, and glue. One of my
agents informs me that now you
are able to buy sonic of that
stuff a guy used to spray his wilt-
ing grass green.
And how about this new TV rim.,
mick that looks like a flashlight?'
All you have to do is stay put in!
your comfy chair and flash this
crazy light at your TV set anytime
. you want to change channels, turn,
the volume up or down, etc.
Vegas with his girl friend, red-
haired Carol Tregoff Pepin. 22,
cocktail waitress at a plush strip
hotel, when the slaying took place.
Mrs. Pappa. a divorcee, refused
to support Finch's alibi.
vacation
tips
That opens up a brand new ave.,
nue tor the idea snatchers. SOOn
we'll rave flash lights that open!
the door, answe- t h e phone, don't forget 
I change the baby, kiss the wife and
all other such routine matters of to stop the milk
living
Happy thought.
Shock Story of a Coed Prison "Riot In Juvenile Prison"
TE THE GREATNESS
...of James Crow's masterpiece
SEN. HENRY CLAY thougiii so
highly oh JAMES CROW'S whiskey
he ordered it by the barrel. (Re.
ported in a newspaper of the 1800's).
The day James Crow perfected his bonthon,
a masterpiece was born. Today, there is still
no near rival to light, mild Old Crow.
It is America's preferred bourbon.
LIGHT • lvf/LD • 90--PROOF •
tv4',";ChE
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attending the enjoyable affair wereI" meeting will be concerned with Mr. and Mrs. Willie Green, Mrs.
:setting up an exact date mad se- Thelma Patterson and Mrs. Lillie
" lading committees. Bolton. *KM
I Services previout to this (ices, "F'aith Is The Victory" was the
Mon will be regular. Morning sem, 
Sunday. 
of Day observed this past
Edward Watson, presi.
Ices will include a message by dent of the Young People's choirthe pastor, Rev. Roy Love, and and co-chairmen of the YoungInspirational singing by the corn- People day, spoke during the morn-bined choirs. 
Mg service at 11 a.m.
OLIVET BAPTIST Rev. N. Needland of Raleigh,
I A grand time was had by all Tenn. was the speaker at 3 p. in.
• When the Olivet Baptist church ob- Mrs. Elizabeth Jones was gen-
; served its Church Anniversary, re- eral chairmen.
cently. Several days of services In the Church news this week
characterized the glorious and his- we have Hullum's Temple at the
locket event, close of a very successful Vaca-
Pastors and their respective tion Bible School. Theme was
churches on hand to acclaim the The Friend. Average attendance
good work of the membership 42. Refreshments were served dai-
were Rev. E. V. McGhee of ly and a picnic climaxed t h e
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist church; school Saturday. A the closing ex-
' Rev. B. T. Hopkins of Promise-
land Baptist church and Rev. J. W.
• Wyms of First Baptist Magnolia.
!A visit from the Mt. Moriah Bap-
tist church culminated the most
enjoyable activities arranged for
the occasion. Rev. R. W. Nors-
worthy, the pastor, delivered a
memorable address.
l The congregation is looking for-
ward to the meeting of the River- out of his gun.
side District Association on Aug-
ust 17-20. Olivet will be the place 
!He d i d it all
of the meeting.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST and Mrs. Georgia Green. Pro-
Plans are under way at the Mt.; ceeds from the endeasor went to-
ward the goal of Young People'sNebo Baptist church for Annual day.
Young People day. The celebra-! The church social was held at
tion is scheduled for undeter‘Ohe home of Mr. and Mrs. I. Por-
Mined date next month. The first I ter of 2104 Shannon. Among those;
TOWNSEND CLASS—The Wil-
la A. Townsend class of t h e
Golden Leaf Baptist church
won out over 22 other classes
In a financial effort sponsored
by the Sunday School of which
Jake Mannings is superintee.
dent. Members of the class,
left to right front row are Mrs.
B. J. McKenzie, Mrs. Genets
Cowans, Mrs. Willie B. Dud
die. Mrs. Tina B. Heath, Mrs.
Katie Thomas and Mrs, L. A.
Hamblin. On back row, left to
right are Mrs. Susie N e a 1,
Mrs. Velma Braswell and Mrs.
Mattie Thomas. Mrs. Hamblin
is the teacher, along with
Mrs. Mary Jones, assistant.
Rev. L. A. Hamblin Is t b e
pastor of the church.
'Can't See Parson Do California
Wrong, Says Minister Hikes Penalty
He's only five feet five inches to know about the spiritual nature IF 
were issued to those who attended Rev. Taylor is a man that isregularly. aril as high as the Empire State
Mrs.Farrah Ivie is director of 
used to sacrificing, lie began early.He's 23-year-old Rev. He said he had to leave school inChristian education and workers James Taylor and he faced death
included Mrs. Moselle Morris,
Marjorie Ellis and Miss Dennie
Kay Belmont.
Men's Day was observed at the
Dyer Rutherford Trenton.
last week in talk-
ing white man






Rev. E. W. Williamson is the the Almighty.
minister.
BEULAH BAPTIST
t On Beulah Baptist church's
agenda as the next highlight is
Laymen's day. The day will be
observed in August.
r Presently, services at the house
eif worship are regular.
KT. PISGAH AME
A grand culmination to Women's
day at the Mt. Pisgah AME
church was an address by Mrs.
Willa McWilliams Walker, last
Sunday. Mrs. Walker spoke at
730 p.m.
Rev. Vivian Rankine, a member
of Mt. Pasgah, spoke during the
morning worship at 11 S.M.
, The general chairman was Mrs.
Joyce Glason.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
. Among a series of activities that
led up to the past Young People's high altitude was affecting h i s One of twin boys, his mother
day at Surnmerfield Baptist heart, Long still planned to go on Mrs. Mary Taylor, instilled in her
church were an Eagle Tea and a
church social.
, The Eagle Tea was held at home
of the pastor and wife, Rev. and
Mrs. Leon Brookins of 1811 Car-
venter. Their daughter, Mrs. Lillie decide Tuesday whether the 6,1- terested church at an early
Bolton was hosteas. Enjoying the year-old governor needs treatment age," he said. "I kept searching
escrumptious menu of frappe, cook- befor continuing his whirlwind
ies, nuts and sandwiches were Mr. trip.
and Mrs. John Harris, Johnny Landmann said after examining
Williams, Mrs. Thelma Bailey, Long that the governor appeared
Mrs. Barbara Ivory, Mrs. Archie to be in normal condition—"nor-




Why did he do Rev. Taylor
it?
' To Rev. Taylor, ordained July 9.
the reason is simple.
4'1 just hate to see anybody do
wrong, no matter what Color,
creed, or race they happen to be-SANTA FE, N. M. — (UPI) — long to. I figured when I first saw
Gov, Earl Long's weakened heart that fellow that he had some good
adversely affected by New Alexi- in him and I want everybody to
co's high altitude, threatened Tues- see that if you trust in God, He
will provide."
Talking with this remarkably
devout lad, who punctuates every
thought with a quote from the
A doctor had to be summoned Bible, one can see that he is very
Monday night after the fiery Louis. sincere in his beliefs. An ordain-
iana chief executive fell into a 
ed minister in the St. Joseph Spirt-
•• tTuaayl church.rd  e msai  its;c90 E. 
by 
hOlive,is lean.R evdeep sleep" which aides feared
for a time was a coma. ing and depending on the Lord
But despite the fact that t h e from his early home training.
day to put a halt to his madcap,
comic opera-like tour of the South-
west.
to the mile-high city of Denver. children a vivid picture of what
Dr. Richard Landmann, sum. God can do for one with strong
mooed late Monday night after the faith.
nurse reported Long's heart w a s 'Through my mother's teach.
"quits irregular," said be would ings I became more and more In-
and searching until, about a year
ago I went to the St. Joseph
church and heard Bishop C. Can-
non."




Do you want to help SUGARMON, HOOKS, BUN TON
and LOVE in their political campaign? More volun-
teers are needed! Lots of work must be done. Call Vol-
unteer Headquarters TODAY. Dial JA 5-2676. Volun-
teer Headquarters is located at 390 Beale Street, next
to the Tri-State Bank, in the office formerly occupied
by the Atlanta Life Insura Ice Company.
HOW MEMPHIS WORSHIPS
An Important Series on Memphis
CHURCH WORK






his sixth year to help out in the
lamilY. He volunteered to work
so that his brother, Pete, could con-
tinue school. Pete is now living
lin Los Angeles after a stint in the
U. S. Marines.
A staunch family man. Rev. Tay-
lor is married, and the father of;
Iwo children. He has worked for
t h e Hanson Engraving company
for two years.
Asked if he was afraid when the
robber on the bus waved a gun
in his face, Rev. Taylor smiled
"As David (his favorite Bible fig-
ure next to Christ) walked through
the valley of the shadow of death,
did he fear evil? No,(" he answer-
ed himself, "bceause God was with
him. I think and feel God is





or Race Biastall but his faith in God stands of God."
LOS ANGELES — Gov. Edmund
;G. Brown has announced that he
has signed the AB 594 bill broad-
ening the prohibitions in the Civil
Code against discrimination on the
basis of race, religion or national
origin to include any form of busi-
ness establishment.
T h e legislation also increases
the penalty recoverable by suit by
the injured party from $100 to$250.
Existing law explicitly prohibits
discrimination only in certain
types of business establishmentssuch as inns and restauranto.
h e governor said Unruh in-
formed him that court decisions
have caused uncertainty about the
coverage of certain businessesunder the previous code provi-sions.
"This is the third major pieceof anti-discrimination legislation Ihave signed," the governor said.
"This bill, along with the newFair Employment Practices Actand the measure prohibiting dis-
crimination in public housing
mark the most significant ad-vance in civil rights law in Cali-fornia history," he said.




PARIS — (UPI) — Ethiopian
Emperor Haile Selassie, w h o
has just accepted a huge loan
from Moscow, was reported Tues-
day to have told President Charles
De Gaulle that he is concerned
about Communist influence in Af-
rica.
Informed sources said Selassie
and De Gaulle discused the prob-
lem in a conversation at De
Gaulle's Elysee palace. a
The Emperor arrived Monday for
an official two-day visit.
The sources said the two chiefs
of state discussed three k e y
problems involving Africa and the
Middle East:
1, The increasing influence of
communism.
2. The spread o' Pan-Arabism
and Pan-Africanism.
3. The possible future consolida-
tion of Italian Somalia, French
Somaliland and British Somali-
ing compromises. There are times
when we must compromise. On
the other hand, there are time;
when compromising has no place.
It is at this point I am directing
my thinking for this week. Why
should not we do those things for
which we are best fitted and know
that we are? Yet many of us al-
low ourselves to become seconds
rate because we would rather coins
promise than pay the price of do.
lief that there are points at which ing that which we know is most
all of us should stop. fruitful.
The failure of having a place In this great program of c o m.
to stop on the part of many of us promise today we lose our great
Proved tragic time and time again, thinkers and doers.
I am fully aware that we shouldj Progress has never been built
have noble goals, but we should around compromises. The build
have a noble way of reaching our of our great institutions, our grland. goals. Far too many people have organizations, and the like, has
noble goals but everything but been men or moral, spiritual, and
noble ways of achieving those intellectual fortitude — a fortis
goals. Once again it is the story
of a little boy paying too much
for the whistle. In instance after





— African leaders from Basuto-
land and an ex-Communist from
Italy said here that Moral Re-Ar-
mament was answering the race
conflict and class war which were
being used by world Communism
to take over nations.
They spoke to delegates from
over 40 nations at the MRA Sum,
mit Strategy Conference.
"Communism has heavily infil-
trated Africa," said Chief Molapo,
a member of the ruling house of
Basutoland. "My people are being
told they must drive out the white
, man by force. But on that basis
they will become slaves to the im-
perialism of hate." he added.
"Communism will then take over.
"The choice is between Moral
Re-Armament, which answers this
hatred, and Communism," Chief
Molapo concluded.
Speaking with the chief weer J.
T. Mohapeloa, assistant secretary
and the senior African of the Ba-
sutoland administration, and Mrs.
alohapeloa, head of the Homemak-
ers' Association in the Protector-
ate.
Are you one of them? i en. The person who constantly
Today as never before we have compromises loses his status as a
teeming crowds of men who coin- man. I am not entirely outlaw.
promise on anything. Day by day
I see many young men and young
women, old men and old women,
who have joined that great army
of men who are doing nothing but
compromising at every point. To
these people moral and spiritual
restraint mean nothing — and I
mean nothing.
How unfortunate it is that many
of us are willing to compromise at
any point. It is my unqualified be-
tude that has enabled them to rise
up to the best that is in them,
Men cannot be their best and com-
promise with the basic issues of
much for the whistle, paying more life. Yet it is no rare sight today
than it was ever worth, to see people trying to be Success.
Life at its utmost will be realiz- ful, by evading or compromising
ed only when we can honestly look with the basic things of life.
ourselves in the face. Pecularly In the sight of far too many of
there comes times in each of our us today.—the vision of the vital
lives when we must weigh our do- is cloudy. We see only a part of
ings. It is at this point that cons- the real picture.
promises haunt us. Taking short
cuts now may seem ever so pop-
ular and in some instances profit-
able, as we live in a day when
profit, pleasure and popularity are
the key words in our vocabularies.
Many times the basic most mean-
ingful things of life are left un-
attended.
If you don't believe it just ask
some of your acquaintances why
they are married, why they sur
working at such and such a job,
why they have a certain outlook
on life? Their answers will be us.
most startling.
The ideas of the truly great vir-
tues that have made men what
they should be, are no longer with
US. Today we compromise, and at
every point.
Today compromising has almost
gotten out of hand—once again
we must find out where we are
going, why we are going, and what
we are going to do when we get
there.
Today demands men—and worn-
The apostle years ago s a i
"Now we see in part." There are
,.hose of us who see in part, hear
in part, know in part, and are in-
spired in part. With so much "Hs
part" we can never expect to rise
up, to the type of men, women,
or nation that we should or of
which we are capable.
We need men who are living.
their fullest capabilities in every
aspect of life. When at last we ar-
rive at that stage, then life will
be most meaningful for most of
A Lot Of Rot, What?
LONDON — (UPI) — Minister
,of Housing Henry Brock admitted
Monday that lie had neglected the
home front. "Owing to full preoc-
cupation of government business"
i.e told a group of builders, "I
ailed to observe that dry rot had
gotten into my house."
arta.-BACK TO SCHOOL —
We have come to the time of
year where living in a farming
area presents its usual demands,
that of opening school for another'
school year. To the teachers, it
might present a few headaches
because of rutting short that
joyable vacation or interrupting
their summer studies.
To children, especially those who
help with the crops, it is a time
of joy when they can relinquish
lheir position as chairmen of the
iractor, plow, and hoe to get ini
out of the sun at least for eights
weeks.
After a short recess of six,
weeks, most of us are not quite'
ready to resume school work, but
, we must conform to custom and
duty.
Lauderdale County Negro teach.l
erg opened their work for the
i 1959-60 school year last week with
their in-service training meeting
of three days, beginning last Wed-
nesday and continuing through
Friday. At this writing we are just
about to close the first week of i
instruction and the midst of spider
webs, dust, heat, and a millionl
other distractions, hut we are hap-
py to meet our students again
I notice the summer school
teachers are back in place with,
renewed vigor and vim. Mrs.
Dorothy P. Searcy in joining Mrs.
Tillie Bradford and Mrs. A. Faye
Moore this school term, after hav-
ing studied at A&I university to
work with the educable mentally
retarded children in special edu-
, cation.
Several visitors were in town
last week, some I knew and many
I did not know. Visiting their par-
ents from Detroit and Peoria were
 Mrs. Sarah Morgan Halliburton
and Mrs. Gertrude Morgan Harp-
er.
TRAVELERS
Miss George Ella Wilson is still
vacationing in Detroit.
Sam Halfacer and sister, Mrs.
Pearl Nelson. joined another one
of their sisters in Dyersburg. for
Michigan to attend the funeral of'
their sister, Sally.
Mrs. Birdie M. Barbee is hack
home after visiting her daughter,
Ella Mai, who is the mother of I
a new baby boy.
Visiting in the home of Mrs.
cora Pierson Barbee last week-
end were her grandchildren. Mrs.
Betty Young. Mrs. Mary Perry,
Mrs. Jean Mathews. John Pierson
and his newly wed wife Mrs. Lim
Vern Pierson. They were here I.
the Fourth of July and also •
attend the funeral of their atin•
Mrs. Stable Wilson of liumbold ,
All were from St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Kate Carlton is in Milw
kee visiting her daughter aT. I
grandchildren for awhile.
Eddie Reid. a former Bipli,,,,
was here for the Fourth. IleIi
in Chicago. His brother, Claud
Reid. was here also.
Miss Annie Piphus and ski,
Mrs. Floors Watkins left for
cago to visit their grandson, A,,
ther Watkins. Lulu Welkin, and
'baby Julia LaFerne.




GET YOUR BIG STAR CAR
KEY! IT'S FREE!
Take The Key To HOEHN Chevrolet,
367 Union. If Key Fits,
Brand New 1959 Chevy Is YOURS!
* ONE CAR WILL BE GIVEN
AWAY EACH WEEK UNTIL ^
A Total Of Four CHEVYS Have Been Won.
Remember There Is Nothing To
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• EAST-WEST Baseball Classic
Queen contestant Carolya
Vaughn is lucky to have her fa•
ther, Jesse Vaughn, as h • r
campaign manager. She is
sponsored by the Morgan Park
Chamber of Commerce and has
full support of Local 29 and
other units of the United Pack-
A TREND toward giving the
mannish hat currently in seg-
ue a run for its money is the
furred hat shown above. Once
you get into fur hats, however
Inghouse Workers of America.
Her father is president of Lo-
cal 29. Miss Vaught will ride in
the Billiken parade August t
and will be presented with
other contestants at reception
and dance at Parkway Ball-
room August 8.
you get into expensive hats.
Mink is the Number One fur
with milliners whose custom•
err can afford it. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Polio Rise Affects Foundation
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The current sharp rise in polio
eases will increase expenditures for patient care by the National
Foundation to nearly 20 million dollars this year, a foundation of-
ficial estimated Saturday.
Melvin A. Glasser, the organization's executive vice president,
said the epidemic at Des Moines, lows, is costing about $9,000 a
imk week.
IP Bolivia Lifts 'State Of Siege'
LA PAZ, Bolivia — (UPI) — The Bolivian government Sunday
lifted the state of seige in effect since an abortive rebellion April
19 in which Oscar Unzaga de la Vega, leader of a rightist group,
and several of his followers were killed.
The government also announced that 46 persons implicated in
the recent uprising at Santa Cruz were deported.
Round-The-World Trip In 128 Hours
MIAMI — (UPI) — A 38-year-old travel agent Monday rested
up from the effects of a round-the-world trip which took 128 hours,
90 of them spent in the air.
Jacques Melloul, who traveled only by commercial 
airliners,
said he staged the trip to prove it could be done 
in five days with-
out any special arrangements.
Communist Uprising Begins In Iraqi
BEIRUT, Lebanon — (UPI) — A Communist uprising 
aimed at
overthrowing the Iraqi government flared into civil war 
in the oil
center of Kirkuk, Sunday.
The death toll was reported between 60 and 90 with 
hundreds
injured.
In Cairo the semi-official Middle East News Agency said
 "civ-
il war" was ragaing in Kirkuk and that the Communists 
had seized
control of part of the city. The Mena report said the 
Communists
killed ten persons, dragging two of the bodies through the 
streets.
Singapore Orders Ban On U.S. Books
• SINGAPORE — (UPI) — The Singapore government Sundayordered the removal of books donated to community centers here
by the United States Information Service.
The order came during an inspection tour by K. M. Byrne, min-
ister of labor and law.
"We will replace them with books of Malayan content," Byrne
said.
Demo Chairman 'Riding Out' Storm
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Paul M. Butler, who has weathered
many storms in five years as chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, appears to be riding out another one.
He is still under fire, however, from Democrats in Congress be-
cause of his criticism in a television interview two weeks ago of
the 'conservative and moderate" course of the party's congressional
leaders.
And he again is under attack from southern Democrats who
tong have resented his aggressive statements on civil rights.;
Rites Set For Admiral Leahy
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Funeral services will be held at
Washington National Cathedral Thursday for Fleet Admiral William
D. Leahy, former chief of naval operations and World War II pres-
oidential adviser.
Leahy died Tuesday at the Navy Medical Center in nearby
Bethesda, Md., after a cerebral vascular failure. He was 84.
The Navy said burial with military honors in Arlington National
cemetery would follow the services. Leahy body will lie in state in
the Bethlehem Chapel of the cathedral from noon Wednesday until
noon Thursday.
Press Russia For Berlin Truce
GENEVA — (UPI) — The Western powers pressed Russia Toe'.
day for a simple Berlin truce that could lead to a summit con-
ference in September. At the same time they watched for any sign
of a major upheaval in Soviet foreign policy.
The Western foreign ministers were lunching with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko at the Russian's villa today to try to con-
vince him that rival East and West plans for Berlin had canceled
both plans out and that a simple truce was the best solution to the
German crisis.
Jet Makes Safe Larding In Australia
SYDNERY. Australia — (UPI: A Quantas jet airliner carrying
23 passengers safely completed a ight from Seattle Monday night
after radioing just before landing at alight trouble had developed
in its tail stabilizer. '
411) The big Boeing 707 touched d n here without incident as po-llee and emergency equipment sloe. by. The trans Pacific flight took
17 hours 27 minutes.
Stars
HIGH SCHOOL students at St. Augustine's college,
Raleigh. N.C.. study the stars. Making use of the newly
purchased telescope in the college science department,
these students participating in the science institute for
I His Eyes
high ability secondary students study the mechanism of
the telescope. Operating are Eleanor Nunn and William
H. Haywood. Waiting their turns are Anzella King. Liz-
zie Rhodes, Betty Chavis, Joyce McNeill and Bessie
Stevens, all of Ligon high school, Raleigh.
What's The Joke?
YOUNG JAPANESE farmers, training in California,
welcome Ryoto Murakami (right) Japanese Agricul-
ture Department director after the premiere of their
play, "The Harvest is Ripe" at the Moral Re-Arma-
ment Summit Strategy Conference at Mackinac, Mich.
Call Recess In Barge Dispute Talks
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Talks aimed at settling the dispute that
has tied up most of :he nation's inland waterway traffic have been
recessed until July 27.
The dispute shut down four large barge limes July 1, The Com-
panies ordered all towboats into harbor on that date after the unions
refused to extend expiring contracts to Oct. 31 and agree to at least
a 30-day cancellation.
Negotiating committees representing-the companies have met for
the past three days with representatives of the Maskr Mates and
Pilots Assn and the Maritime Engineers Beneficial Assn.
American Astronauts Sign Pact
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The seven American astronauts have
signed an "all-for-one, one-forall" agreement to snare equally in the
financial returns of the first one to travel in space.
The seven men are military test pilots now in training at a
National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA base in Vir
ginia. Sometime in 1961, one of them may become the first American
ever to take a flied in space.
Cuban Revolution Celebration Opens
HAVANA — (UPI) — Thousands of peasants carrying machetes
poured into Havana Sunday for the start of a week-long celebration
of the Cuban i•volution and a new pledge of allegiance to its hero,
Fidel Castro,
The Cuban government, purged of a president Castro charged
had blocked the forward march of the revolution, was expected to
start working with new speed to carve up large faros for the peasants
and prosecute objectors.
The new president, Dr. Osvaldo Dorticea Terrada, drafted the
texts of mans revolutionary laws and decrees and he was expected
to sign any that had been left by ousted President Manuel Urrutia
Murakami, a director of the program to train these men
said from the stage, "The spirit of Moral Re-Armament
has solved one of the most difficult situations which has
arisen between our Japanese farm trainees and their
American employers."
Khrushchev Cancels Scandinavian Tour
STOCKHOLM, Sweden. — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchey abruptly canceled his scheduled grand tour of Scandi-
navia Monday.
The move was a diplomatic shocker that indicated some major
turning of Soviet policy.
Word of the diplomatic snub arrived in Scandinavian capitals
barely three weeks before the start of the trip and caught officials
makini, elaborate preparations for his arrival.
Swedish spokesman said the reason given for the cancellation
in telegrams sent to Copenhagen. Aslo and Stockholm was "the un-
friendly attitude taken by the Scandinavian press."
Praises Butler's Work With GOP
COLUMBUS, Ohio. — (UPI) — Sen. Barry Goldwater (B- Arlz-,
said Saturday that Democratic Party Chairman Paul Butler "is the
hest thing to happen to the Republican party since Abraham Lincoln."
In a reference to Butler's bitter fried with the Democratic lead-
ership in Congress, the Arizona Republican said the GOP should eft',-
to pay Butler's salary if the Democrats chose to fire hint.
"I don't know what we'd do without him," Goldwater told a
eons- colon of Ohio Young Republican clubs
Bellamy Considering Roosevelt Role
MIAMI — (UPI) — Actor Ralph Bellamy said Saturday he is
considering the role of Franklin Delano Roosevelt in the movie ver-
sion of "Sunrise At Campobello "
Bellamy, who is here on a short vacation, said he hasn't "def-
initely decided whether or not to accept the part."
He starred in the play which played 555 performances on Broad-
way. He said he had not decided "because there's a certain profes-
sional stigmatism that comes from being two well associated with
character."
He referred te the asso, iation that Raymond Sla,sey, got as
Abraham Lincoln and said he wanted to avoid such a situation.
MRS. GERTRUDE FORD, a
patient at Johnson s Nursing
Home, is shown as she eser•
cises arm must-lea under sup'
erv i,or of Mrs. Layette John-
son, R. N., administrator of




autumn leaves, makes a strik-
ing evening coat from the Fall
collection designed by Eva
Rosencrans for Nettle Rosen-
vidually daily emeise which
prevent the patient's loss of
strength and activity is a phase
of the rehabilitation program
at the nursing home, says Mrs.
Johnson.
stein. The Eu" patch.pocketed
coat has a °mall, rounded col.
tar that stands up for flattery.
It is teamed with a matching
beaded bag, (UPI Telephoto)
Nazi Signs Smeared On Synagogue
COLUMBUS, Ga. — (UPI) — Four Nazi swastikas and the word,
"Heil Hitler" were smeared on the back door of the Shearith Isarel
Synagogue in Columbus around midnight Friday — the second tem-
ple to be defaced here in three days.
Police said Saturday the Nazi emblems were splattered on
back door of the synagogue in red paint between 11:30 Friday night
and 1:30 a. m. Saturday.
Five swastikas and yellow paint splashed on the rear en-
trance of the Temple lsarel c... laeolut• here Wednesday night.
Police said they had no clues to identity of the vandals. but have
been kee^ing close check on both 3ewish houses of worship since
the discovery of the first act of vandalism
Signs GI Bonus, Magistrate Bills
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI) — Bills authorizing a 113ts-million-
dollar Korean veterans bonus plan. and placing justices of the peacli
and police magistrates on salary instead of the oft-criticized fee
system Saturday, were signed into law by Gov. Stratton.
The bonus plan carries with it a 1-cent a pack increase in the
state cigarette tax.
Stratton Reviews 33rd Infantry
CAMP RIPLEY, Minn. — (UPI) — Gov. Stratton Saturday re-
viewed the Illinois 33rd Infantry Division in ceremonies marking
the halfway point of the division's two-week summer training pro-
gram.
About 8.000 officers and men of the National Guard Division pa-
raded before Stratton and other dignitaries at Camp Ripley.
Crippled Jet Lands At Idlewild
NEW YORK — (UPI) An American Airlines transcontinental
jet airliner carrying 120 persons made a perfect landing on Idle'.
wild International Airport's runway 13 Saturday after temporary
failure of its landing gear sent a fleet of emergency crash equip-
ment to the scene.
The fifth ease of landing gear trouble encountered by a Boeing
707 jet and the second in eight days brought an immediate demand
by a Congressman for grounding of all the huge craft until they
could he thoroughly rechecked.
Rejects Fidel Castro's Resignation
HAVANA — I PI) — Fidel Castro's revolutionary government
cabinet Saturday night rejected his resignation as premier and left
him in supreme command of Cuba after the first major political
crisis of his regime.
Announcement of the rejection came after cabinet ministers
pleaded with the bearded Castro to withdraw the resignation he
tendered Friday in a move that chased President Manual Urrutia
Llea out of office an into seclusion behind armed guards.
Eight Die In Automobile Collision
KOHLER CITY. Mo. — (UPI) — Eight persons died Saturday
night In a head-on automobile collision near here. Al least three of
the same family.
The tiead were identified as: Thomas G. Billips, 27: Debra BII-
lips. 5 months: Mike Billips. 3, all of Rockford. III.; Roger Haus„
3, William E Arnold, 67, and his wife. Bessie no age available,
Velma P Webster. 37: Wayne R. Webster, 46. The Arnold, and th•
Webster' were from St. Louis.
•
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Says River Jordan Still
Has 'Waters Of Salvation'
EDIT(JR'S NOTE: Following were being laid from the Jordan
is the second of a series of at- River, far in the north, all the
ticks written by the Rev. Paul way down to the south of the eoun-
E. Turner, Chicago minister on try. They were going to take
tour in Israel with the Chicago some of that Jordan water and
Israel Bond Delegation). being it down t o the thirsty and
By REV. PAUL E. TURNER
parched land, more than a hun-
JERUSALEM, Israel — There
ire many famous rivers and if I
were to ask you to name some
von would probably pick those
hat are the largest and most im-
iortant commercially. Any school
'hild can recite the names of the
lississippi, St. Lawrence, Mis-
ouri, Amazon, Yellow and other
iugh waterways that flow for hun-
reds of miles and often carry
arge vessels on their broad wilt-
Ts. There is one stream, however,
.thich is only a tiny brook next to
ne great water giants, but whose
,ame is no less familiar to you,
mean the Jordan river.
•The River Jordan! What wonder-
Ul and powerful emotions are
!yoked by that name! For in
natters of the spirit, it is the
liver Jordan that is the giant
mong the rivers, and its waters
:.ush through men's souls like a
'nighty torrent beside which the
Ifississippi and the Amazon are
:mt feeble trickles.
'Joshua led the Children of to.
ad into the Promised Land
icross the River Jordan. it was
those same waters that Jesus
ens baptised by John. They were
'he waters of salvation in the Bi-
de and they have not lost their
tower to this day. They can still
wing salvation if you are willing
o let them. The people here in
Israel know this. Now they are
turning to the River Jordan for
help in building their country.
VISITS EYAL
I went along with the Chicago
Israel Bond Delegation to visit a
place called Eyal, which is not too
far from Tel Aviv. When we got
there, I saw along the side of the
road hundreds and hundreds of
concrete pipes waiting to be put
Into' the ground. Those were the
biggest pipes I ever saw. Each
ene is nine feet tall and about
18 feet long. You can drive an
automobile right through them. I
Yin told they are the largest pipes
-made anywhere in the world.
They are produced at a factory
in the South of the country and
brought to Eyal by train. That
factory, by the W ay. was built
with the help of money from the
sale of Israel Bonds in Chicago
• and no I feel I have a share in
it too.
- Next to the line of waiting pipes
a deep ditch was being dug. That
ditch is so wide and deep that
you can hardly see the tops of
the bulldozers that are leveling
the bottom of it. I saw a lot of
heavy machinery and many peo-
ple working on those pipes and
pushing that ditch further and fur-
ther along in the ground. A lot
• •of time, effort and money is being
- expended on this project. T h e
engieeer In charge of the work
told me that each section of pipe
costs nearly £2,000 to make. "We
handle them as if each one were
made of gold," he said. I asked
him what it was all about and
then he told rne
BARREN WASTELAND
The southern part of Israel is a
barren wasteland. It is called the
Negev and there is no water
there at all. The land is *Wally
good soil, but without irrigation
water nothing can he grown there.
Right now it is nothing hut a des-
ert. But if they can bring water
to that desert ground. it will he.
enme fertile. Crops can be Plant-
ed and people can live there and
farm the land. It can become
like the Garden of Eden, the en-
gineer told me.
, ThOSei pipes I was looking at
dred miles away the south.
The), had already laid more than
10 miles of the pipes in the
ground and were making good
progress. In a few years they ex-
pect to complete the whole line
So you see, the River Jordan
Says Africans
Feel U. S. Bias
MACKINAC ISLAND —
A revolutionary leader from South
Africa said here Wednesda.
"America as she is today has no
chanie to lead Africa and t h •
World "
"When trouble breaks out in
places like Little Rock," said
P. Q. Vundla. "a Ilno n-whites
around the world are affected. It
becomes a color issue. When
Negro is kicked there, the blow
is felt by every African."
Viindla addressed delegates at
the Moral Re-Armament summit
strategy conference.







Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to receive letters front single
men between 50 and 57 years old
who love the better things in life.
I am a widow, 41 years old and
I like church. Will answer all
mail. Mrs. Nellie Burns, '113 E.
50th St., Apt. 3, Chicago 15, W.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am inter-
ested in obtaining pen pals in
the USA. My hobbies are dancing,
swimming and reading. I am 5
feet, 3 inches tall, weigh 144 lbs.,
dark brown complexion. I ant a
store clerk. I would like to re-
ceive as many letters as possi-
ble. Celeste Morantt, 7A Grant
Pen ave., Constant Spring, King-
ston, Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a girl
18 years of age. I would like to
meet a young gentleman between
the ages of 19 and 23. Please
send photo in first letter. Miss
Shirley Tatum, 3115 W. 139th Pl.,
Robbins, Ill.
• •
Dear Mine Chante: I am lone-
ly and would love to have pen
pals. I am 60 years old, 5 feet,
6 inches tall, weigh 170 lbs. I like
all sports, collect snapshots and
CULTIVATED LAND
still has the power to do wonder- Berne—Switzerland is often cal-
lot things if you just let it. And led the most highly industrialized
so it is with people, too. Their country in Europe.
lives may be barren and empty, 
hut that's no reason to give up • 
hope. A few drops of the waters
of salvation, a few kernels of
faith, and the desert of the soul
can bloom like a rose. All you
have to do is be willing to work
as hard at it as the Israelis are
working at their pipeline. You
have to build your own pipeline
to the soul to carry the waters of
salvation from God to you.
THE R . PAUL E. TURNER,
second from right, is shown
here with other visitors at the
site of an extensive irrigation
project in Israel, where he and
other Chicagoans' are on tour
with the Chicago Israel Bond
Delegation, Rev. Turner learn-
ed that the factor, in the south
of the country which produces
the gigantic concrete pipes
shown behind group, was built
with the help of money front
the sale of Israel Bonds in Chi-
cago. Ile was told by an engi-
neer that it costs nearly 52000
to make each section of pipe.
+••••••es.
LOOKING UP and apparently
astonished by the size of the
huge concrete pipe In the plc-
lure is the Rev. Paul E. Turn-
er. pastor of Gregg Memorial
AME church, Chicago, Rev.
Turner, currently on tour In
Israel with the Chicago Israel
Bond Delegation, observed
hundreds of pipes like those
pictured in a place called
Eva}, near Tel Aviv. The
pipes, 8 feet high and 16 feet
/one, are being put into the
ground in an irrigation proj-
ect underway In Israel.
lenge, Atlanta, Ga., newsman Al
Kuettner said, "I want In close
ranks with men like you all over
the world and fight for what is
right."
Kuettner. head of the U n I t.
ed Press International bureau in
Atlanta, was born, educated and
has lived his whole life in t h e
South.
The newsman said. "most of the
stories I have written have told
of racial division. I have seen at
Mackinac that the cure to our di.
vision lies in the acceptance by
both races of the God•led uniting
ideology Of Moral Re-Armament."
view post cards. My hobbies are
photography, horseback riding
and fishing. I will be happy to an-
swer any and all letters received,
William E. Walton, 228 S. Mar-
ket St., Wooster, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: I would
like to correspond with men and
women anywhere in the world.
am interested in meeting n e w
friends, learn about their hobbies,
community life, general ideas,
likes and dislikes, I am 22, 5 feet,
1, 130 lbs., medium brown com-
plexion. Will exchange photos. My
hobbies are music and reading.
Miss Harrington Baldwin, 6023 S.
Macon St., Ft. Valley, Ga.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: You have
helped no many people find happi-
ness, that I am hoping I too, can
find happiness through your col-
umn. I would like to receive let-
ters from kind, considerate, sin-
cere gentlemen between 45 and
57; 5-10 to 6 feet tall, weighing
between 165 and 185 lbs. Please
send photo. I am 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, of slender build, light brown
skin. Bernice Ewing, P.O. Box
7323, Chicago AO, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a sin-
gle man in my thirties. Would like
to correspond with teachers in the
southern states. Melvin Allen, 8111





FRANKFORT, Ky. — While it
has felt the impact of the Su-
preme Court's outlawing of racial
segregation in public schools of
17 Southern states, Lincoln insti-
tute battles to expand to meet the
need of special groups.
Opened in 1912. Lincoln institute
during the four-year peilocl ' of
school desegregation has expe i- i
enced a growing 'decline in en 11-
ment, from 581 to 436. On the oth-
er hand, operating costs have in- t
creased from 5231,718 to $251,620.
Lincoln, dubbed a unique high
school for Negroes, is located at
Lincoln Ridge, Ky., near Simpson-
ville. The school has 16 buildings
and occupies 416 acres of lands.
Its present value is $2,000,000.
Despite its problems of trying
to survive, Lincoln institute is by
no means at a standstill in its
outlook for the future. Instead, the
institution has mapped out a pro-
gram which, if carried out, will
keen its doors open.
NOT AGAINST INTEGRATION
According to Lincoln officials,
the school's fight is not against
integration. It is a fight to expand,
to improve, to forge ahead, confi-
dent of ample rosin in integrated
education for a school catering to
special needs of a segment of Ne-
gro youth.
Whitney M. Young, president of
the institute since 1934, describes
this segment of Negro youth as
consisting of three groups, in the
main:
1. Brilliant Negroes who prefer
the superior academic advantages
of Lincoln institute. hence enroll
as a matter of free choice be-
tween it and an integrated
school.
2. Pupils who drop out of inte-
grated schools because they can't
quite make the grade there, but
harmonies that prevail a Lincoln.
3. Negro boys and girls too re-
tarded for academic achievement,
hut 'highly receptive to training in
the skills of industry, agriculture,
the trades, and the home.
UNIQUE FEATURES
Lincoln institute also boasts this
characteristic: No other public
high school in Kentucky compares
with it as to setting, purpose and
tradition. It is the only high school
located on a campus amid college-
like cultures and atmospheres.
The Lincoln faculty, which con-
sists of 30 members, includes 17
with master's degrees. The insti-
tution is accredited Class A by
the State Department of Educa-
tion and the Southern Asoeiation
of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
In addition to these features,
Lincoln affords practice teaching
for education majors at Kentucky
State college, 31 miles east of
Simpsonville at Frankfort. Thirty-
three of these cadet teachers com-
pleted required training in 1 In e
PHILADELPHIA — Secretaries.
long hailed as an indispensable
arm of American business, areAk
wmorneeno.ften than not interesting,111,
well trained and highly talented
To Sumi ye Integration tary's Who's Who," a directory ofThis is revealed in ''The Secre-
201 secretaries serving ranking
executives and administrators of
Negro business and educational
institutions and organizations, pub-
lished by the Underwood Corpora-
tion,A total of 88 of the secretaries,
or 43 percent, hold Bachelor de-
grees from colleges and univer-
sities, while six of these have at-
tained their Master's degree. The
biographical sketches further indi-
cate that 173, or 86 percent, of
those listed have received 0 m •
college or business school train-
ing.
COMBINE ROLE
Statistics also reveal that near-
ly 65 percent! or 130, combine—
their secretarial role with that of
housewife. The average tenure of
their present employment is close
to eight years, with six having ,
having worked from five to 1.





represent a vast cross-section ot
local and national civic, social,
professional and fraternal organi-
zations. Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-
ity leads in thts respect with 13
Members listed.
As secretarial employers, t h e
publicAtion includes 31 universi-
ties and colleges, the National Ur-
ban League and 30 affiliates, 28
YM and YWCA's, 16 financial
institutions, seven newspapers, six
hospitals and six national organi-
zations. These are found in 27
states and the District of Colum-
bia and encompass 80 cities and
towna. North Carolina leads in
state representations with 24,
while Chicago's 14 head the list
among cities and towns.
term just ended.
Lincoln has served 9,290 Negro
pupils since 1912 and has gradu-
ated 006 in the last 10 years. It
will celebrate its 50th anniversary
in 1931.
LOCAL DISTRICTS
Prior to the nullification of the
old "separate but equal" doctrine
n public education by the 'U.S.
Supreme Court, Lincoln was the
high school to which local din-
nets all over Kentucky could
send pupils at the district's ex-
pense.
Founded as an outpost of Ber-
ea college, Lincoln institute dur-
ing the 48 years of its life re-
ceived interest and philanthropic
support from white friends.
Before the Civil War the anti-
slavery founders of Berea college
admitted Negro students freely.
This practice continued until the
Day Law of 1904 imposed racial
segregation in every public and
private classroom in Kentucky, at
all levels of education.
William G. Frost, then presi-
dent of Berea, in 1909 raised
enough money to buy the present
site of Lincoln, largely through
the generosity of Andrew Carne-
gie.
Lincoln opened as a high school
and two-year junior college. The
junior college was dropped in 1928
during hard times. The high
school that remained then opened
the door to boarding pupils from
Kentucky school districts without
Negro high schools.
The institute passed from pri-
vate to quasi-public administra-
tion in 1928. It became wholly un-
der public authority in 1947, when
trustees deeded it to Kentucky.
Lincoln became an administrative
unit of Kentucky State college in
1932, when the State Board of Edu-
cation surrendered control to the
board of regents of KSC.
Lincoln has a wide variety of
financial support. Since 1947, the
state has spent $950.500 in plant
improvement. Local districts that
financed boarding pupils have paid
5605.346 since 1947, and federal
support has amounted to $52,650.
Income from old-time private
interests, now consolidated in the
Lincoln Foundation, a trust, is
used t o underwrite enrichment
programs costing up to $3,000 an-
nually.
•OTHER SOURCES
Pupils financed by their local
Words of the Wise
The darkest hour of any
man's life is when he ',its
down to plan how to get
money without earning it.
—iHorace Greeley)
districts pay an additional fee.
Boarding pupils pay 83 a month:
day pupils, $3, and private pupils
on their own pay $50 a month.
Also, the state underins operat-
ing costs with annual appropria-
tions. In the four-year period since
segregation was outlawed, annual
sums have been: $138.400. $145.400,
$150,400, and $168.310. This sup-
port for the 1950-60 term is set
at $175,795.
The school also gets profits
from a farm and Grade-A dairy
of 54 cows, which last year net-
ted $4,269.
During the 1958-59 term, Young
states that without legal compul-
sion, 32 districts sent him 362
pupils at costs to the district rang-
ing from $14.17 to $27.22 a month.
SUMMER PROGRAM
The Lincoln campus has numer-
ous activities during su mmer
months. Such an activity is a
six-week summer school for pu-
pils who complete requirements in
three years instead of four, and
for pupils who come from all over
the state to make up deficits.
The campus has also been de-
veloped into a great conference
and recreation center. Lincoln
also circulates books to rural ele-
mentary schools in its area.
Young, his staff, board a n d
friends are making plans to thrive
rather than wither. Their combin-
ed pressure will be brought be-
fore the Legislature for a new
trades building estimated to cost
$333,690.
Such a building, if obtained,
will become the nucleus of a plan
to perpetuate Lincoln in the pub-
lic school system for the endur-
ing future. With this building, and
the plan in operation, President
Young foresees an immediate in-
crease of 200 pupils and an as-
sured total of from 500 to 600 a
year from now on.
GRAND PLAN
The grand plan is to build a
combination academic and trades
program around 22 basic industri-
al units. Twelve of these units are
now offered: maintenance engi-
neering, prenursing, metal work,
home economics, radio technolo-
gy, television repair, agriculture,
electronics, dairying, drafting,
clerk-typist and refrigeration.
The 10 units hoped to he add-
ed are auto mechanics, shoe re-
pairing. stenography, bookkeep-
ing, machinery, barbering, beau-
ty culture, baby sitting, truck gar-
dening, and building construction.
A synchronization of the aca-
demic program to these basic in-
dustrial units is the aim of the
plan. Such a program would en-
able a senior, depending upon the
type of study pursue, to prepare
for immediate employment, trade
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Our Opinion
Chairman Paul Butler Is Right
The record of the Democratic leader-
aihip in Congress to-date is nothing to crow
glibout. It is a record that is neither inspir-
ing nor promising. The strategy, thus far,
is one of premeditated conservatism which
is reflected in every issue that strikes at
the root of national interest.
It would be naive to assume that strat-
egy is aimless, and that it is being pursu-
ed in a political vacuum. It isn't. It has a
purpose; it is to appease the Southern wing
of the Democratic party and make sure of
its allegiance come 1960.
Accordingly Speaker Sam Rayburn and
Senate Democratic Majority Leader Lyn-
don Johnson have used their power and
cunning to water down all important pro-
posals that Dixiecrats frown upon.
While brimming with exultation over
iis acquired reputation as an astute politi-n, Lyndon Johnson has been quietly en-
gaged in scuttling the liberal program
which was mapped out by a concert of hilt
party's best minds, and which the Demo-
crats had promised the electorate in the
1958 Congressional election.
Therefore Democratic National Chair-
man Paul Butler's attack on the party's
Congressional leadership is quite timely and
justifiable. This intra-party soul searching
is needed if the sins of deliberate omissions
are not to spoil the Democratic dream
in 1960.
Outstanding among the issues which are
not being pushed with vigor, is a civil rights
legislation. This is the central core of a lib-
eral Democratic platform. It is not a mere
plank, but a whole bridge on which the party
must travel if it expects to reach the White
House in the next presidential election.
The Negro vote which is becoming more
and more pivotal and the strength of labor
and liberals in the ten major cities in the
north, will not go toward the support of a
conservative party program.
The Rayburn-Johnson team is not only
slowing up the works, but it is actually in-
flicting painful injury to the Democrats'
national cause. Butler was right when he
said that the image that has been given in
the present Congress is one of too much con-
cern with trying to adjust and "develop a
program in keeping with the Republican
party."
The Democrats, Butler remarked, can-
not win in 1960 "if they try to outdo Mr.
Eisenhower" in every direction hi moves,
"if any." It is obvious that the President
has been playing to the Southern gallery.
Ho has been evasive on civil rights, has not
committed himself on school integration,
and has not once uttered a single word of
endorsement of the courts' opinions in that
area. Thus to follow him is to drift into that
"do-nothing" zone which may he the grave-
yard for blind politicians.
Yes, a Democratic victory in 1960 re-
quires action in Congress now; and Butler
has sounded the call to colors for that
victory.
The Moderates' Victory In Virginia
The outcome of the Virginia Democratic
itimaries may not be cause for a fourth ofly jubilation, but it does indicate that not
all the inhabitants of the Old Dominion are
on the lunatic fringe.
Gov. Almond's legislative retreat from
massive resistance was at issue. The con-
genital Negro haters had waged a bitter
campaign against those legislators who had
backed the Governor in his promotion of
the Perrow Plan which called for local op-
tion on school integration.
Well, the Almond followers have retain-
ed their seats with a sufficient margin to
give the Governor control of the General
Assembly. This was the most acrid contest
that had been waged in Virginia since the
close of the civil war.
Since 1865, the touchy Negro question
had ceased to be a major political issue
*The People Speak
Gendhi's GrendeOtee Views
Dear Editor: Trade with Soviet
Rifssia and Red China by the free
world and recognition of Red
China by the U. S. A., Canada and
Japan, are two immediate Com-
munist aims. Some businessmen
In the free countries are cam-
paigning for these aims because
they see a gain in profits. They
will finance their own destruc-
tion.
V Japan and America races-
iniee Red China then Asia and the
free world will think there is no-
thing wrong with Communism,
Of course it is a fact that the Corn.
munists control and rule over
China's 650 million people. But
is is no reason for recognition of
\line red regime.
The Indian government took a
wrong and costly step when it rec-
ognized Red China. Japan must
not repeat the mistake. What Red
China fears most is the unity of
Japan with her free Asian neigh.
bors and of Japan and the U.S A.
For Red China, as for Soviet
Russia, trade, mutual exchange
and cultural contacts are not ends
In themselves. They are weapona
to capture nations for the Com-
munist ideology.
The word coexistence was coin-
ed by the Communists to confuse
the free countries and lull them
to sleep.
Let us he clear, the Communists
will use every link we have with
them — economic or political —
e
l; bliekmail us.
tritest and until free Asia is
fully armed and united by a su-
perior ideology in addition to its
y NAT D WILLIAMS
A MATTER OF PRINCIPALS overcame it enough to enter the
WELL, at long last the Board of Army in World War II, and be-
Education and Supt. E. C. Stim- come one of the city's first Negro
bort took mot of Negro Memphis commissioned officers . . a cap-
and a lot of white Memphis off tam.
the tenterhook list week, with the He earned the Masters degree at
Deming of the e w Booker T. Columbia University . . during
alAn'aahoftnget  schoolflig  hehsacdhoos 
principal his summers. In the meantime he
d h established himself as a family
By so doing they saved a lot of man and church leader.
folk from bursting wide open with Mr Springer has been principal
anxious anticipation. In fact, t n • of mere high admit" thin any
tion and barbershop superintend- ti n served m' a a°sIlpgrilnocriapl &lie Of' hfilireal•
town's "sidewalk Board of Educe- !4che.ripsesres
eats" had just about blown their es!. Douglas, and Washington
collective tops in speculating on Hr ign's Summer school, and now
the vicious principal appointees for the regular school. He is t h e
the coming school year. 0 n e only local public school personage
could almost hear audible sighs who has served as coordinator of
of relieved or disappointed .,t the Negro public schools. In this
told-you-5es" when the town position he had an opportunity toWhgon,st Nleearrnoinpluimblaictesdeehtoaoillas about all the
the news of the new ,,
Who's" in the public school prin- g
cipal realm . . . colored. 
As a result of this experience.
that the Board and Mr. Stimbert, Memphis o b subject N
1‘se,lde its rhai 
easily




nIt must be said at the outset ,,a., p i a prepared
along with other concerned, struck gm public schools here. That emi-
a general note of public approval
with their selections. The princl- 
nently qualified him for his duties
pals they named are persons, who. 
at the cwhiathngiitnsghWtoareshtihnaghton h i g in
2.000 psi.
to a man aand woman, command pils d -ogreat public respect and even well.He 
faculty members.
ii
warm esteem, in most instances. The same prediction of successMost public interest focused on might well be advanced for t h e
the successor to extremely popular hand deeply venerated Prof. Blair 
ot er  pprihecrips ons eca prpoiehntthl ly ne hta T d he nr tht 
the
T. Hunt, retired principal of Book-
er T. Washington High school. 
city's Negro schools. All are cdu-
the long-time "capstone of Negro 
cationallv qualified. All are caper-
public education in Memphis and 
leaved in classroom work. All are
well-known and accepted in t h e
flnhaR. 5.1fUthltu'Stit C-AREER 
Negro community. All have taken
an active interest in some or manyThis interest was understand- 
able. Mr. Hunt's many-sided p e r- 
phases of community life.
sonallty and multiple achievements 
Of particular interest to the writ-
er is the appointment of Mr. Rob-made him unusually distinctive as
e public school administrator. His 
ert H. Morris as principal of Les-
tergshh ispc hgorool w. iAng close0 riwarlamo no  t
presence lent Washington H i g h
Then there is the uniqueness of 
  relationsilian extra aura which doesn't or- a quarter of a century as co-work.
dinarily attach to any given school. era at Washington High school, as
Washington High itself as an in- 
well as being schoolmates a n d
stitution. It is the city's oldest 
dfrai)cand 
give some insight into the
s during and after coilege
Negro high school. It offers a great- 
r
i qualities which so well fit Mr. Mor-er variety of courses. It has serve
as a "pilot" school for much of the 
si‘sstefornr. his elevation in the local
development of public education SCIENCE TEACHERfor Negroes in Memphis. It has 
long been a "target" school also 
lie w a a an excellent science
. . . one the other school, as they 
teacher in the class-room. He took
developed in a rapidly expanding 
emxotrea.ctuhrarnicuainaravearcatgiveitienatereas inat a
system, selected as a goal to sur- teacher. When he became principalpass. 
Occupying such a place in a sys- 
of Grant School, he proved his
nt possession of suitable adminisatrnad
onefastest-growing, and certainly
-te like the Memphis public live qualities, lie too, is a familySchools . . . one of the nation's imonaan, a tchtei 
active 
o 
f  church a  
minister,
  activities. of the most interesting from many
points of view . . . Booker T. 
pet; th T e f  particularly sir    
Morris'
  interestingappoihtm el:1st-
Washington's principal is a Person is the fact that his promotion to aof great distinction. The public in-
terest in that person is natural ling
gh rsecwhaoordl principalship
for
    a  
career 
is a 
orated service in theschoolroom.mitiE
SPRINGER QUALIFIED
and to be expected. 
And, the public was not a u r- 
So many persons complain that
d wprised at the appointment of Mr. rarely
ypoaryk os 
off in merited promo.
part,
Jesse D. Springer as head of the o ant.institution to succeed Mr. Hunt. 
h




Morris' an d career 
merit
  pparyos3' eft;
Memphlana who know him h a v e n 
the Memphis school syetem. •
long since N cIpals proves that there is mean-school man "most likely to suc.
ceed." From the days when he was ing 
in the old saying about "im-
a teacher under Mr. Hunt's achn right time, in the right way. Otherin. 
pressing the right person, at the
istration, to the time he received " aspirantshis first principal's appointment, 
note.Oan  for principalships please
the town has watched his progress 
 Selah!
and development with approving 
interest.
Mr. Springer has long b e is n Indians Makeregarded as one of the city's most
outstanding younger leaders ... in
his profession, in civic interest, in Elizabethchurch circles, In social accept-ance. He was given the universal
title of "gentleman." Immaculate i .
in dress, correct yet genial in man-' 1Princessners, easy-going and soft-spoken, but decisive and firm in action, he
has quietly but definitely carved NANAIMO, British Columbia —
chores.
take to his new Washington High (UPI) — Queen Elizabeth last
He worked his way up, all the w,71!( bcehres r, Is nacfn ePtUlarn.way. He was a working student at
Howard 
 chief, Braves s f
reached a critical boiling point, minister, he knew the meaning of 
the nalish Tribe inducted the queen 1 
into their band in a noisy, bell-
University. The son of a
genteel need, He met the challenge ringing ritual in Nanaimo Exhi- ,
not only by helping to educate Minn Park soon after Elizabeth
himself, but also by aiding in the and her husband, Prince Philip.
education of his younger brothers arrived on Vancouver I 1 1 a n d
and sisters. He overcame the aboard the destroyer Escort Assi
backset of a serious accident at a bne
strategic hour in his career. He night trip 
wipfhrihcmh vmaadce an over,
recognition of Red China by the viols by bigoted whites,
free countriem will only aid the The Tri-State Defender shouldounignoweew iewiweemenumenne
Communist plan to further ex. be commended on its stand to
passion in Asia, bring to light cases of brutality SO WHAT'against the colored people no mat-
Why flirt with the Communists ter where it comes from — the
when, with the ideology of MRA, police or otherwise.
I sm sure the Tri-State had gain.
find the unity and power that ed a considerable amount of re-will answer Communism? The spect in their fight because I have
Communists change not when we noticed less and less Incidents of
compromise but when we demon- intimidation by people a is el
strati a superior ideology, agencies that were set up by the
• • • very public an grossly wronged.
God bless you and keep up the
Dear Editor; Why you Leaders good work. — Rev. Meath Rubl,
never mention "Facts" when you 751 Freetown,
are cornered by the "Segregation-
ist" about integration. Divine Guidance
Here are the "Facts": Most any
Southern white man that has Dear Editor: While Ihere it sin
reached the age of le or 13, hag much talk about racial discrtmi.
with hied( nation, I thing that we who eon-hwaodmemhore "Dates" h 'e sas had with
fess to be follower: of C Is r i s t
should be more concerned aboutwhite women.
the spirit that leads us.It is obvious, there are many
mulatto and brown skin babies by Every Christian knows, or should
black women in evidence, know, there are two spirits that
We all know it is impossible for guide us. One of the spirits teach.
two black people to get a mutat- es us human law, the other teach.
toThora bwrohrte swkhinmbehabyin.
the South by the divine law when he di-
es us divine law. Moses was led
don't have them. feated Pharaoh.
Statistics show there are more Until we can find such leadersmulatto and brown skin babies
than white and black combined. ' 8 Moses, Joshua, Simla, KingAsa and King Jehoshephat, we
SERVER.
A READER AND CLOSE OR. ces:.
• • • 
need not expect very MO sue-
Dear sir: Some people think that God be.
Thank God we are living in th''.---- heves in discrimination. He does,
age of a NEW NEGRO! From but not by the color of a man's
reading the Tri-State Defender I skin; he discriminates man by
can safely say that a new Negro his character. All truly born Chris-
has emerged from the decisive Rang should have some idea that
court rulings of the United States God expects no human law to
Supreme Court. A Negro that is
not afraid to report and talk ef govern his people.
anomie and military strength, Ins injustices without fear of re- A Race Member
until desegregation revived it. The results
of last week's primaries arc therefore, of
some consequence. If interpreted correctly,
that means that the forces of moderation,
at least for the moment, have an edge over
those who would rather defy the Federal
Courts than let Negro citizens enjoy their
constitutional rights.
The people of Virginia had the choice
between having their schools shut down and
token integration. The more reaeonable
element accepted the latter alternative; not
perhaps u a pious conversion to righteous-
ness, but as bowing to the imperatives of
inevitable events.
Governor Almond's vindication at the
polls should have the effect of an hypoder-
mic to those moderates elsewhere in the
South where school integration has not yet
free Asia and the free world can
•
II
"She Didn't Like My Canoe ... So I Paddled Her Back!"
Fair Trade?
OE 'MONKS HE'S GerriN
A. ..00K 1E RUSSIAN
*my L‘Fe
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Long before Columbus discover-
ed America there had flourished
in black Africa a number of large
Negro kingdoms. The most re-
markable were Ghana, Melle, and
Songhay. By 300 A.D. the old
state of Ghana extended from Sen-
egal southward to the sources of
the Niger River. Its citizens work-
ed farms, raised cattle, trapped
elephants, and mined gold.
Their largest city. Kumbi-Kum-
bi, was an important trading cen-
ter. From the 'Mohammedan coun-
tries cross the Sahara came car-
avans laden with sugar, wheat,
and cloth to return northward
with gold, ivory and rubber. In
1067 a fierce fighting band of Mos-
lems invaded Ghana and from
then on its power began to de-
cline.
Meanwhile, to the westward an-
other Negro kingdom developed
called Melle or Madingoland. It
extended from the Atlantic to
Lake Chad and within its borders
were the rich gold mines of Burr
So wealthy became the rulers of
Melle that in 1324 when King
Gonga-Mussa, a Moslem, made a
pilgrimage to Mecca, he took
with him 500 servants, each car-
rying on his head a slab of pure
gold.
His entice entourage consisted
of i3O,000 persons — including sob
diers, secretaries, camel drivers,
and attendants.
GREAT AFRICAN KINGDOMS
Along the route the king lavish-
ed gifts on provincial governors.
and ordered beautiful mosques
built no that the distant towns of
his realm might remember him.
On his return from Mecca, King
Gonga-Mussa brought with him
an Arabian architect, Es Sahel],
to help beautify the cities of Kant-
aba, Jeanne, and Timbuktoo.
Timbuktoo was then a busy
trading center famous for its
leather work, its white embroid-
ered robes, its silks and pearls,
perfume, ostrich plumes, dates,
cloves, tea and coffee. Timbuktoo
was also a center of learning,
known for its libraries and book
stalls.
To its University of Sankore
Came students and ,eachers from
Cairo, Baghdad, and even as far
away as Europe. From Sankore'
professors carried their learning
to other countries. The Negro
Juan Latino crossed the Meriden
ranean to teach at the University
of Granada in Spain.
In Timbuktoo one of the earli-
est histories of the region of the
Niger, the "Tarikh es Soudan,"
was written by the black scholar,
Aderrahman Sidi. whose Negro
teacher, Ahmed Baba, was the
author of some 20 books.
In 1450, the ruler of the King.
dom of Songhay, Senn! Ali, sent
his river navy down the Niger to
capture the cities of Timbuktoo
and Jeanne and he eventually
gained control of all the land of
Melle.
So by the beginning of the 16th
century, tionghay had become the
most powerful state in West At-
rice. Under King Askia Moham-
med, who was a great traveller,
friendly relations were establish-
ed with surrounding states, new
systems were set up for govern-
ing, trading and banking, sad
schools established everywhere.
At the University of Sankore'
the departments of surgery, law,
and literature attracted students
from the whole Moslem world. Un-
til the Moors conquered SonghaY
in 1591, it was one of the most
cultured countries of its time, and
in the Middle Ages the city of
Timbuktoo became one of the
greatest centers of learning.
The history of Ancient Africa is
one of which any land might well
be proud. Dr. DuBois in his vari-
ous writings has stressed the glor-
ies of Ancient Africa, and Arne
Bontemps writes briefly but beau-
tifully about it in his "The Story
of the Negro." In "From Slavery
to Freedom" John Hope Franklin
has a half-dozen excellent chap-
ters on African History. And a
most thrilling story of the rise of
the Zulu Empire in the 18th Celt.
tury is E. A. Ritter's recent biog-




LAGOS, Nigeria — The first na-
tive son in the history of Nigeria
to become a magistrate, Sir 01-
umuyiwa Jibowu, died recently
and the citizenry gave him the
largest funeral Lagos has ever
The last rites were administer-
ed in the Anglican tradition at St.
Paul's (Breadfruit) Church after
the body had lain in state in the
Glover Memorial Hall here f o r
most of one day.
The esteem in which this Chief
Justice of Western Nigeria w a s
held was attested to by the pres-
ence of the Governor General of
Nigeria, Sir James Robertson,
and other dignitaries at the St.
Paul services. I could not get
through the traffic jam to I is a
church, but I made it to the lkoyi
cemetery for the interment.
The Daily Service described the
sitimetlon as follows: "A two-mile
long procession of the St. Paul's
Church Choir, YMCA, Sea Rang-
ers, e'rl Guides, Red Cross So-
ciety, school children, and distin-
guished personalities headed for
the cemetery to pay the last re-
spects to the late Chief Justice.
"Traffic policemen, dispatch
riders, and police walkie-talkie
radio ears helped in clearing the
route to the cemetery."
The paper quoted the Vicar of
the Church, an African, as de-
scribing the late Chief Justice in
the following words' "Sir Mum-
yiwa Jihowu was a judicia pio-
neer willing to pay the price in
form of self-sacrifice, self-efface-
ment, and unswerving assiduity.
He was humble, respectful to his
superiors, courteous to his col-
leagues and helpful to his infer-
iors."
An interesting sidelight on the
late justice and a touch of local
color is contained in a column
written by one of the most bril-
liant Nigerian journalists w h o
signs his name Aiyekoto which
means "parrot" in English. Here
is an excerpt:
"Justice Jibowu is dead. Those
who know how to write newspaper
obituaries will do so. This is not
in my line and I can recollect
my labour when it fell my lot to
write on the late Chief Bode
Thomas.
"I knew him when I was a kid
in the 19304. My parents were lie-
Mg along Kakawa Street and
Magistrate Jibowu (for so he
was then) was also there. Three
people I dreaded lived in the vi-
cinity:
"Magistrate Olumuyiwa Jibo-
wu always with a walking stick
and & stern looking police order-
ly behind him each morning as
he walked dutifully to the Magis-
trate Court.
"There was Da Rocha always
peeping out from Water House
and watching us as we drew wat-
er from the public tap opposite
his house and that of the late Mr.
Omololu.
"And there was Herbert Macau-
lay living at Balbina Street, but
always strolling along Kakawa
Streets in his immaculate white
suit with a black bow-tie and grey
long Mustache with which I could
never reconcile myself.
"They are all dead now.
"But slo many stories were wov-
en around the magistrate. For in.
stance, one of the current slogans
applied derisively to fat people in
those days was 'opoko, ko ri alt-
ars fi mu.' The magistrate was
then a fat young man and soon
the rumour spread that he had
ordered to be arrested anyone
who dared use the slogan. We
heard so many stories about this
man and I think I can safely say
that those of us living along Ka-
kawa Street then were the best
behaved children in Lagos."
At the cemetery which slopes
slightly down to the edge of the
still waters of Lagos Lagoon, I
was lucky enough to get a conven-
ient perch on one of the thous-
ands of marble tombstones which
crowd the small burial grounds.
Just as the sun began to slip be-
low the western horizon, the first
section of the procession, the chor-
isters, came Into view, entering
the tall iron grill gates of the
cemetery.
In short order I began to see
for the first time most of t h
eminent men of Nigeria, govern-
ment ministers, barristers, jus-
tices, tribal chiefs, and a host of
bigwigs from business and com-
merce. It was a solemn and mov-
tng moment. There were no out-
cries, only the mournful lyrical
voices of the choristers dressed
in black robes with white surplte-
es. If it had been a royal funeral
in England, it could not have been
carried out with more decorum or
dignity.
•
Hundreds Get Into The 'Plans Act' To Make Holiday Spectacular
• JUST LIKE IT takes a lot of planning to make a
house a home, it takes inestimable hours of planning
to make the Chicago Defender Charities' annual Billiken
Days the gigantic and gala spectaculars they are. Photo
above: Going over last minute details for the 1959
Billiken parade participation are Lawrence Vernon
Blanchet,', parade marshal (-standing rig44a: D. jippska%
Gibson, promotion director, Chicago Daily Defender;
Miss Ruth Smith, secretary to Norm Spaulding of radio
station WGES and Miss Florene Hurley, secretary to
Gibson. Center: Ten of the Chicago police department's
famed three-wheelers, forming a wedge with red lights
ablaze, will lead the 30th annual parade down South
Parkway Saturday morning, August 1. Following will
be the department's drum and bugle corps and a march-
ing unit of uniformed police.
• LOOKING OUT over the Parade route for the 30th
annual Billiken Day extravaganza are Sgt-Ic L. J. Harris
Jr., U. S. Army recruiting service; Chief Othey Martin.
C. S. Navy recruiting service and Lt. (j.g.) R. M.
Norrish, assistant to the military coordinator for the
parade. Military units that will participate include the
army, navy, air force, marine corps and coast guard.
Photo right. Last y ear Count Basic, and featured singer
Joe Williams, helped to entertain thousands of picnic-
kers during the picnic on Picnic Hill in Washington
Park following the parade. Another top flight show of
professional entertainera will perform there again this
year.
MT. OLIVE LEADERS — The
Rev. Henry C. Bunton (right),
Pastor of the Mt. Olive ('ME
Cathedral, discusses some im•
protant church matters with
Charles R. Dunn, (Left) vice
chairman of t h e Stewards
OLD FRIENDS MEET just
outside the Church before ser-
vices begin to renew Old ac-
quaintances and mike new
BERMAN
COLEMAN
board and John Cox, general
chairman of the board. Rev.
Bunton had lead the Olive con-
gregations for over five years.
gaining new members and
putting renewed faith into the
old.
ones. The sight ahoy. If a
familiar one at 10 or It a. in.
each and every Sunday.
Ask any Memphian whether he
, is a churchgoer or not. where Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral is located
and right away he will tell you on
Linden. Some may tell you on
Lauderdale and Linden. But most
everyone will know the approxi-
mate location of the formidable
structure. For Mt. Olive is a
church not too many people haven't
heard of, with a congregation that
envelops all points of Memphis.
Ask again if he has ever heard
of Rev. Henry C. Bunton and a
light of recognition will brighten
his face. "Sure, isn't he the pastor
of Mt. Olive Cathedral on L i n'
den," they will say. And in the
midst of Memphis' raging politic-
al battle, the person is subject to
comment on the chance of Rev.
Bunton in the coming elections, for
he is a candidate for the City
Board of Education.
Mt. Olive mild its present pastor
are relative newcomers to Mem-
phis, as churches and pastors go,
but they have been here long
enough to become landmarks in the
city's history.
The church was organized in 1881
at the corner of Polk and Orleans
streets. Its colorful back
ground includes its birthplace in a
place formerly used as a "Jug
Factory." Rev. G. W, Armour got
the ball rolling.
When the Mt. Olive Mission, as
it was called then, entered the con-
ference in 1886, the membership
was 15. After this the membership
continued to increase until it
stands now close to 1,500.
MOVED IN 190$
The next move of the church site
was in 1905, when Rev. G. H.
Harlee, with the assistance of the
members built the brick church at
602 E. Georgia ave. The church
was there until it moved to t h •
present location on Linden in 1952,
the building being purchased un-
der the pastorate of the late Rev.
W. A. Johnson.
Under the leadership of R e v.
Bunton, in 1956, the church under-
went an extensive remodeling pro-
gram which resulted in the Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral becoming
one of the most beautiful church-
es in the CME connection. Rev.
Bunton came to the church in No-
vember of 1953 and has done a re-
markable job.
During a five year period, from
1953-58, Rcv. Bunton, in his fore-
word to the Historical Yearbook,
wrote that there had been an in-
crease of more than 300 members
and more than 100 infants h a d
been dedicated by baptism.
Also during those five years the
church has entertained two nation-
al meetings, the 1954 General
Conference and the 1956 National
Youth Conference.
Perhaps the best testimony of the
church's great contribution to
Memphis society cornea from a
typical member, Mrs. Ethel Dunn,
of 547 Alston, who is the wife of
one of the church's steward chair-
men. Mrs. Dunn said it had been
a delight and inspiration to be a
member of such a fine church for
over 35 years.
MEMBER OF AUXILIARIES
Mrs. Dun, a teacher at Melrose
high School, has been a member of
several church auxiliaries during
her tenure with the church. She
has seen four pastors come a n d
go.
When speaking of the present
minister, Rev. Bunton, Mrs. Dunn
said:
"I think Rev. Bunton leans more
toward the guidance of the youth.
He likes to encourage the young
along the right path to salvation.
This is a good thing," she s a i d.
"because that's the time when they
need help more than ever when
they are young."
When asked as to what she
thought of her minister's ambition
to be a member of the City Board
of Education, she said she thought
it was an inspiring thing.
' "We are going all out to help our
leader," she said, "as we are all
so very proud of his leadership."
She said several members of t h •




people to go and register so that
they might vote in the elections,
come August 20.
Mrs. Dunn said it was an estab-
lished fact that she loved all phas-
es of Church work. "I enjoy the
work," she stressed.
When asked if being a part of
the various auxiliaries didn't some-
time get her down, she replied,
"The work is not burdensome be-
cause I love it. How can you let
something get you down that you
love to do?" she asked.
Mrs. Dunn's interest is under-
standable when one contemplates
the other members who take such
an active part in the church life of
Mt. Olive. This comes to light in
the noting of some 28 auxiliaries
who serve the institution.
BOARDS AND CLUBS
Among the auxiliaries of t h
church are:
Stewardesses Boards: No. 1—
Mrs. Elizabeth Woods, president;
No. 2—Mrs. Hattie Marable, presi-
dent; No. 34--Mrs. Hula Brooks,
president; Igo. 4—Mrs. Elizabeth
Harris, president; No. 5—Mrs. Wil-
lie Lee Woods, president; No. 6—
Mrs. . Queen Pegues, president
Good Samaritan club, Mrs. B. L.
Jackson, president. Field Agents
for Christ, Mrs. Polly Weeks, pres-
ident. Matron Club, Mrs. Mary
Lindsey, president. Usher Board,
James Meriweather, president.
Ever-Ready club, Mrs. Minnie Lee
Allen, president. Cub Scouts, Mrs.
I. J. Gleeden, den mother; Charles
Champion, cub master, Missionary
Society, Mrs. Eliza Mims, presi-
dent. Pastor's Aid Board, Miss
Annie B. Phillips. Madonna Guild,
Mrs. Frances Hassell, president,
W. A. Johnson Memorial choir,
Mrs. Mary Rose Johnson, presi-
dent; pianist, Bernice Williams.
Youth choir, Miss Joyce Letcher,
pianist. Senior choir, Taylor C.
Ward, president; Mrs. Meryl Glov-
er, organist. The heads of t h •
Stewards' boards are listed else-
where on this page. Mrs. Annie L.
Ingram is superintendent of the
all important Sunday. School
Board.
TAYLOR C. WARP '
7 Offal.] %are!
A FULL HOUSE. welt, nearly,
because of the Summer absen-
tees. A turnout like this is the
nil* rather than the exception
Tills PARISHIONER, like all
the other 1500 members of the
Mt. Olive ('ME Cathedral look
up to Rev. Henry C. Bunton
for guidance and prayer. The
entire congregation seems to
rooper•te like a giant family,
hound together by love and
faith.
W. A. JOHNSTON MEMORIAL CHOIR
YOUTH cnoiR
In the Mt. Olive chords. These
people know that each Sunday
is a new experience, with
something new and wonderful
to be learned from the teach.
era and especially the pastor. ,
Rev. Bunton.
• party at the home of Mrs. Caffrey
Dr. Leland and Julia Atkins, Mrs.
Bellevue. Here a centerpiece of
Summer fruits in watermelon
shells. . canapes, cocktails and
a chicken salad menu whetted ap-
petites as the clan paid homage
to their popular member.
Another departure party w a s
given by Mrs. Myrtle White.
MEANDERINGS
Geraldine Diamond has hie d
away to Little Rock, Ark., to visit
son Ables, Dr. Theron and Nelll ing off to San Antonio, Texas . .
Northcross and their little ones,
Addie and William Owen and An-
gela Owens and Bill Jr. Dr. Ar-
thur and Martha Horne and their
charming offspring, Willie Lind-
sey, Bernice and J. D. William
and Myrna, Jewel Gentry, Mrs.
Jennie Tarpley, A. B. Owen, Dr
Frederick and Margaret Rivers,
the Walter Martins, the Onzie
Homes, the Bernard Johnsons,
Johnny Johnsons, Marvin Tar-
Pley, John and Juanita Brinkley.
Erma Lee Laws, Josephine and
Anderson Bridges, Evelyn and
William Robinson, Marion Gegley,
Mary Franklin, the Harold Os-
bornes and scads more.
Also enjoying picnics last week
were the Universal staff, who had
their annual one on Friday . . .
City Beautiful staff — held atl
Fuller Park . . Federated Clubs
at Lincoln Park.
MERRI-MAIDS CLUB
The Merri-Maids Social club en-
tertained with a picnic on July
in the spacious and scenic
backlawn of Mr. and Mrs. Shred.
1 I Picnics have snared the lime-light of the past week . . . pro-viding wonderful Summertime farefor scores of folk. This favoritecustom of entertainment makesfor excellent comradeship, to saynothing of the invigorating bless-
ings to be derived from the rays
of 'Ole Sol' plus the opportunity
to relax and watch the world go
by . . . and or engage in much
needed exercise to woe of inert
muscles the following day!
I Sunday found a large convoy
of cars headed for the inviting
plantation of the John Gammons at
Marion, Ark., where graduate Al-
pha Phi Alphas staged a picnic in
ole manner grand. Guests were
overjoyed to see Leoda Gammon
, and pretty Ida Marie, who are
. back home after a semester of
' study on the West Coast. The
"good ale A Phi A Spirit" reigned
supreme , . . and the fraters pro-
vided succulent pit barbecue, a
1 caldron of piping hot corn on the
cob, slaw, potato salad and varied
cooling drinks. Relaxation was the
order of the afternoon for most of
the ladies . . . but a few enter-
ed the baseball games. The chil-
dren delighted in horseback riding
. . . while bridge and ping pong
claimed the interest of young and
old. Then too, the choice of other
stalwarts was fishing in one of
the large stocked lakes that dot
the extensive plantation. Among
the more determined fishermen
were Dr. G. W. Stanley lab, Jr.,
his lovely daughter Etta Sue, and
Gerald Howell — who loathed to
leave their pasttime even when
dusk descended.
at Oakland Municipal auditorium,
"Women In Peace With Space"
featuring a "Blue Revue" extrava-
ganza of styles and music. A work-
shop with the theme, "Improving
the Functioning Processes of
Zeta" will highlight the business
sessions.
Social activities will include a
Phi Beta Sigma — Zeta Luncheon.
Regional luncheons, receptions,
cruise around the day, bait-a-date
party, dance soiree and orchid
ball.
The Memphis delegation is ex-
pected to depart this week with
their itinerary to include the
Grand Canyon, Las Vegas, and
Los Angeles, Alpha Eta Zeta
chapter delegates are Misses
Hazel Pyles and Utoka Quarles
and alternates Mesdames Loretta
Kateo and Mable Hudson,
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway,
national officer who serves as di-
rector of Amicae Affairs (auxil-
iary members) will also attend.
Post convention tours of Hawaii
and Mexico may also entice some
of them.
FETE MRS. DUMAS
Mrs. Alexander (Estelle) Du-
TUSEEGEE, Ala. — (UPI) —
The newly-appointed Macon Coun-
ty Board of Voting Registrars
failed to meet as scheduled Mon-
day. There was no explanation.
The predominantly Negro coun-
ty has been without a voter regis-
tration board since last Dec. 10
when board members resigned as
the Civil Rights Commission be-
gan investigating complaints that
Negroes were denied voting rights
here.
Gov.- John Patterson appointed
a new three-member board last
week after the Tuskegee Civic
Assn., a Negro group, asked that
Congress create a federal com-
mission to step in counties where
state registration boards had not
been in operation for 30 days or
longer.
A Tualregee association, Wil-
iam Mitchell, said the appeal to
Congress was made because Pat-
terson had refused to Oct. He said
Patterson had been petitioned re•
peatedly to make a new board
Under Alabama law the Board
of Registrars is required to meet
every first and third Monday of
each month.
Now chairman Howard Lynn
ngrily told newsmen: "You
.rent going to get a thing out
of me."
NEW YORK — (UPI) — David
rims was back in town for t is e J.McDonald, president of the
past two weeks to completely United Steelworkers Union, said
bring to an end her sojourn in renday he was planning to moveMemphis which has been the de-lactively into aluminum industrylight of her scores of friends since [wage negotiations now that the
the family moved here from Phil- steel strike was in full ‘swing.
adelphia some years ago. Now re- i McDonald said he would meetsiding in Atlanta, Ga., 'Stelle and ,With members of various union
Alex and Albert (their engag'ng'tommittees who are negotiatingson) were reluctant to leave.
Entertaining the charming ma- 
,iith three major alumimum com-
tron last week was Mrs. James 1
anies in an effort to reach a
The success of the delightful af- S. Byas, who invited a few of 
contract agreement before the ex-
She was presented by Mrs. Williefair could well be evidenced by 'Stelle's many friends to come in 
ajration of contracts July 31. 
the fact that it was practically for "last goodbyes," at her home The companies are the Alumin- 
B. Hadley of St. Paul CME church.
im Corporation of America Al-
coa, the Reznolds Metals Corn-
dark before folk started to wend on South Parkway last Wednes-
their way back to the big 'M" — day evening.
amidst the entanglement of the Saturday evening found the De- any and the Kaiser Aluminum erty CME 
church. Music was fur-
parade of Sunday drivers. Enjoy- voue club, of which Estell is a nd Chemical Corp. nished by 
New Hope Baptist and
ing the affair were Dorothy and member, giving a closed "Adieu" 
 Greater Bethel women's choirs.
W 1' McDaniels and their 'Ted R v G C Jenkins is the new
and Carol . .. Atty. A. A. Latting I (Sally) Bartholomew on S o u t h
6. W. (Sue) Isis, the William
Jones. . . Dr. W. 0. (Trees) and
Bootsie Speight, Mrs. Sidney (Wel-
don Sugarmon) Smith of St. Louis,
Mo., Lonnie and Melba Briscoe
and their Jtiniene, Diana and
Frank, Heletr,alid Eldredge 'Tar-
pley, Robert Lewis, Jr., Helen and
Tom Hayes, Taylor Hayes, Vera
and Gerald Howell and Lynn
Marie, Betty Bland, Dr. W
and Grace Young, — The Emmer- her sister and family, before tak-
Branscome. Miss Sandra Bran.s-
comb, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Far-
well, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yar-
brough, Miss Joyce Friend, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Lucas and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Alma Holt, Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Stanback, Mrs. Nona B.
McCraven, Mr. and Mrs. Ural
Jones, Mrs. Corine Lucas and
daughter, Mrs. Alberta Rimbert,
Mrs. Ida B. Bridges, Roy Bray'
lock, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Walker,
Mrs. Lynn Ross, Mrs. Estelle
Eggleston and Mrs. Addie Goss
WITH THE ZETAS
The West coast beckons Zeta
Phi Beta sorors for the 33rd na-
tional boule of the sorority, con-
vening in San Francisco, Calif.
August 12 - 15, with headquarters
at riotel Whitcomb. Hundreds of
outstanding women from all over
the country will devote time to
workshops, panel discussions and
reports centered around the theme,
"Strengthening the Cultural. Civic
and Moral Values of Today's
Youth." A panel of experts of vari-
ous nationalities will also discuss
the theme.
Business session will be presid-
ed over by Dr. Deborah C. Par-
tridge. grand basileus and profes-
sor of education at Queens college,
Flushing, N. Y. A keenly contested
election is expected for many of
the top offices held by present of-
ficers who have served their
tenure.
Outstanding on the calendar of
events will be the public meeting
and vivacious Mary Roberts left
Sunday on her vacation which will
take her to Chicago, South Haven,
Mich, to visit her parents, Cleve-
land, Ohio and St. Louis, Mo., be-
fore her return in August,
Sub-deb Rose Marie Whalum
is off to Washington, D. C. to visit
her brother and family, Kenneth
and Helen Whalum. More about
the Whalum family concerns well
known Wendell Whalum (another
brother) who heads the music de-
partment of Morehouse College in
Atlanta, who with his wife, Claire,
are in Vienna, Austria, where he
is studying music on a travel.
study grant. They went over on
the S.S. Atlantic and will be re-
turning by jet plane.
Mrs. Otha Sawyer and children
are in Cleveland, Ohio, visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Primus.
Mrs. E. A. (Patsy) Witherspoon
is vacationing in California . . .
and from Los Angeles came Mrs.
Charles Erma Young, who is vis-
iting Oscar and Mildred Crawford
at their home on North Bellevue.rick Stanback of 1511 Hamilton.
Back home are Dr. and Mrs. H.The afternoon activities featured
H. Johnson and family and Mrs.card games and a menu highlight
of barbecued chicken. Members &
guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Chaplin Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Nabors who have had an
extensive trip which took them on
a 10 day visit with Col. and Mrs.
John Milan, Mrs. Edith Sims. miss, Vance Marshbanks in Limestone,
Maine. Col. Marshbanks is a cous.Emma Ross, Little Miss Angela
Pinkstom Mr. and Mrs. George in of Mrs. A. M. Walker, a flight
surgeon in the Air Force, and a
medical school classmate of Dr.
Johnson. The Johnsons and Mrs.
Nabors also spent time in W e s I.
cheater, Pa. where they were the
guests of Mr, and Mrs. D. J.
Moses she's Ann Hall's sister)
Boston, NYC and Grand Falls,
Canada. We hear that the John-
son's sub-deb daughter Lynda will
attend Our Lady of Angels Prep-
aratory school in Clinton, Iowa,
this fall.
OUR BRIDE-ELECTS
Miss Mae Isom Davenport,
bride-elect of William (Bill) Fitz-
gerald, was feted with a wonder-
ful miscellaneous shower a n d
dinner at Tony's Inn, 1404 Lyce-
um Road Monday, July 13, at 7
p.m. Charming hostesses indeed
were Miss Margaret Bush and
Miss Ida Mae Walker. Cocktails
were Nitved before the steak din-
ners which highlighted the menu.
Special guest was Mrs. Blanche
Brown of Jackson, Miss., aunt of
the honoree. Other guests attend-
ing were Mrs. Gertrude Younger
of Jackson, Miss.; Mrs. Ceneta
Qualls, Mrs. Celeste Porter, Mrs.
Rachel Carter. Mrs. Marion Gib-
son, Mrs. Louise Whittaker, Mrs,
Lilas Andrews, Mrs. Nettie Bon-
ner, Miss Naomi Cresell, r s.
Beatrice Fitzgerald, Mrs. Jennie
Ruth Partee, Miss Addle Golden,
Mrs. Nora Morgan Jones and Mrs.
F,lizabeth Simon.
Miss Alice Mae Garrett, daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. F. G. Gar-
rett, will be married to Leroy Hol-
man Sunday July 19 at Ward
Chapel AME church at 5 p.m. A
reception will be held at the home
of Rev. and Mrs. Garrett in Cor-
ds) ra, Tenn., immediately follow-
ing the ceremony.
Miss Margaret Johnson became
the bride of Rev. Roy D. Morrison,
II on July 18 at the Trinity C M E
church. Rev. Roy D. Morrison, the
groom's father, officiated. Look for
next week's Tri-State Defender for
more details and pictures of this
sparkling wedding
place during this time of the year.
Two city teachers were guest
speakers recently at Special Day
celebrations in local churches.
GREATER BETHEL
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw, instruc-
tor at Washington-Douglas elemen-
tary school was guest speaker at
the Women's Day observance on
June 28. She brought out very
vividly the woman's place in a
Christian home. All who heard her
commented that if we had more
of these types oil homes we would
have better youth.
Mrs. Shaw, who is a very active
member of Macedonia Baptist
church, has spoken on various oc-
casions in and around the city.
Serving as mistress of ceremony
was Mrs. Georgia Kelly of Lib-
e . . .
pastor of the church.
Mrs. Rosetta McKissack was the
guest speaker at Rock Temple
Church of God in Christ when the
sixth annual Youth Day was cele-
brated on July 12. Mrs. McKis-
sack, an instructor at Merry high
and member of St. Paul CME
church, spoke from the theme
"Benefits to be Derived from a
Life Dedicated to God." Mrs. Mat-
tie Merry served as mistress of
ceremony of the evening service
which featured a panel lincussion
on the theme.
Participants on the. Panel were
'CELEBRITIES' ALL — The
Celebrity Social club held its
annual Tea and Fashion Show
at the home of Mrs. Lubirda
Sullivan, 2157 Eldrdige ave.,
recently. Among the 100 guests
present were, seated, from left
to right, Mrs. Lubiyda Sullivan,
Queen of the club, Dr. L. Bran-
well, club sweetheart, and Mrs.
Carrie Smith, club princess.
Standing, from left to right
The heat is on but does not curb Mrs, W. M. Monroe, Mrs. W. T.
the many activities which take Terry, Mrs. J. P. Jones and Mrs.
A. J. Porter.
MODEL PRESENTED
Miss Emma Bruce Finley, a na-
tive of Madison county an dnoted
model of Chicago, displayed her
original cotton fashions last Sun-
day at West High school in Den-
mark. This was the second ap-
pearance of Miss Finley in this
area and thrilled a record break-
ing audience. Many who saw her
at the AM-sponsored Fashionetta
traveled to West High to get a sec-
ond view. She was presented by
the the Madison County Ho m e
Demonstration Club which is head-
ed by Miss Anna B. Jackson, Mad-
ison county home demonstration
agent.
HERE AND THERE
Recent visitors in the city of
Jackson included Mrs. Elizabeth
Barker of Chicago as guest of Mrs.
J. H. Exum on Eden at. She has
now returned to her home after a
pleasant visit with relatives and
friends.
While in this section Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Luter, Mr. and Mrs.
Carnell Luter and Arthur Luter
motored to Paducah, Ky., to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Luter and Mr.
and Mrs. Ball.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes and
their darling son, James Michael,
have returned from a delightful
vacation in French Lick, Ind. as
guests of Mr. Hughes' parents. It
was the first visit to see grand-
parents for "Mike." Enroute home
they stopped in Nashville to chat
with Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Davis of
Tennessee State.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pruett and
SEW-YOUR-OWN WARDROBE CAN BE FILLED
WITH ALL-OCCASION FASHIONS!
By Evelyn Cunningham
When a hostess of a party
says "Don't dress," it can
mean almost anything. Un-
less the affair is formal or
is specified as a Bermuda
shorts party, "don't dress"
is interpreted as everything
from a casual shirtwaist
dress to • strapless cock-
tail number.
The trouble with "don't
dress" parties is that the
lady guests are always in
doubt as to what they should
wear, what the others will
wear and whether or not they
will be the only ones there in
the type of dress they decide
to wear.
And don't think for a
FASHION RIGHT ...for all em.
cashing is the fall-skirted drew,
with scooped neckline and
shirred cummerbund. Slim skirted
versios of this dress may alio
Is.. used* with optiesal harem
easel attached the frost
neirdline sod emestlieg to the
hem of the skirt for dressier
occasions. Bodice may be made
in cosirasting or matching
/thrice. Make it your own is
prieted silk se sotto.. rdissiang,
polished oaten or satin. Me..
Call's Patters *4836 la %SOW
eases 12-18. 75e.
minute that men aren't in-
volved in the problems of a
"don't dress" invitation.
Does it mean a dark suit
and white shirt or slacks and
a open-collar sport shirt?
In the end, of course, he
wears what best complements
what his lady is wearing.
In the meantime, the
question of what to wear still
has to be answered. The idea
is to look like a party-goer
without overdoing it, to be
prepared for the party turn-
ing into a cook-out or a re-
cord session with all the
guests sitting on the floor.
Wearing, just the right
dress isn't as much of a
problem as it might at first
appear. McCall's Pattern
Books are full of easy-to-
make styles that lend them-
selves beautifully to the
ALL.00CASION FASHION . .
Fautpire dream with gathered tone
pro skin is bred trimmed at
scoop neckline, sleeves end
waist! I se. Perky boar in the
trim fabric. is fietshims toach to
rrecklise trim. -Elsie these may
also he made la • sliwnkirt•d
version. Ideal Sr limes, misted
eils or °nun., ataatweig, sneak
nr polished cones. McCall's




with the cummerbund (Mc-
Call's Printed Pattern No.
4836) has a four-gore, full
gathered skirt. The shirred
cummerbund is sewn to a
shaped facing and stiffened
with featherbone. Made here
of shuntung, the bodice is
pale orchid, the skirt violet
and the cummerbund deep
purple.
The pattern for this dress
also carries pieces for a
three-gore slim skirt with a
vent at the back. Another
optional piece is a harem
panel placed in the front of
the slim skirt and attached
at the waistline and hem. Al-
together there are only fifteen
pieces in this versatile de-
sign.
Besides an interesting
combination of colors, the
home sewer may select a
wide variety of fabrics, such
as printed silk or cotton,
polished cotton, satin, peso
de soie, velveteen. The
bodice might be made of lace
and the skirt of crepe.
The pattern for the em-
pire dress (McCall's Printed
Pattern No. 4834) also comes
with parts for a full or slim
skirt. As pictured, it is made
of a pencil-striped turquoise
and white pique, with solid
turquoise band trim. The full
skirt is four-gore and gath-
ered. Applied bands are
placed around the scoop neck-
line, sleeves and high waist-
line. The three-gore slim
skirt has a walking pleat. A
pert bow may or may not be
placed at the bottom of the
narrow V neckline.
An imaginative use of
color and fabric to match or
contrast can make this
dress a conversation piece.
Not only is it adaptable to
summer cottons and silks
but it is also ideal when
made in a lightweight wool
with matching satin bands
for the fall and winter season.
Fashion-Sewing Weekly
Tip: The right start for smart
sewing requires knowing all
about your own measurements.
Guesswork about this won't
are Mrs. Ida Crane, Miss
Eleanor Banks, Mra. Jose*
phine Wiley, Mrs. V Iola
Woody, Mrs. Emma Allen,
Mrs. Alma Hall and Mrs. Mary
Braswell.
children were guests in the Savage
home. The Pruetts, who now make
their home in Detroit, also visited
Dr. and Mrs. I. W. Howell and
family of Paris, Tenn. Edward is
Mrs. Howell's brother.
Mrs. Marie Moore who moved
back to Birmingham this Spring
was guest of Dr. and Mrs, W. R.
Bell last week. Mrs. Moore is miss-
ed by the many friends she made
during her stay in Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Rawls of
Brownsville, and their niece, Miss
Charles Cynthia Rawls, motored
to St. Louis, Mo., on the weekend
to bring home their son, George
who spent his vacation there visit-
ing relatives. Accompanying them
home for a Tennessee visit was
their niece, Miss Earline Neal.
Many will remember her mother
in this section as "Baby" Rawls.
Vacation time is fast coming to
a close for students and teachers
alike and has already ended for
Madison county and many sur-
rounding counties. If you are not
included yet, it's time to live it
up fast for the school bells will




NEW YORK — (UPI) — Andy
Robustelli and Tom Scott, t w o
players who figure to play key de-
fensive roles for the New Y or k
Giants' this year, signed their
1959 contracts with the National
Football League club.
Robustelli, all-league defensive
end from Stamford, Conn., will be
starting his ninth campaign as a
professional. Robustelli, a master
at dropping opposing quarterbacks
and ball carriers, is 31 years old.
He stands 6-1 and weighs 230
pounds.
Scott, who will be starting is i a
seventh pro season, was obtained
recently from the Philadelphia
Eagles. Scott, who lives in Abing-
ton, Pa., can play end or 1 i n *-
backer on defense. The Giants
plan to use him as linebacker.
Like Robustelli. he has won all.
league honors past seasons, lie
is 29. stands 6-2 and weighs 220
The annual membership lawn
p a r t y of t h e Vance Avenue
branch Young Women's Christian
association was held July 8 on
the lawn of the Future Sara 11,
Brown Branch YWCA.
Over 100 members sang, played
games, and chatted with friends on
the beautiful tree shaded lot at 1044
Mississippi blvd.
Mrs. Cooper E. Taylor, member-
ship chairman was assisted in con-
ducting the activities by Mi ss
Harry Mae Simons and Mrs. Ad-
die G. Owen, YWCA branch chair-
man and executive director.
Prizes were awarded to t h e
members of the Membership corn-
mittee who were top solicitors of
"Y" members for 1959-60. T h e
A sparkling Hawaiian Tea and
Fashion was held by the Celebrity
club in the flower garden of Mrs.
Lubirda Sullivan, 2157 Eldridge
ave., recently. The narrator for
the occasion was Mrs. Alice Hay-
den, who presented the models to
some 160 guests of the club. Mrs.
Viola Woody, president of the club
introduced Mrs. Nannie McCain,
who in turn introduced Mrs. Hay-
den.
Some of the out of town models
were Mrs. Jean Marie Sims and
Mrs. Bessie Dickerson, both of
People are talking about the
American homemaker - that is,
they are taking about the way
she cooks her vegetables.
One famous author a a i d,
"When it comes to cooking vege-
ables, many cooks seem to suf-
fer from arrested development.—
Vegetables are drained of all life
force and have despairingly sur-
rendered to the inevitable."
A famous French chef describes
the reckless way its which we cast
vegetables into water by telling
t is. old-fashioned story about
teaching a boy to swim by throw-
ing him into water over his head.
As the story goes, if the boy
cornea out alive he is made of
the right stuff, and, moreover, he
will have learned how to swim;
if he goes under he couldn't have
been much of a sport anyway.
TOO MUCH WATER
And so it is with beans, cab-
bage, turnips—if they survive the
ordeal of water to which they are
sometimes subjected, they must
have been pretty good to start
with, and, if they turn out waters
logged and soggy there is no
great harm done, since cabbage,
beans, and others cost little.
Cheap? Comparatively speak-
ing. yes, but it is this life forces
which we are accused of draining
from vegetables that is so Im-
portant to our good health. We
rely heavily on the vitamins and
minerals that are found abundant-
ly in green and yellow vegetables.
To destroy the vitamin A that na-
tore has so generously packed
into a ten cent bunch of turnip
greens can become expensive.
Continuous destruction of vita-
min A will eventually cause a de-
ficiency of this vitamin in t is e
body. The health of the skin is
particularly dependent upon vit-
min A. It helps keep it soft and
smooth. Vitamin A is also im-
portant to the inside of bodies,
where it helps maintain the health
of the lining in the mouth, nose
and other body cavities.
NIGHT BLINDNESS
Another contribution of Vita-
mm A is made to vision. A
deficient in Vitamin A may lead
to night blindness. Some think
first top four winners of t is e
pieces of silver given by the
I YWCA were Mrs. Geneva Wil-
liams, Mrs. Lille Hall, Mrs. Leora
Gunter, and Mrs. Hilda Helm.
Their winners listed in the order
in which they were awarded prizes
were Mrs. Carrie Smith Scott,
Mrs. P. F. Carruthers, Mrs. Ge-
neva Hicks, Mrs. Emma S m it h,
Mrs. Willette Humphries, M r a.
Mary Sims, Mrs. Elizabeth Branch,
and Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor.
Just before dark, after enjoying
the tasty ice-cream sandwiches
served by the volunteers, t h
ladies reluctantly left the beauti-
ful site, pledging that they w ill
join forces to collect pledges in
order to make the building a re-
ality in the very near future.
Chicago. Others were Meade's*,
Georgia Moon, Izola Vales, Bessie
Lomach, Mary Johnson, Jackson
Gales, Rhonda Yancy, Misses An.
nie Mae Crump, Ann Sullivan, Ro-
chelle and tdadolyn Woody, Wal-
terine and Joyce Anderson, Geral-
dine and Martha Ann Wiley. Susan
Allen, Mary Louise Broswell, Ern.
estine Granderry andmany
others.
Guests from Chicago included
Mrs. Maggie Bracey, Mrs. Grate
Frity, Mrs. Rosie Johnson a a 4
Mrs. Bessie Dickerson, who was a
houseguest of Mrs. Alma Hall.
that a lack of this autrlesat Is
responsible for many night time
accidents.
Vitamin A Is just one of the
vitamins found in vegetables. Re.
taming these depends first en the
handling they receive and than
on the way they are prepared.
Unless you grow your own vege-
tables, you can do very little
about the way they are handled
until they get to your kitchen,
but once they are there you ca
do much to retain the remaininge
food values and flavor.
Wash all soft-textured vege-
tibles quickly but esrefully lust
before using. If they are wilted,
place them on a rick ever 18
inch of water in a covered con-
tainer in the refrigerator Other.
wise, store them dry in tightly
eovered containers or plastic
bast.
REMOVE TOPE
Thick skinned vegetables should
be stored unwashed in a d r y,
dark, Pool place if not used at
once. Unless you are planning to
Use the greens, the tops should
Is. removed at once as the men-
hir* continues to be drawn front
the root into the leaf after har-
vesting.
Most vegetables should be cook-
ed quickly and covered, Vegetables
of the cabbage and (mien feriae
act up under too great hot on
long cooking. Therefore, steam-
ing, simmering in milk, or pres-
sure cooking if they need to he
cooked a long time, are the rec.
emmended procedures, They may
also be cooked uncovered in a
quantity of boiling water. A
Crust of bread laid on top of them
as soon as they are placed in the
boiling water helps trap odors.
French vegetables owe their del-
icate flavor to gentle sauteing or
I braising in butter. The pet is than
covered and the vegetables are
cooked until tender in the steam
arising from their own juices.
SIMMER IN MILK
Many good cooks simmer their
vegetables in milk. This stabilizes
the color and tenderizes the veg-
etables more rapidly. The milk
may curdle slightly, but this is
harmless.
As salt tends to drain out vita-
mins, it is best to add it after th
vegetables are done. Use Hies
rules as a guide to good vegetable
cookery and good eating; resolve
to treat the humblest vegetable
with respect and even affection,
and do your cooking so as te make
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chased orsinu
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink!
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's greit, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the *wit
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
61L8EY'S DISTILLED LONDON ORY gIN. 80 111001. 100% CRAIN NEUTRAL MAIM Li


































































































































, BOARD OF EDUCATION
1. Initiate immediate plans to
comply with the 1954 Supreme
Court decision on segregation.
2. Adopt objective standards in
the hiring of teachers.
4. Consolidation of city, and
county schools district.... .
5. Elimination of frills and em-
phasis on fundamentals of edit*.
tion.
6. Implementation of the Pea-
body Report.
I ATTY. RUSSELL SUGARMON
CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC
WORKS COMMISSIONER
likai61. I beee the present system
w
government does not repre-
nt the most efficient utilization
of the taxpayer's money and I
prepose that a study be initiated
immediately, in order to determ-
ine what type of government will
hest serve the needs of the metro-
politan area of the Memphis and
Shelby County, Tenn.
2. I will implement a program
designed to improve the sanitary
conditions affecting both the stor-
ing and the collection of garbage
of Memphis.
3. I am firmly committed to the
proposal that public funds should
be expended in a manner designed
to secure a uniform development
of the entire community and not
on the basis of the political ex-
pediency.
4. I will institute a policy of
hiring and upgrading employees
solely on the basis of merit and
without regard to family connec-
tions, political influence, race,
creed or color.
5. I will see to it that admission
, all licensed trades, particularly
“cluding the plumbing and elec






' MORI MINS (IRS rOU
Gil PRIIIRENTIAl
SERVICE
ROT LOVE, CANDIDATES FOR tered. than punishment for the sake of
6. In addition to the foregoing punishment alone.
points. I will also use all of the
influence of my office:
A. to bring about an ADA
division of school funds until
such time as a consolidated
l.school system can be esta
lished.
B. To raise the salary of
teachers and other city em-
ploy ees to a level commen-
surate with their responsibili-
ties.
C. to bring about the elimi-
nation of police brutality.
D. to bring about the annex-
ation of that area to the south
of Memnhis which includes
Walker Ilomes.
E. To improve the hospital
services and facilities provid-
ed in the city of Memphis
hospitals.
F. to establish a climate of
opinion in which respect for
law and order will be accept-
ed as an essential condition





1. Render equal justice to all
cases without regard to race,
creed or economic conditions.
keeping always in mind that the
primary function of the Juvenile
2. Insist that all cases he investi-
gated speedily and thoroughly.
3. Hold all hearings as soon as
practicable, consistent with good
judicial conduct.
4. I will use the influence of my
office:
A. with the school board to
the end that at least two (2)
special schools be established to
handle children who refuse to
obey the rules of our school
system and who by their bad
examples contaminate a n d
injure the reputation of the
vast majority of our good, de-
cent children.
B. with the churches of
our clt, to establish youth
clubs youth activities so that
the energies of our youth can
be channeled into construct-
ive outlets.
C. with the park commission
to institute an enlarged sys-
tem of recreational outlet in
the winter months.
D. with the legislature and
city commission to establish a
training school in Shelby
County. where youths could be
sent, who are somewhat diffi-
cult to handle, yet should not
be sent to the reformatory.
E. to establish a reforma-
tory in Shelby Counts-
F. to establish a Domestie
Relations Court.
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY e.o,ii
the offering for Vincent Lov ell
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester R. Johnson recently
when he was feted at his three-
year-old birthday party. The
get - together Was held at his
home, 1529 Wabash ave., with
all the guests seemingly enjoy.
ing themselves. Pictured are,
back row, left to right.
Carolyn Middlebrook. Renee
Powell, Karen Bey mour,
Katherine Clark, Toni La
Shawn Johnson, Gwendolyn 
CWilliam rutcher. Jr., Har-
old Carter and Walter Middle-
brook. In frint are (left to
right) Gerald Powell, Dugar
Severe, Laorence Albert,
Josenh Walker, Jr., Vickie
Johnson, Vincent Lovell John.
son, Lawrence Fryers, Ken-
neth Montgomery, Darell
Johnson and Charles Severe
• Volunteer Ticket Platforms Call 1College Degree
For Equality, City Improvements Sought By
REVS. HENRY BUN'I'ON AND animations impartially adminis- Court is rehabilitation rather ds 84
MILLESVTLLE, Pa. — (UPI) —
"It's never too late to learn," says
Roger G. Harley. 84, of Morgan-
town, W. Va., who plans to get
his bachelor of arts degree from
Millersville Teachers college.
Harley, who started classes
Monday, first studied at Millers-
ville 62 years ago. He plans to
study educational psychology and
sociology this summer with addi-
tional courses to be added in the
fall term.
Harley, who started teaching in
a public rchool near Frederick,
Md., in 1892, gave up the profes-
sional in 1936 and has done va-
rious types of work since them.
"When a person reaches a point
where he can't learn anything, he
is ready to die," he said.
Aussies Triumph
In Davis Cup Play
By MARTIN HOUSEMAN
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) — Vic-
tory over Mexico means that Au-
stralia has a "good chance to re-
cover the Davis Cup," non-playing
captain Harry Hopman of t h e
Aussie' said,
Australia, starting its drive to
reglin the cup it lost to the United
States last December, wrapped up
a 4-1 riumph over Mexico in the
first round of American zone elim-
inations on a pair of five-set sin-





Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN









"I said before that Mexico was
our big obstacle," said Hopman,
guiding genius of Aussie cup
teams for many years. "Now that
they have been eliminated. I be-
lieve we have a good chance to
recover the Davis Cup."
The first-round win qualified
Australia to meet Canada in the
second round. The Aussies must
play their way through a series of
eliminations to earn the right to
challenge the United States for
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. BO, M.
Enclosed is 51 00 (Pies 20, ler ineilins).
Please send Ville's. Feet Tonic te —
Nem. !print) 
Address 
City  Zone . Stete
DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
BEAUTY ON P A It A D E —
Os erlooking the male escorts,
there can be no dispute that
this is pulchritude on parade,
and the occasion for it was
the second annual "Meeting
of the Little Foxes' sponsored
by the Shutter Bug Group in
Detroit. At lower left is beau-
tiful Cecilia Cooper of New
York who won the interim
national "Miss Cannes Festi-
val" title for 1959, flanked by
Great Lakes Insurance com-
pany executives Dr. Robert
Greenidge, right. and Thad







Barbecued Lima Beans—wonderful for buffet or patio
suppers or just plain delicious for everyday meals.
Prepare them early in the day and refrigerate until
time to pop them in the oven. Saves fast minute rush
at. dinnertime. You'll love cooking with Carnation




6 cups ( 2 - 1 pound 13-ovince,
cans) cooked, dry limo beans
11, cup (small conl undiluted 
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
slices bacon
1 cup finely chopped onion
1 cup finely chopped celery
1/, cup finely chopped green
pepper
Drain lima beans. Place in large
mixing howl. Pour Carnation
over the beans. Cut bacon into
small pieces. Saute in frying
pan over medium heist until
cooked but not brown. Add
onion, celery, green pepper and
garlic. Continue cooking for 10





1 minced clove of gar
V. cup vinegar
Y. cup firmly packed brown ;ugor
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1/7 teaspoon chili powder
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
2 cups (2 8-ounce cans)
tomato sauce
IC
minutes. Stir in remaining in-
gredients and cook until thick-
ened. Slowly add tomato mix-
ture to lima bean-milk mixture.
Mix well. Pour into 9,  x 13
x 11,-inch baking dish. Rake in
moderate oven I 350' F.) 40 to
50 minutes. Serve at once.
Look For The
NEW LABEL
still the some GOOD OLE' QUALITY
spEAs APPUPRLEE VIII  EGAR
You Itove yaw thou. of Speen Apple Cider
or distilled vinegar et quarts, pinta. gallons
nowt handsome `y gallon pitches.
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE.)
is convention chairman, Bill
Howard, Miss Ophelia DeVore,
Del Marco Modeling school,
New York; and Taylor Cos
of Detroi t, casing "Little
Foxes." At upper left are
Moss if. Kendrix. Washington,
D. C. PR firm head, Miss De-
Yore and Miss Cooper• Center
panel shows "Lens Quee n"
winners Miss Bernadine
Smith, center, of Eve Brown
Modeling sc boo I, Cleveland
first place; Miss Joyce Kelley,
left, second place winner, also
of Cies eland; and Miss Chris-
tine Johnson of Talbert
Charm House, Toledo, right.
who placed third. All received
trophies donated by Detroit
Coca-Cola Bottling company.
At top right, onlookers a r e
Congressman Charles Diggs,
Jr., Miss Climer Nelson
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Taylor, "Model of 1956,' of St.
Louis; and Mr. Bossard, cell-
known hat designer a n d
charm expert. Miss Cooper
was named "Beauty Contest
Winner of the Year" and re-
ceived a trophy of recognition
from Great Lakes, Miss
Taylor's trophy was donated
by the Moss H. Kendrix or.
ionization of Washington, D.
C.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
A colorful and delectable buffet
supper was given at the home of
Mrs..). B. Clark on Beech Street.
The party complimented Mrs.
Clark's houseguest and sister, Mrs.
Cecil Blanchard, of Cleveland,
Ohio.
The living and dining area were
adorned with beautiful summer
flowers. A most delicious and at-
tractive menu was served from a
lovely buffet table in the dining
area. The table was overlaid with
a blue and white madeira cloth,
centered with sweet peas.
Guest who attended the party
were, the honored guest, Mrs. J.W.
West, Mrs. B. C. Williams. Mrs.
E. B. Whitlow, Mrs. Walter Moore-
head, Mrs. Clyde Moore, Mrs.
Alonzo Cain, Mrs. G. E. West,
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, Mrs. S. B.
Bankds, Mrs. E. E. Norman, Mrs.
Will Bond. Mrs. Edgar Barnett,
and Mrs. Willard Whitaker.
Informal games and chatter were
enjoyed by all.
THE JORNSONS
Mr. and Mrs. Clemon Johnson
and family of Gary, Ind., are vis-
iting this week with Mrs. Johnson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Lucas,
and Mr. Johnson's mother who
also lives in Madison. The John-
son's are both former Forrest
Citians.
Miss Sylvia Inez Cobb, the
Cobb has returned from Chicago
where she visited with relatives
and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Joplin had
as their house guest, Mr. Arthur
Young and son, of Chicago, who
were visiting friends and relatives.
Mrs. llensie Roberts, Mrs. Helsinki — A nsojority of Fin.
James Westerfield, Mrs. M. Willes land's estimated three and one-
and Mrs. J. Carew motored to Hot half million people make their
Springs where they spent the week-
end visiting and sight-seeing. While
in Hot Springs the group stopped
at the National Baptist hotel. Mrs.
Roberts will remain in the city
where she will take a series of
baths. An enjoyable weekend Was
enjoyed by the other ladies.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers and
family has returned from Cleve-
land where the family visited with
Mr. Jeffers' brother and family.
The Jeffers also visited relatives
and friends in Gary and Chicago.
GUEST SPEAKER
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy was the guest
speaker for the 11:00 worship serv-
ices at the SI. Luke AME church
for their Woman's Day program.
During the evening services the
theme was "Women As Ambassa-
dors For Christ". The following
persons were on program: Mrs.
E. L. Jackson, devotional; Lane
Chapel choir, Music; Mrs. F. M.
Jeffers, greetings; Mrs. Francis
club held their monthly meeting
with Mrs. Sherman Jones as hos-
tess. A regular business meeting
was held with the president. Mrs.
Ardella Partee presiding.
The hostess served a delicious
repast. The meeting adjourned to
meet with Mrs. Sammie Green,
Rural Industries
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Opals Daily $.00 •n
Automatic Transmissions
Houston, Acceptance, and others. 
Dixie Auto Parts
wH 84661 1199 S. Third
daughter of Mr. end Mrs. C. T. The Women's Christian Charity 
SHE'S GOT HI
NUMBER ...
COLD '9 2... a LIGHT TASTE
OF BARLEY AT ITS BEST
A lot of people take to the taste of '92 ... the taste that
comes from LIGHT BREWING of the HEART OF THE
GRAIN—the part of the grain that's beet.
-No husky overtones. Just a light taste of barley at its
beet. Enjoy a bottle of Oertels '92 right off the icie
Chances are you'll find this light, bright barley good-
ness easy to like a lot Ask for '92. otLE
o 0.111
t\Slo sTake home a pair of six packs 
and taste
Am•rIca's boor— from Kentucky.
OLDEST, CONTONUOUSLV 0 AAAAAA 0 INIEWINT I,, KENTIJCKT • SKS= ION
CENTEL EREWEOT COMPANY, INC., LOthEyiLLE, KENTUCKY
si !EY:Es",!R, New Republic In Desperate Race For Survival
By DOLORES BROWN
With the onset of the summer
heat, most of us feel that as the
cool waves from the beaches roll
in, all thoughts of school-roll out.
Read on, my friend, and see how
WRONG you can be.
• • •
Attendance at the Twelfth Na-
tional Student Congress is expect-
ed to exceed 1,200 student dele-
gates, alternates, and observers,
according to Miss Diane Hatch,
executive vice president of the U.
S. National Student Association
(USNSA) Sponsored by USNSA,
the Congress is scheduled for Aug-
ust 24 to September 3 at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. During the Con-
gress, delegates and alternates
from the almost 400 member
schools of USNSA will spend 10
days on the Champaign-Urbana
campus in discussion of student
issues and in planning USNSA poli-
cy and programs for the coming
school year.
• • •
Election of USNSA national of-
ficers for the year 1959-60 will
take the place during the final
session of the Congress. Most of
the officers, who are selected from
among the student members nf
the Congress, serve full-time in
the USNSA posts, taking school-
leave to do so, Others serve part-
time while still on campus.
An honor graduate of MORGAN
STATE COLLEGE has been
awarded a Fullbright Scholarship
for study next year in Paris,
France.
.1, TYSON TILDEN will study
e hem 1st r y at the College of
France, Paris,
A record enrollment of NO stu-
dents has been reported for the
summer session of Morgan State
the National Education Associa-
tion has just returned to the cam-
pus from a meeting of thee
groups.
• •
Accepting the invitation of Lt.
Gen. William H. Arnold, Com-
manding General, Fifth United
States Army, Dr. Charles M.
Hoard, Dean of Students, LIN-
COLN UNIVERSITY, represent-
ed his institution in a one-day
tour of the Fort Riley ROTC Camp
at Fort Riley, Kansas.
Dr. Hoard, along with distin-
guished educators fetern 34 colleges
and universities across the nation
were shown the cadet training
areas; a demonstration of crew-
served and individual weapons tir-
ing; the use of hand grenades, and,
the techniques of rifle fire. Thel
visitors also had an opportunity to
watch a Cadet Review on the pa-
rade field, and met with the ca-
dets from their respective schools.
Lincoln students in attendance at
the ROTC camp are: William E.
Bramon, William W. Burgette, Ev-
erett L. Gholston, William J. Hand-
ley, Andrew Hardge, William J.
Kremer, Cherie E. Lawson, Don-
ald L. Scott, 011ie T. Jackson, Carl
E. Lee, Carlton J. Rowe, lid.
bard L. Scott, Johluty L. Taylor,
Louis H. Vetter, John H. Watson,
Nerve' P. West, Jackson Windom,
and Elmo W. Young, Lawrence
Harrington, Ronald Powell, all of
Pruitt, and Larry Walker of Illi-,
nois. Herman Adams, Ezell Brew-I
Sr. jr., and George L. Holloway,
III of Tennessee; James D. Brown,
Willie L. Cherry of Florida: Sher-
rill Brown, Charles Langford, of
Pennsylvania: Joseph Guyton, of
Ripley, Miss.; Bush al Manson,
California; Donald Price, Miss.;
college. IGeorge M. Williams, Texas and
Of the total number, 869 are en-, Robert L. Wright of Iii.ISliana.
rolled in the regular summer ses-1 • e .
. sion. 62 are high school teachers H. A. Miller. director of the
attending a National Science. FORT VALLEY STATE COL.
According to T. C. Meyers, LEGE Summer School, announces
dean at SAVANAH STATE COL- the inclusion of special workshop
LEGE. 38 students have been ac. features for the current Summer ,,The same is true". he contin- been in New York for nearly two visited 
corded a place on the Dean's I.ist quarter. They are in Elementary
for the summer quarter 1959. 
, Sears, arrived back here last week Sand, Miss.Education, Secondary Education, 
ued. "hut to a lesser degree in the'
Education for Exceptional Chit- 
case of both mates and females."] to spend a few weeks with his Visiting in the home of Mr. and
Eaeh person whose name is listed
dren. Health and Temperance, 
He said that about one out of i brother, Mr. Lemuel (Bootsie Boy) Mrs. .Sylvester Foster last week
powerful sermon last Sunday at As.Science. Elementary 
were their son, Mr. and Mrs. John-has attained an average of 2.50 or every 1.000 persons is of a differ-, Jackson.
bI-•her on a full program during • • • ent sex from what he thinks he is. Visiting in the home of Mr. ie Boy Foster and their two chill-School Evaluation, and Supervis- 
bury.
ss Clara Adam left Monday1"P spring quarter 1959. ion of Student Teachers, The sec. 
He quickly explains that these and Mr. Lemuel Jackson last dren of Brooklyn, N. Y.
for Chicago to visit relatives andond session of Summer School situations are not examples of ho- awee kwere Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Mrs. Mary. Peters from Pilgrim
friTehn
They are: Earl Beard, Dorothy
Glen E. Butler, Levern Carter, McGee. The McGees are from
week were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bound Esaptist church and Joe
Peck from East Jerusalem Bap-
Jerry Hubbard last week was very
1 sitise Brown. Edith L. Brown,
The birthday party given f o r
Carolyn Collier, Alvin Collins. Hel- California en route to Chicago. list church were delegates last
lyn L. Dailey, Charles Frasier, Mrs. Annie Lou Blanks of Dun- week to the National Sunday
Rev. Mackie, pastor of Provi•
Pittman d 
enloYable.
School Congress held at Denver,
Colo. dence M.B. church delivered a
Theresa E. Grant, John A. Mar- kirk, N. Y., who spent four weeks
sirs. Alice Strickland, her wonderful sermon last Sund
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Reed are spend-i(speclal To Defender Publications)
log seve.ral days in St. Louis' (First Of A Series)
and Kansas City, Mo., visiting re-
latives and friends. Conakry, Guinea — At daybreak
Mrs. Lucie! Bankston and chit., in Conadry the slumbering silence
; father. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Whitak.
dren of Chicago, Ill., are visiting is shattered by the merry singing firms with exploitation 
rights are
in the home of her mother and the Canadian Aluminum Corpora-of men rushing off to was': In 
Um Ltd., and the French-owned
!the middle of the morning, in heatCr Bauxites du Midi.
Mrs. Bell Baker is visiting her, that would prostrate the average
children in Los Angeles, Calif.' American, men and women go lop-
They are Mr. and Mrs. Eula Mg Wrought the streets, often
Hatchett and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy carrying burdens which would
Evans. cripple a mule.
We have on the sick list During the late evening, whetsMrs. Georgie Reed, Mrs. Ginett
Wells, Mrs. Mary Pierce, Sirs. 
a benevolent breeze wafts in front
the Atlantic and strange birds
By BOBBY REED 




















Bonds. We hope for them a speedy'
cackle in the fromanger trees, BASED
"Therecovery.
The 49th annual Sunflower Coun-
ty Woman's association and the
28th annual session. Young Peo-
ple's department, convened June
24 25 24 at Pleasant Green Rep.!
list church. Moorhead, Miss, Rev.f
R. L. Washington, pastor. Mrs.I
0. H. Sand, president; Mrs. L. V.
Bryant, first vice president; Mrs.
Temple Sperman, second vice
president; Mrs. M. Barnes, re-
cording secretary; Mrs. E. S. Wil-
liams, assistant secretary; Sirs.
P. G. Payne, corresponding sec-
retary; Mrs. Annie Mae King,
treasurer.
ay Not Be Man At All By MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER spirit of a young nation in a hurry.Missouri.
of Btrn' mother,
left for Memphis to h
aliss Ruth L. Davis and son Tony For the nine - months - old Re. 
sct.th:rcish, athepaCretlesatendTrtihoe, of hwi'etteigche
Also Eloie Adams, James M. GREENSBORO, N. C. — "One, In a humorous vein, he said, "ICsi lee and the University 
Mrs.-  ,H. 
Davis who 
howiitsh vehryer pieurbeeliechoefpeGaukiineega, ffrierest.buoartnionofs thee; eaeluldseic mAesmsoeceirasteiopn in which she
Bailey, David L. Clark, George male out of every 600 is of a dif-' funny that they should invite a both at Bern, Switzerland, he 
holde
11I. Africa, is in a race for its very Prior to winning the Whitneyman from conservative Iowa to
survival. , award of $2,800.00 Miss Williams
Unlike its sister-country Ghana, 
was the recipient of the Gue Hintz
+Memorial Award at the Chicagoall,a few hundred miles down thei
Atlantic coast, Guinea did not ,
!Musical college and made bids on "
state with an ordered economy 
Hopeful 
for prizes, too.
for a career in the con-
come into the world a solvent'
and money in the hank. 
- cert field as well as with an eye
for grand opera, Miss Williams,
Instead, it saw the light of in- is to leave for Europe late in Au-
lecture on such subjects in Paris",
Dr. Witschi, a native of Switzer-
land, came to the United States in
1927 and has done considerable
study in Biology or Reproduction.
A graduate of States Teachers col.
the doctorate from the University
of Munich in Germany.
He conducted lectures here all
during last week at the A&T Sum.
mer Institute for High School Sri-
ence Teachers, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation.
TOP SCIENTIST — Dr. Emil
Witschl, center, world famous
zoologist who last week deliv-
ered a series of lectures at the
A&T college Summer Institute
for High School Science Teach-
ers, appears with Institute Di•
rector, Gerald A. Edwards,
left, chairman of the Chemis-
try Department and assistance,
,e
Dr. Artis P. Graves, right.
chairman of the Biology De•
partment. Dr. Graves was a
former student of Dr. Hitachi
at the University of Iowa.
Says One Out Of 600 en
MISSISSIPPI
INDIANOLA
Natives, Gifted Leader • op
Toure Set Fast Pace
• • •
PICKENS
ferent sex from that listed on his
birth certificate", says Dr. Emil
Witschi, world famous zoologist
who delivered a special lecture last
week at A&T college.
The noted scientist, member of
the Department of Zoology at the
University of Iowa. president of
the American Association of Zoo-
logists and who holds memberships
in numerous international and na-
tional scientific' organizations said
Mississippi
Miss Ruby Anderson of Detroit
is in the city visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Anderson and
aunts, Misses Linnie and Lela And-
erson.
Mrs. Rosie Smart motored to




Rev. I. H. Naylor preached at
Anderson Chapel last Sunday f o rthis as answer to a reporter's Rev. Broomfield. Rev. Naylor isquestion, "What's new in Zoolo-
IIY?" 
PICAYUNE and Mrs. Percy NIannings last
The Leadership training school
pastoring in Jacksonville, Fla,
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE week were Mr. Caldwell Moore
held at `1. I. College last w e e kDIFFERENT SEX Mr. Granville Jackson who has 
and eon of Gary, Ind. 





was a great success, Leaders from
all sections of the state attended.
Bishop A. W. Vi'ormack visited.
Rev. I. L. Rucker delivered a
ay.
will begin July 20 and end August mosexuality, nor falsification but
14. a matter of plain genetics.
Mies J. Cooper, an honor grad- He also exploded the old myth
nate of FORT VALLEY (class of about the "full blooded man".
1957) is the recipient of a Na- "There are no such animals", herte. Rosalee B. James, L. Jordan, tional Defense Foundation Fellow- allYs. "every male has some 
frt. here visiting her mother, Mrs.
ataudestine B. Jones Willi m. e Mae ship to studs' toward the doctor- male constituted traits, much more 
Maggie Spencer and her sister,
The library is completed at An-Julian. Gladys I,. Lambert. Ver- ate in Home Economics at Col, in some than in others-. The same 
Mrs. Sallie Mae Williams left last ,..sister. • - Hannah 
dell Lambert. Rose Ann Lanier.' Dell university. situation, but in reverse, is also week for home. Accompanying her n--"-- ' ' derson Chapel: Miss Gibson is in
a nahs' daughter, Mrs Glen
charge. There are 1800 books for
Geraldine Lindsey, Willie J Stan- • • • true in the case of females. The was her mother. Mrs. Spencer who 
Ester Barnett were called last 
week to Vossberg to attene the fu•
the use of the public.eke, Yvonne McGlockton. Joseph Kenneth K. Rice, a whole matter he claims is one of expects to visit her two sons,C. Mitchell, Walter Dean Moon, U A . chromosome constitution. Johnnie and Luther Spencer of Sy-msn .t 1 the father of Mrs. Pittman and




By HENRY E. CRUMP
The Usher Board convention was
held last week at Pilgrim R e a t
Baptist church with a large group
attending each day.
Mrs. Ruby Gettys of Chicago Is
the houseguest of her sister a a d 
tains of the wild interior.
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- In the rolling hills of the Badi-
the Department of Mathematics. fnllowing states, North Carolina, the special presentation he made week. He leaves to mourn Ms wife, Mrs Dovis James Seabrrooks of: 
her 
First Baptist church sponsored northwest of Guinea's capital, a 
for aspiring singers.gene Whitfield. Konkoure regions some 85 miles
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M COLLEGE Soutn Carolina, Georgia, Florida at the Hines Hall auditorium on Mrs. Sallie Thames y, of this cit  4 . . • "  visiting ner a musical program last Sunday small army of European and Afri- 
While the prize Was only $100 it
degree in mathematics at the Six- • • • lures he had been delivering for troit, Mich., Mrs. Willie Mae era and Mr. Tom James in the.
, forth; evening was $82.10. brandnew industrial city around al 
was well deserved and certainly
can be of liclp in the furthering of
received the doctor of philosophy and sarginia. Thursday. It was one of the lec. daughters, Mrs. Marie Hair of De- 
Detroit, Mich.,
mother and son, Mrs. Beauty Riv-, 
with six visiting choirs. Collection can workmen are building
ty-Fourth Commencement of Ok- Th ff. 
. .
d the past three months as guest lee- Felts of Laplace, La., Mrs. Roberta home of her sister Miss Ella 
projected giant $350 million alum'.
a her career.
She sings in Italian, French,
, , .James N. Nevels Alvertia Polite racuse, . . Y. ' ' STATE COLLEGE. made the high- STERILE COUPLES 
F u n e r a I service was held
' Mrs
' 
Strickland.Launey F. Roberts. Andrew Bus 
Willie Mae Ruth. Elise Sax- 
est score in the South Eastern "There must he a million ster- Those confined to the local hot-test week in the Cooks FuneralRegion on an Achievement Award ile couples in this country, partly vital as of last week were Mrs.by, Rosalyn A. Scurdy, Geraldine 1 Home Chapel for Mr. Andrew
Shephard, Ruby L. Sims, Ger. Examination. 
because of this situation, in which
I Thames (Daddy Tims) age 80. •
Hattie Lee Dees. Hollis Jones,
the wife or husband is so far over John Plummer and GENERAL Palaldine Williams, Ruby Mae Wil- Rice, representing South Caro- to the opposite sex", he says. Daddy Tims formerly of this city ithams, and Lester Wilson. (line State College and the award who had been living in New Or. • • •I winner for the South Eastern Re- These and other matters deal-• • • leans for several years with his STARKVILLEing with new information on sexgion was competing against par -
Israel Everett Glover. head of ticipants from institutions in the were discussed by Dr. Witschi in dauahter, Corene, passed last
' 
By FANNIE MOORE
platoons and straight-backed worn-
en, undulating through the sultry
night like so many queenly phan-
toms, bear homeward on their
gay-swathed heads great basins of
market fish fresh from the sea.
SPIRIT OF YOUNG
In the sweltering offices of the
Government building, Paris - edu-
cated ministers and their bright
young aides wrestle far into the
late-falling dusk over hills of
paperwork so vital in the awe-
some and still unfamiliar task of
running a country.
Everywhere in this mango-and-
palm-shaded city, the movement
and pulsebeat reflect the vibrant
dependence with economic deve. gust.
lopment in its initial stages and
some $5,000,000 owed to France.
But with granite-hard determi-
nation and support from Ghana
that so far, has been mostly
moral, the infant republic is fur-
longs out front in the race with
ruin.
For its winning pace to date,
Guinea can divide its thanks be-
tweeen the gifts of one man and
nature. The man is Sekou Toure,
the 37-year-old president, as extra-
ordinary a leader as Africa has
yet produced.
Ltd., 10 per cent) and Switzer.
land (Aluminum Akiengesellschaft,
10 per cent).
The most important of the other
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
A Chicago singer Edna W i
hams, 7406 S. Rhodes ave., has
been named one of the 1959 win-
ners of a John Hay Whitney Fel-
lowship, and will study for one
year in Vienna. Austria on the Op-
portunity Award.
The gifted young woman, a so-
prano of excellent promise, has al-
ready made great inroads towards
the crystalization of a career in
the singing world.
She has earned a bachelor's and
master's degree in voice from the
Chicago Musical college, Roose-
velt university and has had some
encouragement from other local
units such as the church where
h If t I Baptist
a
. 
r. and Mrs. H. Randall oflahoma State university. ' Records at LINCOLN LNIVER- tuner at the University of .Paris Burton of Gulfport. Mrs, Corene Rieves on Lafayette at.
New York City are visiting h i aThree dormitories at Prat- SITY has announced that approxi- France from which he returned .Thames of New Orleans. 
La. 
, two Sirs, Sarah 
Hickrn •
Jo 
family. They will visit Mr. a n dAla., NTsons, J. P. of Mobile, roa ale Franklin, Mrs. ell Harrel , •I 
an. Sirs. i-irie View are being completely re- mately 1700 persons will have recently.Titivated during the summer in pre- b  of S. 'Maw. Mich., five grand chil- Rev. W. G. Pruett, and Rev. B.1 
Mrs. I. Ward in Chicago en routeeen serviced by that institutionparation for the Fall term begin- at the close of the 1959 Summer lations, and study of an integrated 
dren and three great grand chil- H. Ashford spent last week in Gulf
WATER VALLEYning in September. Session on July 31. Luthern day school highlight the dren. 
By C. A. HAWKSThe Vacation Bible school held 
Side at Waveland. Miss., attend-
at Weems Chapel closed last 
  ing the Leadership Training School• • • An enrollment of 942 regular stu• program for this year's Lutheran 




church. He was a resident of
BENNETT COLLEGE was host dents in the various areas of the Human Relations Institute at with a wonderful program. of Charlie Bailey at Pine Grove MB.
one week session in the School of
Missions and Christian Service. the same period last year. In ad' . . . And so goes the campus
11.5 per cent over the figure for 24-2. 
Stacks were in charge.
Those who attended the Sundayk-
I end guest of meg. Amanda Loves i Springdale, Mr. Bailey was killed
Clarksdale, Miss., was the week
by road machinery while workingThree missionaries who attended dition, approximately 750 persons new's for this week. Think School Band and B. Y. P. 
U.Isy for the 4th of July holidays.
on highway 51. Survivors are histhe session were: Miss Mars- D. have registered for w 
G
orkshops. in- how lucky we are enjoying a lei- congress last week at Gulfport,' 
Mr. and  Mrs, James Calvinl
wile, one stepson, one stepdaugh•Finch, who formerly served at the stitutes and short courses bring- surely summer. But don't forget to were Mrs. Annie Bell Robinsoni 
reen and children of Philadelphia
's
ter, three sisters, four brothers and,Hiroshima Girls School in Japan: log ihe total figure to 1,692. let us in on what's happening at who represented the Bible sch ent. last week.ool. 
Pa , were home Uzi visit their par-'
!other relatives and friends. Eu-IMiss EvIlne Weems. who served 24-203. your school and your plans for Miss Pearl bees, Miss 
Jacqueline,1 
Sties brotherlogy by Rev. Burley t Everdahewith a Methodist Mission in SS. • • • the coming semester. Until we, Williams, and Clifton Satchel re-tell Korea; and Miss Ruth Mei, Christian-Jew relations, the ef- hear from you stay cool, but col- presenting the B. Y. P. U., Mr. 
Theods Rogers, Jr., of Jamaica, M.B. church.
L. I., N Y. spent a week in the Mrs Alberta Rogers of Cattonritt, who recently completed a tour fees of race relations on world lected. I Calvin Dees, for Superintendent'
. . 
of duty in Brazil. evangelism and international re • Dolores and Marvin (Toni;) Palmore. 
home of their aunt and grand. Plant, Ark., is visiting her son
The BETHUNE-COOKMAN COL-  Mrs. Rosetta (Rock) IM cCnr- 
mother Mrs. Rosa Stewart and Jessie Hawkins.
Corp. Printis Hervey is home forLEGE Summer School Choir of ---e: .7-7-.--t--,---: mid k who has been confined to her Mrs Elza Folsomair. and Mrs. Tenolia Ward of 30 days before leaving for overseas.Daytona Beach. Florida under the home for two weeks is now doing Idirections of Thomas D. Demps much better. Chicago, Ill were home last week, He is the son of Prof. and M r s..,
presented a concert at the all-col- over the 4th of July week end. I Roosevelt... .
lege assembly at Savannah State.
• •
Dr. M. R. Eppes, noted author
and historian and instructor at
TENNESSEE A & I university.
delivered the baccalaureate ser-
mon at Johnson atemorial Junior
College, Batesville, Miss. It was
unusual, due tee the fact that it is
the custom for a minister to
preach such sermons.
• • •
Dr Joseph L. Knuckles. Instruc.
tor at the Fayetteville Staie
Teaehers College was awarded
the Ph, D. degree in Parasitology
at the University of Connecticut.
He holds membership in both the





holds the B. S.
and H. S. de• ALUMNI CHECK — At the 07th the challenge of Dr. I.. 11 Me-grees from North commencement of Paul Quinn Cloney, pastor of St. Luke A.Carolina college college, Waco, Tex., Mrs. al. M. F.. Church. to "achieve forat Durham. ma I. Mackey, president of their alma mater." PresidentDr. Lafayette Paul Quinn Alumni Assns.'s- Adams announced the avail.
Dr. Knuckle!' Parker. Dean of lion, presented to Dr. John if. ability of 912.000 from the fed
of the "ollege it %dams 51,600 as an unrestrict• eral government for student
Fayetteville State and a delegate ed gift to Paul Quinn college. loans for the 1959-60 collegeto the recent St. Louis meeting of Alumni of Paul Quinn heard year.
And nature has endowed t h e
land with fabulous mineral wealth,
ranging from bauxite ore to dia-
monds.
First consider, because it is
most urgent, the promise of sur-
vival and growth provided by the
mineral gifts.
There are known reserves of 150
million tons of rich bauxite ore.
Some two billion tons of high-
grade iron ore have scarcely been
touched.
GOLD IN HILL
And there are untold amounts of
gold and diamonds in the mow
num smelting complex.
Already more than 400 African
families have moved from their
thinble - shaped wattle huts into
concrete bungalows equipped with
modern plumbing and electricity.
For their convenience there are
suburban • style shopping centers,
cafeterias, a hospital, chapel,
schools, and even a government
police station and barracks.
When the basic plan for this city
is completed sometime in 1960, it
will accommodate ar ina'al 7.500
people, 5,000 of them Africans.
and some government officials en-
vision it as rivaling the 80,000
population of Conakry in the next
20 years.
The new city, called Fria after
the aluminum firm, is the most
ambitious industrial development
ever undertaken in Guinea and the
lom 
in inc rome or• r• nn , Miss Marc; Dehaviland Gandy, Among those attending the,Lead• economic fate of the republic, Well known music teacher and Pi-
Mrs. Chester Faison last week]
e i piano students o the-g
were Mrs. Neoma Gray of At.I 
is spending her vaction in N. Car- ership training school at M.T. Col- largely depends upon the success anist Josephine C. Inniss. wereFelton, Miss., vsiting in the home legs at Holly Springs, Miss. are of its bauxite mining operationsmore, Ala., and Mn, and Mrs. presented in recitals recently be-Johnnie Mack of New Orleans, La. 
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McKenny. Maudine Bobo. Miss Tommie That. and of similar operations already fore large audiences at LincolnMr, Nelse Doss Gregory, of Gary, man and Rev. C. A. Hawkins. Mrs. launched in other regions. 
Center, 700 E. Oakwood blvd.
Miss Arlene Davidson. daughter Ind., formerly of this city was Annie K. Montgomery, instructor. 4 CORPORATIONS In addition to the fine musical
of Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy Davidson home last week visiting relatives Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Waters Fria is the offspring of a multi- presentation the students madewas quietly married last week to and friends, and children of Winona spent the million dollar combine of four cor- during the two evenings, the pres• Mr. Calvin Dees, son of Mrs. Ka- 'Mr. and Sirs. Haley Bishop and weekend with Mrs. Lillie Hawkins'
. porations representing four differ- entation of pins and 1959 NationalJames Mr. 
Playing Audition Certifi-
tie Mae Dees. Rev. Jessie Claud Sudduth of Akron. Ohio,, and his mother. 
cot Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Brisco countries' cotes were awarded.The largest shareholder is anHawkins of Memphia spent Sunday On both occasone the certifi.
Jessie Hawkins.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. American firm, Olin Mathieson,
with a 53.5 per cent ownship. The A 'Tyler r ski t P
cates were presented by Sylvanus
EDNA C. WILLIAMS
An earnest singer and musician
she plays the piano with equal
skill and plays around with com-
position and drama "just for her
own expression" Miss Williams
, may ripen into a singer of inter-
national prominence given the
chance which this grand prize of-
fers.
Only recently she was the win-
ner of cash prize from the Ken.
wood Male Chorus through t h e
group's first annual auditions held
icia e were home over the 4th week end.
Mrs. Julia Mae Dejournett ofl Mrs, Bertha Parker Ward and
Houston. Tex., was called here tel children of St. Louis. Mo , spent
be at the bedside of her mother, their vacation in the home OfMrs. Estella Cousin. . Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parker, the' plans o v s remaining shares are held by com- cil of the Miniature Studio Mu.
•
contender. Freddie Little met with Mr. James Collins f Ell t 
St. ailsarywriCteMrF, churcht
Picayune's' own Middleweight parents and grandparents. ati Giteetehne., panics from France (Pechioey- sic Club, branch of the National
German and two or three other
languages.
Her repertoire includes classics,
modern, ',leder, operatic litera-
ture, folk songs and Negro spirit-
uals, and her feeling for the mu-
sic is absolute.
Once she has gained the groom-
ing and training that the fellow-
ship offers, Miss Williams will h
ready to move into her own sphere
with the background, poise and
muscianship essential to making
the grade in this massive music
, business.
Appearing in a bon voyage re-
cital, Sunday, Aug. 16. at 4 p.m.,
at :Monumental Baptist church,
729 E. Oakwood blvd., Chicagoans
and music lovers will have the
opportunity to hear this singer.
The recital is sponsored by the
Missionary Society of the church,
, Mrs. A. K. Johnson, president.
PRESENT MISS INNISS' Pupas
. . Billy Tisdale of Detroit at the Coil- Mich.. spent the 4th here vi 
wood
siting —
scum Arena In New Orleans last relatives and friends .
week in a 10 round bout. Freddie • • •
I won this fight. OKOLONA
Mr. Norman White of Catahoula By MAT'TIE MOORE
passed at his home a few days Joe James left for Detroit to Speaker Sam Rayburn denied late
ago after a long illness Funeral visit
services were held at Bogalusa, Lane and his son and daughter 
SPRINGFIELD, III. — Governor last week that he had agreed withhis sister, Mrs Annie Me-
Leader Lyndon
La in-law, Mr. and Mrs Paul Me.! Bill 800. by Senator Woodruff.
Mr. Sans Bethel WAS called to! Clondon.
• William G. Stratton vetoed Senate Senate Democratic
which would have amended the Pau additions' civil rights legisla-
Rnaythbitsmnyeamra.de
'13. Johnson that Congress must
the comments
l atter reports were published that
la civil rights bill seemed almost
certain to win approval because
of an agreement between him and




Vatcitez last week to attend the Mr. and Mrs Earnest Griffin Public Assistance Code and Pro.
funeral of his Mother, Mrs Mar- are vieiting in Milwaukee. vided that the standard for blind
tha Bethel age 85. assistance in effect July 1. 1959
Mrs. Lois Glenn and children of CHECK NEEDED should be Increased by October 1,
San Francisco, Calif.. spent last New York — About six billion 1859 by 10 per cent,
week here in the home of her sis. Checks are printed annually in the 
1,.r. Mrs. Clara Reed. U. S. to supply the need for this Gas Street lighte are still used
Visiting in the home of Mr. exchange medium. I in 23 U. S. cities.
Denies 'Rights
Must Pass' Report
WASHINGTON — (U P 1) —
Association of Negro Musicians,
inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, presi-
dent.
Some of the students received





The programs of the Chicago
Ssaophony Orchestra next season
will introduce music by three com-
posers previously not represented
, in the repertory of the Orchestra;
I the French composer Olivier Mese


























































































































































































cis at Bessemer General hospital.
Ronald and Rosalind Washington,
twins, observed their 12th birth-
day on July 4.
• • • •
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
By TOM NELSON
WASHINGTON — ( UPI )—The
Defense Department denied
Thursday that enlisted men are
being pressed into "demeaning or
degrading' work as officers' sem.
ants.
Assistant Defense Secretary
Charles C. Finucane told a House
Armed services subcommittee
that 2,070 GI's are serving as or-
derlies, stewards, or drivers on
Use personal staffs of officers. As
such, he said, they relieve senior
officers of ''numerous adminis-
trative chores."
Finucane added that the men
are not employed as servants. To
do so, he said, would be to vio-
late the law.
BASED ON TRADITIONS
"The requirement for this as-
Illistance (of senior officers)" thessistant secretary said, "is he-
ed on a definite need and on juti-
fiable customs and traditiona
which have always prevailed in
the serviceca. '
The subcommittee on military
manpower is studying complaintt
that many GIs are performing
tasks for officers ranging from
baby sitting to housework.
Finucane said he couldn't state
complaints unfortunately give
some people the false impression
that enlisted men working as
chauffeurs, ciaoks, waiters and
other service jobs are in occupa-
tions that are "in some degree
degrading."
HONORABLE' PROFESSIONS
"I personally cannot subscribe
to this impression," he said. "Mil-
lions of our American citizens
make honorable and self-satisfy-
ing careers of these very pro-
fessions."
Finucane said one problem i
in defining terms.
"It is one thing to refer to an
Individual as a member of a per-
sonal staff or as performing per-
sonal services, and quite another
thing to refer to him in the capa-
city of a servant or one engaged I
M personal s rvitude."
Finucane said he did not con-
sider enlisted men rendering per-
sonal services In be servants any
more than employes in restaur-
ants and hotels, taxi drivers or
stewardesses.
He said many GI's seek this
kind of duty because they intend
to follow such careers in civilian
life
He told the subcommittee a
number of enlisted men worked
in officer's and enlisted men's
clubs during off-duty hours. Near-
ly all of them are volunteers and
get extra compensation, he said.
flatly that here are not "occa•
flatly Hiatt here are not "occa-
sional abuses" where enlisted men
are employed as servants con-
trary te regulations.
KNOWS OF NO ABUSES
"However, I do not know of any
kind and if any are brought to
the attention of the proper author-
ities, they will be promptly cor-
rected," he said.
Some of the complaints have
protested that servicemen are be-
ing turned into "dog-robbers,",
military slang for an officer's ser-
vant. The term originates with a
Soldier's feeling that the assign-
ment carries a social status one




Sunday school was well attend-
ed last week at all churches. It
was pastoral day at Hopewell. The
rnesage was delivered by R. • V.
Jackson.
' A great meeting is now in prog-
ress at the Church of God in Christ
with Elder Davis in charge.
Mrs Leon Thomas is hack
home and improving nicely after
undergoing surgery at Normal
hospital in Corsicona.
I Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Davis
are proud parents of a baby girl.
Patricia Ann and Letha Brown
and Miss Beverly Price have
returned home after vacationing in
Midland, Texas,
Mrs. Cora Thornon and Dave
Matthews attended the Grand
"lodge in Houston.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Sharon Lewis, 8, and James
Lewis, 10, of Detroit are vacation-
ing with their grandmother a n d
aunts, Mrs, Susie May and Miss
Mamie Sue Harvey and M r a.
Willie Lee Randolph,
Mrs. Ethel Irby of Gary, Ind., is
visiting her sister and brother-in-
law. Mr. and Mrs. Robin Johnson,
Paul Hill.
Funeral rites for the late Mrs.
Celia Jackson were held at Little
Truvine Primitive Baptist church.
Mrs. Jackson departed this life on
June 2.5. She leaves to mourn, her
husband, one brother, eight chil-
dren, Mrs. Mattie Ward, M r s.
Dice Whitt, Mrs. Luretha Mixon;
Charlie and Sam Jackson, M r s.
Laren Eason, Miss Freddie Mae
Jackson and Matthew Jackson,
Peacola Price gave birth to a
fine baby girl, Twanda Fae.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Boyd are
f
roud grandparents of a f in e
ouncing baby boy, Sammy Glenn,
born to their daughter, Mary Fran-
AT PRESIDENT'S DINNER
— among those attending the
annual President's Dinner glv•
en last week by D. Warmoth
The Rev. George Glenn of M-
ondale was guest speaker last
Sunday at Corinth Baptist church.
Rev. G. W. Washington is minis-
. Mrs.
guest speaker in the celebration of
the 7th annual Women's Day held
at New Bethel Baptist church. Rev.
M. L. Robinson, pastor. Mrs. Eva
Posey gave a concise summary
of the program and Mrs. 'Amelia
Ray who taught school here for 22
years and was transferred to teach
in Leeds was also in attendance.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lou Ellen
Wright, Si, were held Sunday aft-
ernoon at Joy Baptist church. Rev.
C. L. Vincent officiated. Survivors
are her husband, Alloy. two dough-
tern, Mrs. John Osborn and Mrs.
Mary Lou Garrison; seven s o n a,
one brother, eighteen grandchildren
and seven great grandchildren.
A large group motored to Mar-
gret where they witnessed the
marriage of the Rev. L. J. Wash-
ington to the former Mrs. Tresie
Williams.
Sammie Leek and the former
Mrs. Mildred Phillips were united





Mr. and Mrs. Nolgen Motley
are here visiting his mother and
father,.
Empire's baseball learn had a
big day July 4. They played Ad-
amsville and tied 6-6 and defeat-
ed Colony 6-3.
Myrtle Odean Motley is in the
hospital.
T. Gibbs. president of A&T
College. Greensboro, N. C., In
honor of Summer School Stu-
dents were from left to right:
L. C. Dowdy, dean of the
RETIREMENT — Five of the
seven Howard university staff
members who retired in June
are shown with Dr. Mordecai
W, Johnson, president of the
University, third from left, at
ceremonies during which they
MINIMMONOM,
received gold watches and cer-
tificates of merit for their long
and faithful service at the Uni•
verity, Left to right, they are
Stewart R. Cooper, professor of
chemistry; Riley F. Thomas,
associate professor of merit-
rifle; Miss Camille L. Nicker-
professor of piano; Jason
C. Grant, associate professor
01 English; and Charles C. Co-
hen. professor of piano. Not
shown are W. ben Hansberry,
associate professor of history,
and C. Albert Chambers, chief
guard. The seven retirees rep-
resent an aggregate of 231
years of ser%ice at the Uni-
versity.
Baton Rouge
By M. N. RINGGOLD
The death of Mrs. Patsy Bowers
was a shock to her many friends
and especially to her relatives. She
was the mother of Mrs. L. La-
fayette. the sister of Mrs. Annie
Matthews, and left many nieces
and other relatives to mourn her
loss.
Miss Lenora Lafayette, disting.
ushed singer, new in Europe is a
grandchild. Several of her nieces
teach in our school systems. here.
She will be missed by many both
young and old for she was a Christ-
ian leader.
Misses Irma and Olga Curry,
Mrs. Cornelia Samples, Mrs. Ma-
ha Walker left for Oakland, Calif.,
this week. Judging from past visits
when we were there, we know
that they will receive hearty wel-
coming from nephews, cousins
and others, and that their stay
will he made pleasant both in Oak-
land and in the many other
places that they usually visit
during their vacation.
Mrs. Eliabeth Nettles Thomas
is attending the University of Illi-
nois again this summer. This be-
ing her third year to study there,
Mrs. Thomas teaches science in
the Scotlandville High school dur-
ing school term.
Our home is unusually quiet
since most of our house guests
darling little Valencia and hope
to be able to keep her with us
longer. She even urges to let her
begin practicing her music ten-
sions for fear she may have visit-
ors in the afternoon and not be
able to devote as much time as
is needed for her practice. and
she is thorough.
The presentation of the Bible
Scho,o1 students of the Bethel
Church Bible School classes was
Indeed an Interesting helpful after-
noon and not be able to devote as
much time as is needed for her
practice. And she is thorough.
The presentation of the Bible
School students of the Bethel
School of Education anti Gen-
oral Studies; Miss Josephine
Currye Hickory, a graduate
student and Calvin Stevenson,
MT Summer School director.
Church Bible School classes was
Indeed an interesting, helpful aft-
ernoon presentation. Their instruct-
ors deserve much credit for the
way those pupils recited. One for-
got that we knew many of them
as babies around and in their
homes, but their recitations, and
the information given in them,
showed that they have accurate
ideas of Biblical lore, and can ex-
press facts and incidents to back
up what they discuss. We, with our
house guests enjoyed every bit of
their programme, and hope they
will invite us to another one soon.
While our house guests were
here, we decided to give them a
glimpse to some of the different
sections of New Orleans, and the
customs, etc., down there.
So with Mrs. I. N. Givens as
leader, we we went into many
sections of that historic city that
even I did not know. Then, instead
of going back to my sisters home
or to my daughters, Mrs. Givens
wanted them to enjoy one of the
family meals that is served at
Portia's attractive place. So the
nine of us went with her and en-
joyed one of the best, just like
"Home cooked" meals.
Back here in Baton Rouge we
can look at the rain and enjoy
"hopping" into the car and "slosh-
ing around" in it instead of stay-
ing indoors as we should. And It
IS raining. So much so that our
trip to the park is finally cancelled
for this afternoon.
Mesdames L. J. Purnell. her
daughter, Mrs. I.enell P. Waller,
little Carla Waller, returned to
Houston, Tex., with Mrs. M. G.
Purnell when left here Friday.
Also Prof. C. A. Purnell and Mrs.
J. B. Purnell left for a week end
In Texas. We know they will have
a pleasant visit.
Well Summer camp for t h e
campers from Baranco Clark Y.
Si. C. A. has ended, and we hear
many things about the useful,
pleasant time spent in camp as
the boys remember enjoyable ac-
tivities.
We heard an expression some
time agb that we wanted so much
to dispute, or at least to differ
with the speaker, but Sunday
morning, we heard utterances that
proved what we thought during the
discussion. One speaker felt that
young college men are not eligi•
ble to enter a rostrum and preach
because they 'just lecture" he
said. But all who heard Mr.
Charles Smith preach that helpful,
timely, earnest sermon Sunday
morning in Shiloh church, could
easily and truthfully differ with
him .Mr. Smith brought out points
that are practical, helpful and en-
couraging to the large audience
that heard him. We need more
earnest, talented, educated young
leaders to so live that they can
encourage others to know and fol
/Ow our Savior's teaching.
The South End Nursery School
Arkansas
BATESVILLE Myers of Oakland, Calif.
By REV, MATTIE WATKINS I Mrs. Willie B. Bailey
Nobel Smiley is home from the lovely children spent a most en-
hospital joyable vacation here with her par-
Jonnie Brown is much improved. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin and
Mrs. L. Herrn is also improving, other relatives. Mrs. Bailey is
Willie Couch is ill at the home from Chicago.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Waugh. Mr. and Mrs. Deroy 
Neeley of
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair South Warren enjoyed a day of fun
attended services at Friendship with their house guest last Sun.
Baptist church last Sunday. day. Their honored guests 
were
Miss Margart Strong and Fred- Mrs. Marie Smith and family of
dice Zualls of New Ark visited here Gould, Ark 
and Miss Shirley B.
last Thursday morning. White of 
Oakland. Miss White is
Mrs. Jessie Ford is visiting in spending a 
week with Miss Shirley
New York City with her son and 
Neeley.
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. liar- Sirs, Laura hays of 
Milwaukee
vey Davis and children 
spent a lengthy vacation here in
Mr. and Sirs. MeCurn and son of the 
city with her mother, Mrs
Little Rock are visiting his parents, 
Emma Young and other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Searcey McCurn. and friends. Mrs. Hays was 
ac-
Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Daniels are compained by her daughter, Myra.
building a new home on Oak street. Rev. and Mrs. L. R. Lillie are on
Ile is the pastor of Bethel AME an extended vacation.
church. Mr. and T. C. Brunson of War-
Mrs. Cleo Dood, George Brown, ren is in. Detroit taking post-gradu.
John Oliver and A. M. Miller re- ate work at Wayne University.
cently visited in Little Rock. While in the Motor City he is stop-
Bud Taylor died in his home on ping at the home of his sister and
Oak street. Funeral held at Bethel brother-in-law. the Williamses.
AME church. Rev. W. J. Daniel Mrs. Virgins White, Herman
officiated. Jones of Oakland, Calif and Mr.
• • • and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Jones of
WARREN Mora Bay; Mr. and Mrs. Oble
By MATTIE M. BURNETT Davis of Kansas City were guests
Do we feel god this week. We in the beautiful home of Mr and
had no idea we had so many read- Mrs. Leroy Neeley.
em. Many cards and letters were Mrs. Juanita Davis has left the
received from all over the United city for Akron, Ohio to visit her
States. Many thanks to all. mother, Mrs. Nora Watts.
On Sunday, July 5, Rev. James
Famous, a young minister of our
town, delivered the message at Bet-
hel AME in North Warren. The
junior choir and Vester choir furni-
shed the music. Rev. J.M. Watkins,
host pastor.
Rev. and Mrs. George Hunter are
the proud parents of a baby boy
born at Bradley County Memorial
Hospital, Mother and baby are do-
ing fine. This is their second son;
George, Jr. was the first.
Mrs. Christine Kelly of St .Louis
spent some time here with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Sum-
mers and the rest of the family and
visited other relatives and friends.
While in the city she called on her
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Hurley Bur-
nett (yours truly) and enjoyed her
visit very much.
Mrs. Irma Brunson is still a pati-
ent at Bradley County Memorial
Hospital .Mrs. Jaunita Davis,
Richard Fisher, my husband and
I recently visited Mrs. Brunson.
We do hope she continues to Im-
prove.
James Ridgell, Jr. and family of
Los Angeles spent some time here
in the city visiting his grandpar-
cents, Rev. and Mrs. J. P. Rid-
gell.
Mrs. Bernice Wright of North
Warren was very happy to have as




By C. A. AGNEW
On June 1921,- the Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine and the Daughters
of Isis from the Desert of Tennes-
see assembled for the 959 annual
Shriner Gala Day celebration in
Chattanooga.
The large delegation from Jack-
son, Tenn., included the following
persons: Daughters Jatnesanna
Braggs, Illustrious Commandress;
Daughter Fannie Dobbins, Advis-
or; Daughter Jessie Bell Hearn-
ton, First Lt.; Daughter Juan-
ita Bell, Past Commandress and
Daughter Mettle Byrd, Oriental
Guide; Noble Ozell Byrd, assistant
Behan; Nobel Zack Carter, Illus-
trious Potentate; Noble W. E.
Warlick, Chief Rebhan; Noble
Aaron Watley, Noble William
Chrisp. and Freddie Lue Clark,
and Noble Enloe Taylor.
On Friday night, a Talent Beau-
ty Pageant was held in the Second
District School at 8 p. in. Eight
lovely and talented young ladies
competed for the title of "Miss
Shrine" of Tennessee for the year
1959-60. The charming young love-
ly who rated number one with
the Judges was Miss Freddie
Clark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Douglass Clark, Jackson, Ten.
Graduating from Lane college
this year with magna corn laude,
she displayed beauty and a var-
ied amount of talent. APIANO
SOLO, vocal solo, and dramatic
reading along with a winsome per-
sonality helped her win the title
"Miss Shrine" plus a $100 check.
She also design and make most of
her wardrobe, plays the piano,
paints pictures, plass organ, and
does creative dancing.
She will commence a teaching
career in Memphis, Tenn., on
Aug. 24, 1959.
with the motto-question, Which to have met them and urged them
Way Mist I Ttke, presented 13 to visit in and near our city, butpupils, as having finished their having house guests from St. Lou-
is, from Houston, and New Or-
leans we had decided on that day
of all clays to take them sight
seeing in New Orleans. We hope
for better luck next time.
Not enough ways of thanking
have yet been found so we are
unable to use them in thanking
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Matthews
and their lovely daughter for the
courtesies shown our house guest,
Miss Valencia G. Clayton. We had
included courtesies shown her by
Mrs. K. Allen and daughter. by
Mrs. Sarah Amhesu and family,
by Mrs. Faye Rums-Barnes and
Mr. Barnes and by many, many
of the younger set hut we are
course and being ready for real
work. That is they will be ready
to enter grade school next ses-
sion. And with such a splendid
foundation, these wee educaco-
tors of the future will surely make
good. We predict for them Use-
ful happy Lives.
We were so happy to receive
cards, etc., from Mrs. M. Floyd
of Houston, 'Tex., while she and
groill of progressive Houstonians
were travelling through the dif-
ferent parts of Owed& and north
and western sections of our Unit-
ed States. But we regret being
out of our city when the group
returned by way of Baton Rouge.
Had her message been forwarded appreciative of all the kindness
to us we would have been happy shown her by many, many irlenda.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman McGee
  of Mobile Ave. are the pround par-
ents of a fine little girl born to





Mrs. Cora Edwards left Sun-
day to attend the funeral of her
cousin, Mrs. Ora Hill of Holly-
Springs, Miss.
Visiting his mother from Chica-
go are Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cole,
jr., and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nunn and
family of Washington. D. C., are
here visiting his mother and sis-
ter.
Mrs. Collie Powdell is feeling
better after undergoing an opera-
tion last week at County General
hospital.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jim B.
Dawson over the week end were
his two sons, and their wives, Mr.
and Mrs. John N. Dawson andMr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Dawson.
The Women's Day Program
sponsored by the women of Mt.
Zion Baptist church was quite suc-
cessful. Mrs. Dovia C. McDavid of
Mounds, Ill., Pilgrim Rest Baptist
church. was the guest speaker.
Mrs. Alice Lathan of St. James
A. M. E. church, and Mrs. Geor-
gia Guerdon on Adams Chapel A.
M.E. church of Cache, III., also
appeared on the program. There
were other visitors from these
churches. Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pas-
mforarokfs.Mt. Zion, had the final re-
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wheat
and little niece, Regenia, of Chi-
cago, Ill., are the guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Win-
ston, sr., and other relatives.
Mrs. Bessie McCarty is visiting
her sister in California.
On the sick list are Mesdames
Sarah Hayes, Carrie Winston,
Mary Crossland, and Mr. Mark
Kay.
Mrs. Viola Jarvis is able to be
out after breaking her left arm
a few weeks ago.
Mrs. Edith Planert fell and broke
her right arm a few days ago.
She is doing as well as might be
expected at this time.
mother and daughter were doing
nicely at this writing.
Mr. Clara Crayton and daugh-
ter, Mrs. James Branch both of
Chicago, Ill., were recent visit-
ors in the home of their brother
and sister in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Wess Ballard.
The funeral of Mrs. lyre Foster
was held Monday at 1:30 p.
at First Baptist church on Mad-
son Street of which she was a
member with the Rev. W. G. Ter-
ry, pastor, officiating. Interment
was in Elmwood Cemetery with
Ford Funeral home in charge.
Mrs. Foster was born in Sharon,
Tenn. ,havidg moved to Jackson
as a young woman. She was an
active member of her church
when health permitted. She Wee a
member of the local chapter of
the Court of Calanthe Lodge. Sur-
etyma are her husband, Brother
Will Foster, a deacon of the First
Baptist church; one son, Si. Hen-
ry Albert Moore of Pasadena.
Calif. other members of the fami-
ly are Reynold Moore of Cleve-
land. Ohio, and Reggie Moore
of Los Angeles, Calif.
The funeral of Mrs. Lizzie Bish-
op was quitely solemnized last
Sunday at Selmer. Tenn., at Wil-
lis Chapel C.M.E. Church with
Rev. J. S. Williams officiating.
Lusk Funeral "tome was in charge.
Burial was in Prospect Cemetery.
Mrs. Bishop was the mother of
Mr. Fred Bishop of 324 Tanyard
St , Jackson, Tenn.
A goodly number of school teach-
ere of Jackson and Madison Coun-
ty recently attended the N. E. A.
which convened at St. Louis, Mo.
More than ten thousand teachers
attended the meeting.
The Johny McFadden family
of 221 Southern at,, spent a recent
vacation with relatives and friends
in St. Louis, Mo. They reported
a very pleasant and profitable trip.
The funeral of Mr. Thomas
Charles Diggs was held last Thurs-
day at 2 p. m. at St. Paul C.
M. E. church where he was a
member. The Rev, J. D. Atwater
officiated. Interment was in Mt.
Olive Cemetery with Ford Funeral
Home in charge. Mr. Diggs was
a lifelong resident of Jackson and
Madison. He was a successful
farmer and business man f or
many years. Survivors are: his
wife, Mrs. Carrie Diggs. I daugh-
ter, Miss Novella Diggs of Indi-
anapolis, Ind.; two sons, Mr. Ar-
chie Diggs of Chicago, Ill., and
Mr. James H. Diggs of South Bend,
Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Essie Mae
Diggs Hunt of Jackson: one broth-
er, Mr. Rixton Thus of Phoenix,
Ariz.; step-brother. Mr. John
Atwater; mother-in-law, M r s.
Pearl Luckett and other relat-
ives and friends.
Funeral services for Mr. Archie
Griffin was held Sunday at Mace-
donia Baptist church with the Rev.
R. J. Page officiating. Ford Fu-
neral home was in charge. Burial
was In Elmwood cemetery. Surviv-
ors are his wife, Mrs. Bessie Grif-
fin; one step-daughter, Mrs. Ma-
rinds Guthrie of Jackson, one sis-
ter, Mrs. Rebecca Campbell of
Chicago; one aunt, Mrs. Alberta
Warren of Chicago, two dear
friends, Mr. and Mn, W. P.
Hampton of Jackson, Mich.
The annual Youth Day activities
of Bethel Spring Baptist church
at Jack's Creek, Tenn., were ob-
served on July S. 1939. The young
people were in charge of the en-
tire program of the day. Miss
Mary Trice Brooks, sponsor. The
Rev. Moses Herring, pastor.
Mj John Cmmon Rose, 80, died
Wed, at the home of his daugh-
ter at 205 Hale st , after an ill-
ness of several years. The fu-
neral was held Sunday at 73 noon
at Brown's Creek Baptist church,
with the Rev. W. H. Murphy of-
ficiating with Ford Funeral home
In charge. Interment was in Church
cemetery. Mr. Rose was horn in
Denmark, Tenn., and had lived is
Jackson since 1932. He is survived
by three daughters, Mrs. Florence
Weddle of Jackson, Mrs. Flossie
Fuller of Mercer; Mrs. Roxie
Butler of Cleyeland. Ohio; twee
sons. Frank Rose and Eddie
Rose, 21 grandchildren and 21 great
grandchildren.
Mr. Oscar Willie Smith, *a, died
suddenly last Sunday at 8:30 a. m.
at Stanton, Tenn., en route to Ken-
edy Veterans hospital at Memphis.
His residence was 619 W. Wash-
ington at.' Jackson, Tenn. The fu-
neral Was held Friday at Ford
Funeral chapel with the Rev. A.
L. Campbell officiating. Burial was
in Mt. Olive Cemetery with Ford
Funeral home in charge. He is
survived by his sister, Miss Fannie
J. Smith o fJackson, three broth-
ers. Messrs. Herman, A. D., and
Frank Smith; two aunts, Mrs.
Josephine Givens of East St. Lou-
is, Ill., Mrs. Pearl B. Thomas of
St. Louis, Mo., one uncle, James
D. Lake of Omaha, Neb.
Atty. and Mrs. Richard Parker
of 3870ta Finney ave., St. Louis,
Mo., were recent guests In the
home of their brother and sister-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene An-
derson at 536 S. Liberty at.
The Rev, P. Fs Womack pre-
siding elder of the N. Jacks°l
district, died while attempting to
hold the second session of the Dis-
trict Conferrnce which was con-
vening at Salem CME church last
Wed. Rev. Womack was rushed to
Jackson-Madison County hospital.
but was dead on arrival. The fu-
neral was held Wed., July 15, front
Blairs Chapel CME church with
the Rev. Nemiah Davis, pastor;
Bishop B. Julian Smith, Bishop
J. A. Hamlet and others officiat-
ing. Setvenson and Shaw Funeral
Home was in charge. Rev. Wo-
mack was born and reared in the
Blairs Chapel Community and
began preaching in 1913 and had
served some of the best churches
in the CME connection. Surviv-
ors are his wife, Mrs. Attie B.
Hamilton Womack of Seattle.
Wash.; two brothers, Messrs. Pet-
er and lsaac Womack of Jackson
and Madison Count and three grand
children.
Since school closed in Chicago.
III., the Rev. and Mrs. L. M.
Reif are happily and comfortably
situated in the parsonage of
Civet Temple lioliness, located
on Eastern ave.
Little Miss Gloria Jones is
spending her vacation with relat-
ives and friends in Chicago, Ill.
The District Usher Union met at
New St. Luke on Madison st, re-
cently and the guest speaker was
t h e Rev. Peter Northern, pas-
tor of Mt. Olivet Baptist church.
The singing was rendered by
the Old Fashioned Gospel Singers,
of Home Baptist church. The oc-
casion was sponsored by Sister
Mary Jones. The Rev, C. If. Mur-
phy is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnie B. Hollo-
man of Chicago, Ill., were week
end guest in the home of their
parents, Mrs. Ida Holloman of
525 S. Liberty st., and Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Mercer of Daughrty at.
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Howard
and family of Toledo, Ohio. were
recent guests in the home of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bry-
ant of 529 S. Liberty at,
Mrs. Mae cheiars and her son,
Bruce Cheairs, Jr., were week end
guests in Memphis, Tenn., in the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Bonds. While in Memphis they at-
tended worship at Collins Chapel
CME church at 678 Washington
ave. The D. S. Cunningham is the
minister.
Vacation church school was held
last week at Mt. Zion Baptist
church. A large attendance was
reported. The occasion was climax-
ed on Friday with a trip to Ken-
tucky Lake. There were two bus
loads to make the trip.,
A tea was held at the Medon
C. M. E. church on last Sunday
afternoon from 4:30 to 6:30 p. m.
The occasion was sponsored by
the Youth of the church. D. Kelly
is president; F. Bills, secretary,
Rev. N. Davis, pastor.
A battle of music was held at
Cane Creek Baptist church Sun-
day eve. The participants were
The Gospel Travelers, Bond Sis-
ters of Mercer, Tenn.; The Spirit-
ual Harmonizers from Staton.
tenn.; The Swint Travelers of
Brownsville, Tenn., and others
singing groups from Memphis.
Tenn.; The Sunset Travelers of
Miss Earnestine Nichols, sponsor,
Rev. John Poe, pastor.
Pearly Gates Baptist closed its
vacation church school last week
end after a very successful session
by Mrs. Nannie Cole.
The Mother's Board of Brown's
Creek Baptist church sponsored a
program in the church auditor-
ium Sunday, afternoon at three
with Mrs. R. L. Drain of Jack-
son, serving as guest a 'soaker.
Mrs. Emma Bruce Finley of Chi-
cago, III., was among the honored
guest. Rev. W. H. Murphy is pas-
tor.
The Modern Beautician Chapter
No. 11 enjoyed their Annual Out-
ing and Fishing trip at Pick-
wick Dam last week. They report-
ed a very enjoyable occasion. Mn.
Louise Smith, president.
A Missionary Program was rend-
ered at Rock Temple church, Wed.
nite, with Mrs. Lula Thomas as
guest speaker. This occasion was
sponsored by Mrs. Lillie Mae Cobb.
On Friday nite, the pastor and
members of Mt. Moriah Baptist
church were mist at 3 p. re. lend-
ing up to Youth Dago
DEFENDER
Sat.,. July 25, 1959
management announces. — DE-
FENDER'S HOLLYWOOD corre-
spondent, Hazel Washington says
Dorothy Dandridge will perform
in her husband's Hollywood night
club on her return to the cafe
circuit. — DOT HAD. ANNOUNC-
ED "no more night club dates"
but apparently it is different when
club happens to be hers. -
WITH DAKOTA STATON 'alien-
ing at Regal July 24 and EARTHA
master English in the more than KITT hitting Tivoli Aug. 1 local
half century he's lived in Ameri-
ea.
• • •
I CREDIT KILLER JOHNSON
with report that Sugar Ray Rob-
inson may be in Chicago for the
All-Star 'Football Classic at Sol- to get tickets to ARE "A RAISIN
dier Field next month. — SUGAR IN THE SUN" with Sidney. Poi-
tier and Claudia McNeil starred:
"A MAJORITY OF ONE" star-
ring Gertrude Berg; "Gypsy" fea-
turing ETHEL MERMAN and an-
other interracialer "Flower Drum
Song." — DIZZY GILLESPIE a
manes with4 prominent vocalist, socko 'attraction at Sutherland
Lounge. — WHEN !AND IF Sam-
my Davis, jr., plays the Chez
Par ee this. summer (he's due in
August) he will follow that stint
with week at Roberts if all prom-
ises are kept. — CIRCLE ART-
ISTS agency, formerly Gale's at
broken.records everywhere it hays W. 48th St., in New York„is on
talent hunt binge but DO NOT
CONTACT 'em unless you've been
advised, by someone who knows
that you have talent. — KEN
BLEWITT, manager of Tivoli the-
atre may be able to arrange for
Earths Kitt to ride in Bud Bull-
ken parade as top star, since the
famed artist opens at his theatre
SAME DAY, which is Aug. 1.—
By AL MONROE
WHEN ED SULLIVAN goes be- day) is a certainty so classic's
hind the Iron Curtain in Moscow
to present a show he'll have with
him the sensational "Little Buck"
the dancing wizard, among others.
ED IS TAKING instructions in
Russian in hope of being able to
at least order food during his
stay over there. QUOTING UPI
correspondent Vernon Scott there
is little chance for Sullivan learn-
ing to command the Russian lan-
guage since he's been unable to
IS A REAL FOOTBALL fan and
hardly ever misses a professional
game in New York—SAMMY DA-
VIS, jr., seems to have a way with
the gala. — NOW HE'S BEING
rumored for charged) into a ro-
of television fame. — HIS IS A
CASE of "talent wins at ro-
mance." — PEARL BAILEY'S
show may run through entire sum-
mer at a spot located on Atlantic
City boardwalk. — PEARL'S show
has appeared coast to coast and
Played.
DUKE ELLINGTON'S stay at
loop's .Blue Note will be for four
weeks.!„—: THE DUKE WILL re-
turn toi,sainia-spot for Xmas holi-
days, az. annual engagement for
his band. — LOUIS SATCHMO
ARMSTRONG'S appearance in
Playboy Jazz Festival at Chicago
Stadium night of Aug. 9 ( a Sun.
show goers are in. for pair real
treats. — BOTH GIRLS ARE ter-
rific performers and will be sur-
rounded by other great artists.
• • •
HARDEST PLAYS on Broadway
Goldwyn Picked Poitier
Then Began Casting For
'Porgy 'n' Bess' Support
' Selecting case for "Porgy 'N young actzess and reigning beauty
Bess" was not an easy matter, of her race, was considered ideal
Hundreds of names were tossed for the role of Porgy's love, the
Into the discussion before S a m fiercely independent but easily
Goldwyn finally made his choice dominated Bess,
for various roles as stars and sup- Sammy Davis, jr., stage, screen,porting players as well, night club and recording star, had
' However Sidney Poitier, fresh conducted a two-year campaign
from his triumph as eo-star with to win the role of Sporting Life,
Tony Curtis in "The Defiant that rascally personification of
Ones." was regarded as the out- temptation, and finally won t h e
standing young actor of his gen- personal approbation of Mr. Gold-
'ration, and Mr. Goldwyn had de- wyn. Pearl Bailey, a star in vir-
tiered that he would consider no tuella, every facet of show busi-
ness, fitted the role of the full-
blooded,. warm-hearted Maria, pro-
prietress of the Catfish Row cook.
shop, as no other performer could
ne else for the part of Porgy,
the Charleston beggar with t h e
great heart and the crippled body.
Dorothy Dandridge, nominated
for an Academy Award for her it was agreed. •title role in "Carmen Jones," ac- The supporting cast grew rapid-imowledged as the outstanding ly as Ruth Attaway, New York
Tivoli Rocks With Louis Jordan
YOU'D NEVER guess above
scenes are based on sante story
mane into films, the original,
right, "Tantango" made in
France and the one on left
titled "Deck. Ran Red" made
In Hollywood. Intentions of re-
spective captains of ship are
same—to romance Dorothy
Dandridge. On left James Ma-
son eyes "Dot" confessioaly
to his admiration for her)
while on left Curt Jurgens as
captain openly admits his dy-
ing love for the beautiful "Tx-
mango" played by Miss Dan-
dridge.
U.S. May See Uncut,
Original Version Of
Dandridge's Deck'
HOLLYWOOD — I.ast season the
nations movie fans saw a picture
starring Dorothy Dandridge, James
Edwards and Broderick Crawford
stage and screen actress, was
named to play Serena. Among the
other featured castings were
Claude Akins as the detective, the
veteran Clarence Muse as Peter,
the honey man; Everdinne Wilson
as Annie, Joel Fluellen as Rob-
bins, Earl Jackson as Mingo, Mos-
es LaMarr as Nelson. Margaret
Hairston as Lily, Ivan Dixon as
Jim, Antoine Durousseau as the
boy Scipio, Helen Thigpen as the
Strawberry Woman. Vince Town-
send, jr., as the preacher, Roy
Glenn as Lawyer Frazier, Maur-
ice Manson as the coroner, Wil-
liam Walker as the undertaker,
and Scatman Carothers as the Crab
Man.
Front some 300 singers who au-
ditioned. Presin and Darby select-
ed the 32 Who not nly opssess-
ed the best voices but mho fere
also photgenic and had acting
ability.
titled "The Deck Ran Red" and
were startled to see the film col-
ony show a movie with an inter-
racial romance bans kissing and
caressing.
Frankly, "The Deck Ran Red"
I was a rehashed version of the
French Rivera original that hits
screen abroad as "Tamango" with
Dot in the title role. This French
version co-starred Curt Jurgen'. It
pulled on strings in showing the
ship's captain in love with "Tam-
ango" played by Dorothy Dand-
ridge.
Well now comes report that Hal
Roach Distributing Corp has se-
cured U. S. and Canadian rights
to the original film, "Tamango."
With America the major outlet for
this company it stands to reason
that U. S. theatres should get the
film,
"Tamango" is by far a more
realistic picture than "Decks Ran
Red". It tells a story of romance
at sea that involves the captain
himself as well as others and not
just Dandridge and one of ship's
crew as " Decks" does.
Roy Out On Limb (His, Not Hers
Predicts Stardom For 'Von' Maur
I ly BOB ROY not the story. She's Y \ onne Maury, daughter of the Sammy Dyer founded and di-In the group is a youngster•with Dirs. Nellie Maury of 2910 S. recied Vashionettes.1 Out at Roberts show lounge is-a
dancing chorus that includes 
enough on the ball to rate individ-I Dearborn, whose main achieve- Yvonne . is a triple threat inual spotlighting as a "single".! ment.so tar has been starring withnumber of well gammed good look-I dancing a claim made generallying shapellea with talent undiscov-
ered so to speak. Certainly they
are sufficiently "discovered" to
rate membership in the fastest
dancing group to hit a southside
cafe in moons That, however, is
YVO'NfafT. MAURY Is sisown per
farming We orogen*, ate", soft shoe
dancing ln shoes more apron's' to
tee dancing and ballet.
YVO'rvg MAURY Is shown Al
conclusion of toe dancing ballet
amber suereusded by mem
hers of the Vaehloncttes Yes,
the seri, talented loonne IC
sh01111 kneeling in foreground.
"lead." she's the 
NEW YORK — Billie Holiday, lowed the Hurricane that had pro-
even though it was not ge.ierally viously taken over the popularity
known actually financed operation enjoyed by the old Cotton Club that
of two night clubs, one on Broad- moved from Harlem to New York.
When Club Ebony opened Ladyway and the other in Harlem.
Day was enjoying her greatest sue-Which married to Jimmy Monroe
cess. Levy, owner of the placethe Monroe's Uptown douse in
was both husband and manager toHarlem n was opened, with many
claim, Lady Dav's money. The
ge o . Levy . a y came
the star. It was during their mar-
'
"Pri- , involved with the law on a nation-One of the finer tributes to her into a date at Carnegie flail—with 
LENA HORNE has returned to va.e„
night club, run fur while as a
t place with entry by mem-
1scale.She was arrested in San
' nitwits out west Lrid Europe right
talents caine from Jimmy Nelson, 
her first love—plush nightclubs—. bership was one of the gayest and aFr .
the Hollywood dancer. It was dur- 
his band reassemblled as it was on narcotics charge.Tho
an appearance at a downtown' 
in 1944 . .. With Roulette Records 
eadndpathtriosnstimtneLtahse‘g,eagmabslwintgll-shtroistt- better known spots along Harleml samanecifsactoe
names frnm' where she was banned from ap-ing"festival" 
that Jimmy, one of backing him up. Billy's manager, her well at the Sands Hotel for the Broadway and Hollywood as a sort
, stem. It attracted top
nearing over a long stretch of herfilmland's greatest 
"hoofers, was George Grief, is busy getting the three weeks she'll be around. . .' of after hour place for fun and en-' - - -
heard to marvel at the youngsters 
old members together or e. More fabulous than ever from 2
poise, talent and agility on dance 
grand reunion—and that's not all. 
'her 
on Broadway. Lena made
—Roulette plans to tape it and h opening night in a form-fittingfloor, make an album. . . The group in-1 shocking pink gown and slippersYvonne began dancing at the eludes Miles Davis, Howard Mc- to match . . . She is easily amongtender age of nine. Today she's Ghee. Sonny Stitt and there'll he. the best seller of songs,
Levy. formerly of Chicago
With 
way by a later husband, John] tsoingfrintegndins clubs atuhdeatgrieftss wthenats
past the "old age" of a 'teenager, two chairs on stage of Carnegie in hubby Lennie Hayton waving the,
1 .
Club Ebony entered the Broad- she expected on demanded be re.What she has learned can be add- memory of the late Charlie Park- baton over the Antonio Morelli or-'
'
,ay scene as an interracial night-1 turned. That is why we call hered to and perfected for the big er and Fats Navarro. who were ehestra, Lena did a smooth med- 1
w
attendance wise with all Ne-; stardom's most misunderstood andtime" and what she has in the among the '44 boys. . . ley from "Jamaica" among many gro stage and music talent. It fol-1 miss-used individual,
—
'Porgy 'n' Bess' Offers
Party, Club Ducat Plan
sonal representative. Mr. Leo Za-
belin, in charge of sales of tickets
to charitable organizations and to
Looking Behind Scenes
With Nation's Greats
NEW YORK — Of course Duke
Ellington didn't need anything to
prove again he's about the best
musician anywhere — but now
and then he's given an unusual It isn't Lena Horne who spoils
and difficult task and when he- "Porgy and Bess" album with
completes it beautifully, all we Harry Belafonte—in our opinion—
it's Harry. . .Anyone who remem-
bers the immortal original cast
with Anne Brown (now living in
Eitrope), Todd Duncan, the late
Ruby Elzy and Avon Long—will
find Harry's portrayal of "Porgy"
lacking. . .Strictly a ballad sing-
er, Harry has no feeling for this
sort of thing — and putting songs
By DELORES CALVIN Show opened at the Opera House
in Buenos Aires playing to audi-
ences for prices of 50c to $1.50—
unheard of on Broadway — yet
they are making good. . .
can do is pin another bouquet to
his row of successes. .We are
speaking of the musical score he
wrote for Otto Preminger's "Anat-
omy of a Murder," a hit movie
which just opened on Broadway
. .Ellington on this one did his
first motion picture score — that
is — he wrote it and played it
and Columbia Records is so of "Porgy" into a calypso beat
thrilled with the results they've just isn't the answer. . .Lena, we
thought, had more of the feel ofgone and put excerpts from the
a production — singing more with
feeling of a troubled girl — more
with understanding and passion. ..
As you remember it was Lena
sound track on a single release
. . ..Wild with emotion and imagi-
nation, Ellington really lets his
ability roam on this one—proving
once again—he's the greatest. .
• • *
who thought she didn't sound her
best and tried to get RCA Victor
That Ahmad Jamal is really go- to recall the albums. . .which in-
ing places — with his new al. cidentally are selling well . .
Delia Reese, who's about to be
married, enjoying royalties from
her album on the blues and how
it was born — takes over at Re-
a favorite of the teenagers as gal Theatre in Chicago following
well as the young sophisticates. .. Dakota Staton. . .Billy Eckstine
1 Right now he's playing the Basin loves his European tour — headsSt. East, a spot in downtown New now for England. "A Raisin
The Sun" is now in book form—
The
York.
 fabulous Cab Calloway published by Random House and
bums out and the fans clamoring
for his kind of music. . .An odd-
looking, bearded character with
strange, far-away eves, Jamal is
ena Home, Eckstin° efor football players who can domore than one thing—at least three'Yvonne is a standout in the ballet
and is anxious to become a baller-
ina. ilov..ever she also rates with
the best tap dancers to be found
• tones Week's pest
anywhere in the middlewest. She's
also an interpretative dancer of 
By DOLORES CALVIN latest re;eases being "Imagine-
lion'' the entire album done in
class. NEW YORK — BILLY ECK-i slow, easy style. . . A sincere
One can hardly consider it co- 
STINE IN BIG COMEBACK . . . threat to every top male singing
incidental that Yvonne is install- 
Determined to make it this time, star, Billy's polish and know-how
ed as "lead" whenever she ap- 
with personal appearances, TV of the trade should put him, this
pears with a dance group. One 
guest shots and as many top rec- time, in his rightful place . . ..
i rehearsal and the producer de or 
ds as he can get—Billy Eckstme p. d. He's a great favorite among, 





Mr. Personality himself, Louis
Jordan, appears at the Tivoli The-
atre currently in a full week's
stand. Along with Louis comes
his brilliant stage revue featuring
40 dancers, singers, and entertain-
ers, and of course, his famous
Tympany Five.
The Louis Jordan Show brings
some extra sparkle to the Tivolt
stage with the music and antics
that only a master showman can
produce. The ageless mogul of
show business is known and lov-
ed by young and old alike.
Louis, of course, has captured
the top spot in every facet of show
business from one night stands to
some of America's and Europe's
most luxurious night clubs. In fact,
his current stage revue is pattern.
ed exactly after one of the extrava-
ganzas one would see in some of
the most expensive spots in the na-
tion.
The show includes Stump and
Stumpy, the charming and talented
Dyerettes, The Spence Twins, love.
ly newcomer Beverly Ann Gibson,
and the tremendous musical group
lied Saunders and his orchestra.
July's hottest week looks like
it will be even hotter with this
group swinging into town. It's Lou-




NEW YORK — (UPI) — Janet
Gaynor, who won Hollywood's firstait
oscar in 1928 and voluntarily re-11W
tired from movie stardom 10 years
later, will make her broadway
stage debut this fall as the star
of a new play by Joseph Hayes.
Miss Gaynor, now 52, will play
the mother in "The Midnight Sun,''
a play about a young man who re-
turns to his family in the middle$2.95.
west to re-establish his roots. The
Pearl Bailey's troupe into the' other starring roles, those of the
Cotton Club in Atlantic City, giv-, son and the father, have not Yeting stiff competition to Larry been cast, Howard Erskine, co-
Steele); show across the street at producer of the play with Hayes.
Club Harlem. said.
BILLIE HOLIDAY
It's Little Known, But
Billie Holiday 'Owned'
Two Popular Niteries
way of talent should make the job Since recording for Roulette,, new ones from her album "Giveeasy for whoever gets a chance to Billy has returned to his old style! The Lady What She Wants" fordirect her career. I of romantic singing—one of his' Victor. . .
- —
Discs By Johnny Matti's,
Samuel Goldwyn s motion pic- Zabelin by telephone at the Me.
'Drifters,' Move Up Poll ture version of the George Gerah- Vickers Theatre, RA. 6-4351. forwin - DuBose Heyward master- detailed information.work, "Porgy and Bess," will ca-
"T h e B a t t 1 e of New Or-1 fourth with his skyrocketing "Aj eighth: and Johnny Mathis' "Small 
tsetretopaortrigeaso idziendogrottusp sruna n di i Ire-





Stonewall Jackaon's "Waterloo," sixth; Carl Dobkins' "My Heart tie Too Much." "The Wonder Of 
n
storming the fort, grabbing off. Lloyd Price's "Personality," in "Here Comet Summer." benefits are asked to contact Mr., as the director,
a n chair.but a GI, Elvis Presley. was is an Open Book" in aevends; You," "1, a v a nil a r Blue." and men and organizers
,
tertainment. 
Money meant little to Billie Hob.
Another night club that Billie had, iday. She made it fast and spent
a behind the scenes interest in, it the same way. Much of the moo-
was Club Ebony opened on Broad- ey she earned on records and
"Porgy and Bess," which hag
been a success in the legitimate
theatre many times, has now been
produced an a motion picture, in
the Todd-AD process, with Tech-
nicolor and Hi-Fl stereophonic
Sound. Goldwyn has provided a
"Dream" cast, with such stars as
Sidney Pottier, Dorothy Dan-
dridge, Sammy Davis, jr., and
Pearl Bailey as the film's princi-


























































































































































































Born at John Gaston Hospital
July 11, 1958
A daughter, Essie Denise, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Harris of /161
Trask.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
A, Richmond of 333 Decatur.
A son, Deihl Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Guy of 520 N. Bel-
levue.
A son, Virgil Bershun. to Mr, and
Mrs. Otha R. Rhodes, of 1235 Alma.
A son, Danny Drew, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie J. Smith of 1200 Jack-
son.
A daughter, Thelma Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeffe Yarbrough of 488
Beale.
, A son, James Davis, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Cook of 1523
Kansas.
A daughter, Mary Ann, to Mr.
araMrs. Walter Johnson of 2357klyn.
• A daughter, Jackie Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas L. Morton of
485 Tillman.
A son, Eric Lee, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Elijah Walker, of 445 Moo-
re..
A daughter, Tierney LaShun. to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Woodson
of 3023 Tillman.
A daughter, Sabrina Glenn. to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cash of 609
Exchange.
A daughter, Teresa Gail, to Mr.1
and Mrs. Howard Williams of 284
Walnut.
A son, Chauncey Quinton, to Mr.
and Mrs. Venard Britt of 261 W.
Desoto.
A son, Sylvester Roy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Clark of 3119 Mt. Olive.
JULY LS
A son, Marvell, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Lyons of 2670 Supreme.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mors of 494 Wicks.
A daughter, Dorothy Louise, to
r. and Mrs. Willie Weeds of 2490
Winchester.
A son, Edward Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Brooks of 1375 Valse.
A 11011, Rickey Renard, to Mr. and
Mrs. B. J. Adams of 20 E. Colora-
do.
A son, Raymond Elton, to Mr.
and Mrs. David C. Ferguson of 797
Baltimore.
I A daughter, Fely Renee, to Mr.and Mrs. John H Dotson of 35121
Autumn.
A son Tommie , Jr., to Mr.iand Mrs. Tommie L. Davenport of768 Fleet.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ar-chie Robinson of 318 Winchester.
A son, Terry Lee, to Mr. a n dMrs Samson Bills of 806 Edith.A son, Larry Leon, to Mr. and
ARTHRITIS?
I hare been wondeotully blessed In beingrestored Ira Wive ILfg after being crippledIS awls mrs inlet In me hod, and minseicer soreness trim head to foot Ac.ling to Medical diarboals I had Rheu-told A rthri t le and ether forme ofIffneuMatiam For p12111 Information onhew I obtained thla wonderful relief write.
MRS. LELA S. WIER
2805 Arbor Hills Drive - 400














152 Madison - JA 5.7111
1111 So. Maio - JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Insurarce and Banking
1L7"
Mrs. Isaac Cleveland of 2324 E.
Warren.
JULY 13
A son, William Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Shine of 1155 Thomas.
A son, Terry Lynn, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. Ezell Fraier of 1157 Grant.
A daughter, Teresa Maytine, to
Mr. and Mrs. Persia L. McCain of
2405 Park,
A son, Marcus Stanley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie E. Norman of 1043
College.
A daughter, Sandraz Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Moses M. Tabron of
2234 Clayton.
A son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Jackson of 301 Peoples.
A son, Garry Avester, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Johnson of 747 Wil-
liams.
A son, Christopher Lane, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Walker of 888
land Mrs. Odell Cl'olis of 227 W.
Utah
A son, Elton Laquial, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie M. Spears of
1392 Roberts.
A daughter, Wanda Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ilerbert Parham
of 668 Grenada.
A daughter. Sandra Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Anderson of 607
Driving Pk.
A daughter, Lisa Elaine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse L. Macklin of
862 Marianna.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Houston of 775 Fleet. 
MA son, Rickey, to i. and Mrs.
James A McDoe of 1188 Spring.
dale.
A son, Nathaniel, Jr., to Mr.
Stanford. and Mrs. Nathaniel Gunn of 759
A son, Marvin King, to Mr. and 
Josephine.
Mrs. Albert K. Walls of 343 Abel. A son, Burnest Lee, Jr., to Mr.
A son, Jeffrey Lee, to Mr. and and Mrs. Burnest L. Rose of 1612
Mrs. Eddie R. Becton of 665 El- Lake.
more. A son, Earl Stanley, to Mr. and
A son, Larry Darnell, to Mr. Mrs. Tommy C. Thompson of 586
a n d Mrs. Albert Smith o f 147 Life.
Crump. A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
A son Sylvester. to Mr and Wendell Miller of 620 St. Paul
Mrs. Walter Fulton of 2144 Sto- A son, Melvin Charles, to Mr.
veil. and Mrs. Samson liall of 5490
A son, Willie Lee, to Mr. and Rams"'
Mrs. Leonard Suggs of 3851 Bar- JULY 16
ron. A daughter, Ntartha Sue, to Mr.
JULY 14 and Hrs. Raymond Gales of 1555
A son, Vance, Jr., to Mr. and Willis.
Mn. Vance Brooks of 684 Tate. A son, Gregory, to Mr and Mrs.
A son, Lonzo Lee, Jr., to mi.. Walter Crockwell of 983 South
and Mrs. Lonzo Smith of 3401/2 Fourth.
Walnut. A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
A daughter, Katherine, to Mr. and. Mrs. Samuel Clark of 2156
and Mrs. Charles Pratcher of 1310 Clayton.
Yazoo Court.
A son, Acey James, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Farmer of 610 Hea-
dy Hall.
A daughter, Jacqueline Louise,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Jones of 1342 Latham.
A daughter, Josephine Denise.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson of
1441 Leflore.
A son, Jeffery Paige, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Walker of 800 Bull.
ington.
A daughter, Sheila Renee, to 
July 5
A son, Reginald Keith, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvell Baker of Mrs. Rogi„ Mays f 737 Hastings.
1564 Monsarrat.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Sullivan of 1566 Ray-
burn.
A daughter, Glenda Faye, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Townsend
of 678 Wright.
A daughter, Lutishia Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Narvis McBee of 1382
, College.
A son, Craig Durell, to Mr. and
.
Mrs Sam Wright of 1202 Jack-
son.
I A daughter, Jeanette, t o Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. Elwood M. Fields A 
daughter, Ella Mae, to Mr.
of 899 Louisiana. and Mrs. Lee Elton Ellzey of 83
A daughter, Sharon Denise to W•
Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Tyson of A 
son, Davis Leonard, to Mr.
1133 Nichols. and Mrs. Freddie Nolen of 
1935
Mrs. David Archie of 628 Person. 
Hunter.A son, Robert D., to Mr. and
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Sylvester. Jr. to Mr. and 
well
Samuel Patterson of 340 Halls-
Mrs. Sylvester Rawlings of 585 Born At H -.K. Crump MemorialSO. Lauderdale.
A son, to Mr. and Clarence 
Hospital
Buckingham of 795 Porter. 
July 3. 1959
JULY 15 A 
daughter, Karen Denise, to
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr and 
Mr and Mrs. Jessie J. Smith of
Mrs. Walter L. Nelson of 3084 
672 Grenada Rd.
A daughter, Joey Charlayne. toShannon.
A son, Rickey Carlos, to Mr. 
Mr and Mrs. Charlie C, Camp-
and Mrs. Roberft Couch of 609'' 
bell of 1484 Dixie.
Lauderdale.
A son, James Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Lee of 1020 Tunstall.
HUMBOLDT,
The School Bell rang for Stigall
teachers and pupils July 13, 1959.
The attendance has been very
good. Two new teachers were wel-
comed to the staff-Miss Vivian L.
Graves, teacher of Commerce and
• English, and Mr. Israel Beard, 6th
grade. Both are graduates of Stig-
all. Miss Graves holds a degree
from A&I State university, Mr.
Beard holds a degree from Lane
college.
Mr. William Penn also a grad-
uate of Stigall and Lane college
and a student at Meharry medical
college is substitute teacher for
Science teacher, Mr. C. H. Wil-
liams, who is studying at Fisk
university.
St. James Baptist church will
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office it the Mississippi
State line. MADAM BELL Is hack after •
leas time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay hi her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yes lest faith Is year hoshand, wife or sweetheart? Are you
I. bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise von at once. the
will read life to you just as she would read so open book.
Tell yea why your kits or business is eel a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at one*.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Lice, on the way to Hensando. fler home Is 2 blocks below
where she used its stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
I. leek for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all there. (She n e eee had an rake in West Memphis.)
Caleb yellow his, marked Whitehaven Stotts Line and get
off at $tate [An* and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN. 
COMETODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Risers I a m to I p.M.
Nestlings Daily Open as. Sundays
I don't maks any horn. ealls or answer any letters. Be sure
to leek fnr the right sign and the right name.
A son, Gregory Kevin, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Delk, Jr. of 238
Walker.
July 1
A daughter, Cheryl Ann, to Mr.
and Hrs. Alfred E. Mackey of 298
E. Person.
A daughter, Walteiene Denise,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Miller
of 1765 Kansas.
July 8
A son, Darrell Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Garrett of 3318
Alta Rd.
TENNESSEE
TEN - YEAR MEN - At a re-
cent service at the Memphis
General Depot, four facilities
division employees were
awarded Department of the
Army Service pins for com•
Meting 10 years of Govern-
ment service. From left, they
are Johnnie Henderson, Jr., of
1012 Farrington st., Nelson
Townsend of 2364 Hunter St.,




6:30 ADVENTURES OF COL-
ONEL FLACK. The colonel at-
tempts to help a Scottish tail;
claim his rightful share of a le-
gacy and lands with Garvy in hot
water in cold wine cellar.
7100 KEEP TALKING. Vincent
Price appears as master of cere-
mony filling tn for Carl Reiner
who goes to Hollywood.
9.30 ARMSTRONG by request.
"House of Cards:" drama about
a compulsive gambler is based
on composite of actual case his-
tories ot men for whom gambling
became an obsession.
Thursday. July 23
6:30 BORDER PATROL. "Un-
known Cargo." an arms smug-
gling band is caught robbing an
armory.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
"The Promise." story of two
brothers bound to a ranch by a
promise who learn that hate can
be found in the love for a worn-
an.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "Free
Weekend." Story deals with dra-
matic conflicts in the special
world of Summer camps and the
fierce competition among youths
and their parents for end-of-the
season honors.
Friday, July 24
8:30 RAWHIDE. "Incident of
the Shambling Man:" former bare-
knuckle fighter is tormented by
!daughter-in-law who seeks to have
him declared insane.
8:00 PHIL SILVERS SHOW. Sgt.
Bilko gets urge to enter bowling
business and arranges for seance
with phony medium in effort to
find way to get money.
9:00 THE LINEUP. "The Grem-
lin Grady Case:" after homicide
is committed, Frisco police move
in and track down pair of acro-
bats who use their art to make
off with valuable furs and jew-
els.
Saturday. July 25
11:45 GAME OF THE WEEK.
Washington Senators take ,on tim
diens in Cleveland.
6:30 RECKONING "The Vm ,
observe Woman'a Day Sunday, geance:" a young man is houndr,
July 26, 1959. Mrs. Cora Deberry by a detective who holds him cc
of Jackson. Tenn. will be guest sponsibile for crippling his son
speaker at the 11 o'clock hour. 
in a street fight.
Mrs. Addie Rawls is general chair-
man. Rev. W. S. Vance is acting!
pastor.
Recent visitors in town-Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Carnes and children of
Wilmington. Dela.-spent a week
visiting Mrs. Carnes' parents and
brother. Mrs. Carnes will be re-
membered as Miss Willa Dean
Harrell.
Miss Italiie Plunk and her sis-
ter-in-law Mrs. Nettie Betts of St.
Louia, Mo. spent a few days with
Miss Plunk's sisters Mesdames
Bennie Bailey and Suzanne Delton.
Mr. Charles Corley of New York
City spent a few hours with ole
classmates and friends.
The Men's Progressive Club held
its regular meeting Wednesday
night at Rawls-Baskerville Funeral
Home. The business was presided
over by President Dorrington Reid.
If you have newt please call
SI:Inset 4-9626 before Thursday.
Bowl. Stator.
and P•rta
8:00 BRENNER. "Man in the
Middle:" erring youth, whom
mob has marked for bigger cra ,.
game, reckons without trust of cm
dedicated policeman.
10:00 NEW YORK CO'
FIDENTIAL. "Massacre." eyei
one has forgotten about 13-yea:
old murder of shoemaker but !m!
daughter who has lethal plans i!,!
avenging her father's murder,
.ojian Tortured
y Agonizrng ITCH
"I nearly itched to death for 7,/, jean.
Thal lonadetnetenondercreme.Nout
I'm happy," writer Mu. D. Ward.blessed relief from rattans of mains!itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash sod eczemamw,th an itring flew scientific formulaLAcalled NACANE. This fastac•ting.ed creme kills harmful Incur,.medicet germs whale I r 1100Ihet raw, irotatedandinflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching-go mspeeds hesling. Don't suffer another inute.












760 Union Ave.-1A 7-2631 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
the NAACP convention. Mr.
Careens, a native of Mississip-
pi, just completed a new home
a few mites ea% of Jackson
and spent a short stay in
Jackson with relatives and
friends. lie and Mrs. Careens
motored down on vacation.
toe se. and Jesse Hatheork of
1339 Russwood ave. Present-
the award was Maj. William
L. Turner, Depot post engi
neer, who is shown pinning
button to Mr. liathrock's shirt.
School Awarded $125,000 Grant
Tuskegee Institute School of
Nursing announced last week that
it has been awarded a $125,000
March of Dinies grant to increase
its student enrollment and teach-
ing facilities.
The grant, announced jointly by
Dr. L. H. Foster, president of
Tuskegee and Basil O'Connor,
president of The National Foun-
dation (formerly "for Infantile
Paralysis"), is part of the more
than $1,000,000 allocation' an-
nounced today for education in the
health professions by The National
Foundation.
ATTEND CONVENTION -
From left to riffht, Sebron Car-
gans of New York accompany
Mr. and Mrs. Medger Evers to
the municipal airport to take
the Delta flight to New York
to attend the fiftieth annual
NAACP convention. Mr. Ever%
Is the state field secretary of
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Lincoln Tigers Add
Tenth Game To Slate
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - Lin-i
,•oln university ( Mo.( added a 10thl
game to its football schedule last,
week and at the same time handed,
athletic director Dwight Reed a
formidable task.
The game is against Augustana
college Sept. 7 Sioux Falls, S.D.
That gives Reed, who Is also head
football coach, only six days in
which In to prepare his team. Un-
der college rules teams can't be-
gin formal practice until Sept. I.
"It won't give us much time,"
Reed acknowledged, "hut we've
got a good nucleus coming back
and we will put a representative
football team on the field."
The game will mark the third
meeting between the two schools
in the last four years. Lincoln won,
26-13, here in 1957 and 13-7 in Sioux
Falls,
Coach Reed said the game was
scheduled early in September to
fit in with a Chamber of Com-
merce promotion in Sioux Falls.
The chamber will use proceeds
from the game to foot the bill for
iational and regional sports pro-
motion.
Sioux Falls recently was host to
the National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics track meet.
The contract calls for the teams
to meet again in 1960 at Sioux
Fella. llowever, Reed saysthat
game will be the second weekend
in September - which means he'll
have a dozen days to prepare in-
stead of the scanty six. Reed said
he immediately will begin send-
ing out training information to the
returning Tiger personnel "so
they'll show up Sept. 1 ready to
play."
Reed returns five guards, one
center, three tackles, four ends
and four backs who logged con-
siderable playing time in 1958. Lin-
coln wound up with a 7-1 record
and annexed the Mineral Water
Bowl championship at Excelsior
Springs.
Reed rates Augustana, a mem-
ber of the North-Central Confer-
ence, as one of the toughest small
college teams in the nation. Its
enrollment is between 3,500 and 4,-
000 students. With the addition of
Augustana, Lincoln's schedule will
show six road games and four at
home.
Other foes include Mils/inert
School of Mines Sept. 19 at Nolla;.
Arkansas A. and M. Sept. 29 at
Pine Bluff; Central Missouri Stain:
Oct. 3 here; Kentucky State Oct.
10 here; Locos college Oct. 17 at
Dubuque. Iowa; Mankato, Minn...
State Oct. 24 here; St. Ambrose
college Oct. 31 at Davenport, Iowa;
Central State Nov. 7 at Wilber-,
force, Ohio; and Tennessee State
here Nov. 14. The Mankato game
will be Lincoln's Homecoming.
Raceway Crash
Kills Mechanic
F'REEPORT, Ill - (UPI) - A
race-track pit mechanic was kill."
ed and two other persons injured
Sunday in a crash that halted ties
lion briefly at the Walnut street,
ISpeedway.
The victim Identified by the
Stephenson county sheriffs office
as John William Gaither, 48, of,
Peoria, died when a racer's free.
flying axle struck Ginther across
the chest.
Authorities said the driver, Bill
Allen, Danville, suffered minor in-
juries and another pit mechanic,.
Thomas Kent, 22, Peoria, was
hospitalized with a possible brok-
en back
Former World Ace On Parade
ITTA RENA, Miss. - A former
Memphis World managing editor
has been added to the public re-
lations staff at Mississippi 
Vocetional college and will serve as
assistant public relations director
B. E. Coulon, according to Dr.
J. H. White, the president.
He is Raymond Tisby, a grad-
uate of the Lincoln University
School of Journalism at Jefferson
City, Mo., who also worked on
papers in Birmingham and Shreve.
port.
fraternity, Mr. Tisby served as
advertising manager of the Bir-
mingham (Ala.) World, was man-
aging editor of the Memphis
World, and city sports editor of
the Shreveport (La.) Sun before
going to MVC.
A native of Shreveport, he Is
married to the former Miss Elsie
Jean Vaughn of Memphis.
1101.14/LWOREIRS - BETTER JORSI TORyou Work In New York hornee •t00 Der week, free room and board.Metals Rent Reply giving name. address,telephone of references. Domestic Ern-
A member of Phi Beta Sigma II/r1XkoirAt yAgencs. 1. Ileth Si . New •
300 ANNOUNCING $300
ANOTHER BIG NEWSBOYS CONTEST
WITH S100.0UPRST PRIZE . . .
YES $100 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY! !
It's Easy to ,WIN
The Rules are Simple:
1. This contest will be based on your average increase for'the twelve week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers you sold May 30.
3. Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these cash prizes.
CONTEST DATES-July 4th thru Sept. 22nd
THE PRIZES:
First Prize . .... - . nswa`e• • • MI • fr $100.00 Sixth Prize •Tis • .•-•rilliele 1.1•11•1• eml• MI • $15.00
Second Prize • •.••-...•:•, $ 50.00 Seventh Prize oo • • • • $15.00
Third Prize .• • „ ..... t., $30.00 Eighth Prize .:•,• :0101 • tosil .tat • c.1.ms.m $15.00
Fourth Prize • $20.00 Ninth Prize • • • • .• • De 'et • • MI • 10) $5.00
Fifth Prize  $15.00 Tenth Prize ..... • 1•1 • • t• 11.1•11 • $5.00
AND FOR THE TOP FIELD MAN $25.00








Sat, July 25, 1959
Top Schools Lure Knox
Faculty During Summer
KNOXVILLE — With Summer
vacation here, many members of
the Knoxville college faculty have
taken the opportunity to enroll in
some of the top schools in t is e
country, while others are traveling
leisurely in this country and
abroad.
Studying at the ivy-dad halls of
Harvard university in Cambridge,
Mass. is Dr. Lee L. Campbell.
Taking Summer courses in the
corn country at the State Universi-
ty of Iowa are Porterfield Brad-
by, director of public relations, and
Miss Mary Stewart, assistant pro-
fessor of English.
Near the banks of the Wabash,
but paying closer attention to their
books at Indiana university are
Mr. and Mrs. James McGinnis
and Robert T. Mungen, Mr. Mc-
Ginnis is associate professor of
music, Mrs. McGinnis, assistant
professor of education and head
football coach.
Also studying this Summer are
Mrs. Eldred Davis, assistant pro-
fessor of education, at the Univer-
city of Michigan, Ralph Martin,
another assistant professor in the
education department, is at the
University of Tennessee, along with
Mrs. Jacqueline Martin Under-
wood, instructor of mathematics.
! Mrs. Rosemary F. Adams, as-
sociate professor of music is en-
rolled in New York university, and
Mrs. Lois Clark, assistant librari-
an, is at Peabody college in Nash-
ville.
Touring France, Italy and Eng-
land with a friend, and hoping to
add Spain to her itinerary before
coming back home the latter part
of August is the head librarian and
instructor in library science, Miss
Rea Whestone.
Dr. Gerard Mertens, professor of
romance languages and chemistry,
will visit the Scandinavian coun-
tries, Poland and Russia this
Summer, while Dr. Merrill Proud-
foot, associate professor of philos-
ophy and religion is already on a
grand tour of Scotland, England,
Holland, Germany, Switzerland,
Italy, France and Ireland with
his 14-year-old nephew from San
Antonio, Texas.
Before returning to the campus,
Dr. Proudfoot will visit relatives
and friends in Iowa.
Seeing America first is Dr. Her-
man J. Kloepfer and his w if e,
who are stopping with friends and
relatives in Boise, Idaho, and Los
Angeles while touring the F a r
West.
Their vacation will take them to
16 states and such scenic wonders
as the Grand Canyon and Rocky
Mountain National Park.
LU Totals 1/00 Hosted In 1959
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — The 11.5 per cent over the figure for
Office of Admissions and Records the same period last year. In ad-
at Lincoln university has announc-
ed that approximately 1700 persons
will have been serviced by that in-
stitution at the close of the 1959
Summer Session on July 31.
' An enrollment of 942 regular stu-
dents in the various areas of the
University shows an increase of
I !SCORN Mit IVIRYONI




chtion, approximately 750 persons
have registered for workshops, in-
stitutes and short courses bringing
the total figure to 1,692.
List Goes Up
For 40th Ward
Members of the 40th Ward are
working diligently for the coming
elections. Listed on the block for
work at the polls are:
Mathew Davis, 1107 Argyle, Josh
A. Tools, 1272 Firestone. H r s.
Rosian Jackson, 1402 Breedlove.
Mrs. Lucille Price, 1368 Kney.
Mrs, Mary Gray, 11 Chicago and
Rev. Taylor Powell.
OUTSTANDING WORKERS —
S I x employees at Memphis
General Depot received Su-
stained Superior Performance
a n d Beneficial Suggestion
awards in the Incentive
Awards program at the depot
recently. Award winners seat-
ed from left are Mrs. Bernice
J. Riddick of 1011 Mosby rd.,
$150; and Mrs. Marie Barasso
of 3819 Montclair dr., $100 for
sustained superior work per-
formance. Standing, from left,
are Leonard B. Beardain of
2437 Joy lane. $10: Bennie R.
Crawford of 2426 Hunter ave.,
910; Maj. William L. Turner,
post engineer who presented
awards; William H. Scott, Jr.,
0( 1427 Dearing rd., $5; and
Louis White, Jr., of 948 Kan-
sas it., $10, for beneficial sug-
gestions. All of the winers are
in the Depot Facilities divi-
sion.
Humphreys To Head Bible Week Sessions
H. E. Humphreys Jr., chairman betterset of principles or source individual, as a
of the board of United States Rub-I of inner strength than the Holy world searching
her Company, will serve as na- 
iBible. It s the answer for us as said.
tional chairman of the nineteenth
annual National Bible Week, Octo-
ber 19-25, 1959. The announcement
was made by Charles R. Sligh,
Jr., president of the Laymen's Na-
tional Committee, Inc., of New
York, an inter - faith organization
which sponsors the week.
The theme for this year's obser-
vance will be, "The Bible and
You."
On assuming the chairmanship of
National Bible Week, Mr. Hum-
phreys said, "We need spiritual
and moral guidance today more
than any time in our history. Our
day -to - day problems sometimes
seem to overwhelm us. The space
age poses questions we do not fully
understand. And all around us we
see evidences of moral irresponsi-
bility, tempting us to ignore the
religious principles we were taught
to follow.
"There is no better guide, no
VOCALIST MARGARET TYNES sings opera,
musical comedy and jazz. She favors one
brand of cigarettes: Lucky Strike. With
Luckiee, Miss Tynes gets the unforgettable
taste of fine tobacco. "I want the one that
tastes best," she says."To me, that's a Lucky!"
, • •
• • • • • ......







Mrs. °vette Kemp recently suf-
fered a terrific blow when h e r
brother, Rev. Will Alsobrooks and
niece. Mrs. Sereatha Coe b o t Is
passed on the same day. M r I.
Kemp was notified in Chicago,
where she was en route to her
home in New York.
Rev. Alsobrooks and Mrs. Coe
were buried after a double funeral
in St. Luke Baptist church. The
Revs. J. W. Echols, jr., and T.
It Buckner officiated over R a v.
Usobrooks. Revs. Buckner and E.
V. McGhee over Mrs. Coe. Both
were buried in New Park ceme-
tery,
Mrs. Ke mp said that through
her turmoil and grief she h a s
been comforted by the Rev. Evan-
gelist L. M. Jetts, mother of the
Gospel Feast Prayer Band, of
which Mrs. Kemp is a member.
She is also a member of the Met-
ropolitan Baptist church.
Donkey Serenade
WINONA, Miss — (UPI) —
State Senate candidate Hugh
Bailey promised he would ride a
donkey 88 miles to the state Cap-
society, and as a litol if elected. "I'll leave in plenty
for the truth," he of time to get there when the roll
Is called," he added.
FEDERAL MEDIATOR Joseph
Finnegan (right) looks at
United Steelworkers Union
President David J. McDonald
after the two met in two-hour
session in effort to settle na-
tionwide strike, Finnegan said
chances for a settlement now
appear dim. UPI Telephoto
SO Prof Wins London Award
BATON ROUGE, La. — The
Ciba Foundation, London, Eng-
land, has notified a Southern uni-
versity professor, Dr. Emily Hor-
rington that she is a recipient
of a research award for research
revelant to the problem of aging.
Dr. Horrington, who was one of
the top ten selections from 91
research problems under consider-
ation, will receive a 100 nound
note from the Bank of England.
The Ciba Foundation is an in-
ternational center, established as
an educational and scientific char-
ity under the laws of England.
It owes its inception and support
to its founder, Ciba Limited of
Switzerland, but is administered
exclusively by its distinguished
Trustees. Its purpose is to pro-
mote international cooperatio
medical and chemical reseal!'
Attention was drawn to Dr. Hor-
rington and her work when she
made a report to the Gerontologi-
cal Society, Inc., which was held
in November 1958 at Philadelphia.
She had been working with a re-
search team from Cornell uni-
versity, engaged in a pilot study
to find out the effects, if any,
from surgically joining an old rat
with a younger one.
Beginning Saturday July 25th
by
roe
Why is an anti-lynch bill necessary? Why have lynch-
ings diminished? What kind of hatred inspires lynch-
ings? What were the most significant lynch cases?
What is a lynching? Where will the next lynching
most likely take place?
Defender Publications has assigned one of its top
writers to survey lynchings during the past fifty
years, and to get answers on questions about lynch-
ings.
Be sure to follow this series beginning Saturday, July
25th in the Defender Publications (Chicago Daily
Defender, National, Chicago Defender, Michigan
Chronicle, and the Tri-State Defender.
j C,44.45
Lutrelle F Palmer, Jr. is the editor and general manager of
the Defender Publications' 'Fri-State Defender (Memphis).
Palmer, along with a photographer went into Mississippi to
get the facts in the Mack C. Parker case. They helped a
witness to escape to Chicago to tell the truth. Palmer was
the director of the news bureau at Fisk University before
joining the Tri-State Defender. He has served as a reporter
with the Chicago Defender, the California Eagle. and has
been cited by the Chicago Newspaper Guild for feature
writing.
EXCLUSIVE IN THE DEFENDER PUBLICATIONS*A t A-od d :I: %.1 ~tic.ww,194en, zvrely --cremes.sire, mael),
